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FOREWORD
The Landsat Science Office at Goddard Space Fl ight Center
(GSFC) is charged with the responsibility of characterizing the
quality of Landsat-4 image data and, through data analysis, the
performance of the Landsat system. It has enlisted the participa-
tion of recognized and experienced members of the Landsat community
(private, acadmic and government, U.S. and International) in in-
vestigating various aspects of this multifaceted topic. The Landsat
Science Investigations Program provides the framework within which
the individual investigations are taking place. One feature of the
Program is to provide in-progress exchange of observations and
findings among individual investigators, especially through an
ongoing series of Investigations Workshops. Release of information
resulting from the investigations is via public symposia. The
Landsat-4 Early Results Symposium (so named since most investigators
had had access to Landsat data for only a brief period) was held
on February 22-24, 1983. A second publ ic symposium is planned for
late 1984.
The present document is the first to be published con-
taining collected results of the Investigations Program. It was
originally intended as an Executive Summary companion volume to
the Proceedings of the Landsat-4 Early Results Symposium, presenting
abstracts of papers included in the proceedings. However, since
publication has been delayed, it was decided that this summary
volume should encompass results reached during post-symposium
investigations wherever possible. Thus, results summarized herein
range in date reported from February 22, 1983 (in a few cases) to
December 6, ]983 (in most cases) on which date was held the most
recent Investigations Workshop.
This document is arranged to follow the organization of
the Early Results Symposium. It includes introductory papers
(Landsat program and system descriptions) in their entirety
followed by summaries of results of each individual investigation
in the order in which they were reported at the symposium (even
though most contain more recent data). The symposium proceedings,
iii
to be published in the near future, will contain investigations
papers in this same order.
The papers del ivered at the symposium were divided into
three major sessions: one on Multispectral Scanner (MSS) Investi-
gations, one on Thematic Mapper (TM) Investigations and one on
Applications Investigations. The MSS and TM sessions progressed
topically from radiometry to geometry; the Applications session
progressed through the various disciplines of application.
Although the focus of some investigations shifted from one topic
to another during the period since the symposium, the summaries
of results of such investigations are, nonetheless, retained in
the original presentation order in these summary volumes.
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THE LANDSAT-4PROGRAM:AN OVERVIEW
WILLIAM WEBB
NASA/GODDARDSPACEFLIGHT CENTER
INTRODUCTION
Landsat-4 was launched aboard a De]ta 3920 launch vehicle from the
Western Test Range (Vandenberg Air Force Base, California) on July 22, ]982.
This is the latest in a series of NASAEarth-observation satellites and the
first to carry the newly-developed high resolution, high data rate Thematic
Mapper (TM). The purpose of this paper is to present an overview of the
Landsat-4 Program in terms of the program plan, accomp]ishments and future
events, the transition of operational responsibility to National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)management and the challenges remaining to
both NASApersonnel and Landsat-4 Investigations Program participants.
PROGRAMPLAN
The Landsat series of satellites began in July of 1972 with the
launch of the Earth Resources Technology Satel]ite (ERTS)-I. The first of the
series (later termed Landsat-l) bore two imaging systems, the Multispectral
Scanner (MSS) and the Return BeamVidicon (RBV) camera. With the MSSand the
RBV, Landsat-I also carried a Data Col]ection System (DCS) for the monitoring
and recording of data from a number of Earth-stationed co]lection platforms.
Figure I depicts the series of Landsat sate]lites and places Landsat-4 (with
its MSSand the new TM) in the continuum of NASAEarth observing and resource
monitoring satellites.
Landsat- 1
July 1972
• Landsat-2
January 1975
• Landsat-3
March 1978
0 Landsat-4
• July 1982 Landsat-D'
• Available for Launch
[] 12 to 15 Months After
Landsat-4
rn
• ReturnBeamVidicon(RBV) _
0 High ResolutionPanchromaticRBV
• MultispectralScanner(MSS)
[3 ThematicMapper(TM)
• Data CollectionSystem(DCS)
FIGURE ]. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE: THE LANDSAT SERIES
Based on experience gained from Landsats 1, 2 and 3 and the expressed
desire of Landsat imagery users for higher resolution data across a broader
range of the electromagnetic spectrum, the Landsat-4 Project Office formulated
the major mission objectives presented in Table ] and the system requirements
outlined in Table 2.
TABLE I. MAJOROBJECTIVESOF THE LANDSAT-4MISSION
• To Providefor System-LevelFeasibilityDemonstrations
in Concertwith NOAA and User Agenciesto Define the
Characteristicsof an OperationalSystem
• To Assess the Capabilityof the ThematicMapper (TM)
and AssociatedSystemsto Provide ImprovedInformation
for Earth ResourcesManagement
• To Providefor ContinuedAvai]abi]ityof Multispectral
Scanner (MSS) Data
• To Providea Transitionfor Both Domesticand Foreign
Users from MSS Data to the Higher Resolutionand Data
Rate of the TM
m To Permit ContinuedForeignParticipationin the
Program'
3
TABLE2. SYSTEMREQUIREMENTS
• Orbit e Coverage
- Altitude: 705.3 km - Ground Station Tracking
- Descending Node: and Data Network (GSTDN)
9:30-10:00 a.m. Initially
e Launch Vehicle - Tracking and Data Relay
- Delta 3920 (Shuttle Satellite System (TDRSS)
Retrievable) WhenAvailable
e Instruments • Scenes/Day - Flight Segment
- Multispectral Scanner Capacity
-- 4 Band - NASA(200 MSS; I00 TM)
-- 83 Meter IFOV - Foreign (337 MSS; 150 TM)
- Thematic Mapper
-- 7 Band • Data Quantity - Ground Segment
-- 30 Meter IFOV Capacity
- MSS
• Flight Segment -- 200 Scenes/Day
- Uses Multi-Mission
Modular Spacecraft - TM
-- I Scene/Day - Begins
• Ground Segment July I, 1982
- Controls Spacecraft -- 12 Scenes/Day -
- Receives & Records Data Begins July 31, 1983
- Processes & Distributes -- 50 Scenes/Day -
Data Begins January 31,
1985
• Mission Life
- 3 Years (Goal) e Products Through Ground
System Within 48 Hours
- High Density Tapes
- Computer Compatible
- TM Film
The system design, both in flight and ground segments, was developed in direct
response to the requirements shown above.
Figure 2 depictsthe overallconfigurationof the flight and
communicationsportionsof the Landsat-4system. Initially,the spacecraft
will be contro77edand imagedata receivedvia NASA's Ground StationTracking
Data Network (GSTDN)augmentedby a TransportableGround Station (TGS) located
at the GoddardSpace Flight Center (GSFC). In addition,a seriesof foreign
ground stationswill receive image and associatedtelemetrydata, each
accordingto its definedacquisitionrequirements. When available,NASA's
Trackingand Data Relay SatelliteSystem (TDRSS)will be employedas the
primarycommand/control/imagedata acquisitionlink,with data being routed
throughthe TDRSS Ground Stationat White Sands, New Mexico.
FOREIGNSTAT O
U.S. GROUND TRACKING & DATA 186 Km
STATION RELAY SATELLITE _ i SWATH WIDTH
WHITE SANDS, NM
FIGURE 2. SYSTEM DESIGN: FLIGHT SEGMENTAND COMMUNICATIONSLINKS
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FIGURE3. SYSTEMDESIGN: GROUNDSEGMENT
Figure 3 presents the high level Ground Segment design. As shown,
the end-to-end Ground Segment consists of five elements: the Mission
Management Facility (MMF), the Control and Simulation Facility (CSF), the
Image Generation Facility (IGF), the Transportable Ground Station (TGS) and
the EROSData Center (EDC). The first four of these elements are located at
GSFCwhile EDC is located in Sioux Falls, South Dakota. Briefly stated, the
Ground Segment works in the following manner: user requests for image data
acquisition are received at EDCand forwarded to the MMF(in fact, there exist
two MMFs, one each for MSSand TM mission management) wherein they are sorted
according to date and priority before being sent via computer-to-computer data
link to the CSF. Based on these prioritized requests, the CSF schedules and
commandsthe spacecraft according)y. In addition, the CSF receives
housekeepingtelemetrydata for monitoringthe spacecraft'shealth as well as
telemetrydata to be reformattedfor later use in image processing.
Image data are then received directlyvia the TGS or via domestic
communicationssatellite(DOMSAT)from GSTDN stationsor the TDRSS Ground
Station. MSS foreign data required by U.S. users are also recorded on High
DensityTapes at the Japan, Australia,Sweden and Brazil Stationsand mailed
to the Ground Segmentfor processing. After receipt of image data and under
the controlof the appropriateMMF, the IGF (eitherMSS or, when operational,
TM) processesthese data into user productsthat are either shippedor
transmittedvia DOMSAT to EDC for distribution.
ACCOMPLISHMENTSAND FUTURE EVENTS
This sectiondescribesLandsatProgramaccomplishmentsand future
eventswith respect to Flight Segmentmilestones,image data acquisition
capabilitiesand Ground Segmentmilestones.
Figure 4 (top) depictssignificantevents in the historyof the
Landsat-4spacecraft. All milestoneshaving been successfullyachieved,NASA
anticipatesturningover operationalcontrolof Landsat-4to NOAA management
on January3], 1983. Figure 4 (bottom)recountsthe integrationand testing
of the Landsat-D'spacecraftwith the completionof this activityscheduledto
take place in April of this year (1983). Storageand confidencetesting is
scheduledto occupy a maximum of 1-3/4years, but the spacecraftwill be
availablefor early launchat any time after storagebegins. Launch of
Landsat-D'is currentlyscheduledfor mid-1985.
Figure 5 presentsthe growth of acquisitioncapability (in
satisfactionof United States user requirements)from the pre-TDRSSera (TGS,
GSTDN and selectedforeign sites) throughlimiteduse of the TDRS-East in May
of ]983 to use of TDRS-Eastand -West in December 1983 (projecteduse of TDRSS
is based on the currentschedule). As Figure 5 indicates,"full-up"use of
the TDRSS will allow near-totalglobal coverage (a small portionof the Soviet
Union is the only landmass area remainingunavailableduring the
Landsat/TDRSSera).
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FLIGHT SEGMENTACCOMPLISHMENTSAND FUTURE EVENTS
Acquisition Capabilities:
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Figure 6 depicts non-U.S,ground stationscurrentlyactive in support
of satisfyingforeign Landsatdata user requirements.
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FIGURE 6. ACTIVEFOREIGN GROUND STATIONS
The Landsat-4Ground Segment is designedto processHSS and TH image
data separately. Figure 7 (top) presentssignificanthistoricalevents in
NASA's developmentof the MSS processingcapability. NOAA operationof the
system began on January31 of this year. Figure7 (bottom)depictsthe TH
processingcapabilitydevelopment. TH data are currentlybeing processedby
an interimsystem consistingof a varietyof elements locatedat GSFC. This
temporarysystem (termedthe "ScroungeSystem")will processTH data at the
one scene per day level until the TM Image ProcessingSystem enters its
research and developmentphase on July 31 of this year. TH processingwill
ultimatelybe turned over to NOAA managementon January31 of 1985.
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TRANSFEROF LANDSAT-4OPERATIONSTO NOAAMANAGEMENT
PresidentialDirective54 (November16, 1979) assignedmanagement
responsibilityfor all civi] operationalremote sensingsatellitesto NOAA.
All aspectsof Landsat-4/D'operationswill, accordingly,be transferredto
NOAA management. Table 3 presentssalientpointsof the Landsat transferfrom
NASA to NOAA, while Figure 8 presentsa scheduleof events with respect to
this transfer.
TABLE 3. TRANSFEROF LANDSAT-4OPERATIONS
TO NOAAMANAGEMENT
• PresidentialDirective54, Dated November !6, 1979,Assigns
ManagementResponsibilityfor all Civil OperationalRemote
Sensing SatelliteSystemsto NOAA
e NASA RetainsResponsibilityto Design,Develop,Test, Integrate
and InitiallyOperatethe Landsat-4System
• NASA to TransferAll Phases of the Landsat-4System
Incrementallyto NOAA ManagementDuring the Period January 1983
Through January 1985
e EROS Data Center to Serve as Data DistributionCenter
• All Aspectsof Landsat-4/D'Operations,IncludingProduct
Distribution,Under NOAA ManagementAfter January 1985
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NASA _|
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FIGURE 8. LANDSAT-4/D'TRANSITIONTO NOAA: SCHEDULEOF EVENTS
REMAININGCHALLENGES
After the successfullaunchof Landsat-4and activationof its
imagingsystems,severalchallengesremain both to NASA personneland
InvestigationsProgramparticipants. Table 4 summarizesthese challenges.
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TABLE4. CHALLENGESREMAININGTO NASAPERSONNEL
AND INVESTIGATIONSPROGRAMPARTICIPANTS
NASA • Complete TM Image Processing Development, thus making
an Increased Number of Higher Quality Products
Available to the User Community
• AchieveTransitionto TDRSS, therebyProvidingNear
Global MSS and TM CoverageAvailableto the User
Community
,,, , ,,
INVESTIGATORS e Carry Out Researchwith MSS and TM Imagery in Your
VariousApplicationAreas
• Promotethe Routineand PracticalUse of these Data
for the Bettermentof Mankind
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LANDSAT-4SYSTEMDESCRIPTION
THEODOREC. AEPLI
GENERALELECTRICCOMPANY
The Landsat-4 Flight Segment is shown in its orbital configuration in
Figure I. It consists of two major sections. The Multimission Modular
Spacecraft at the aft end is a standard set of subsystems originally designed
by Goddard Space Flight Center a few years ago. It's first flight was on the
Solar MaximumMission; Landsat-4 is the second satellite program to use the
Multimission Modular Spacecraft. The forward end of the satellite is new and
contains the mission unique equipment for Landsat-4; it is called the
Instrument Module.
Figure I. Landsat-4 Flight Segment
The Multimission Modular Spacecraft contains the standard service
subsystems for the satellite. The attitude control subsystem is the module on
top. A power module is on the second side of the triangular structure. The
communications and data handling subsystem, not visible in this view, is
mounted on the third side of the structure. This subsystem is used for low
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data rate telemetryand commandingof the satellite. It includesan on-board
computerthat is used for a varietyof satellitefunctionssuch as detailed
ephemerisand attitudecontrolcomputations,the pointingof the large
antenna,and internalsatellitemonitoring. Also on the MultimissionModular
Spacecraftat the very aftend is a propulsionmodule which providesthe
capabilityto trim the orbit followinglaunch,and is used for periodic
adjustmentsto the orbit to maintain a repeatingground coveragepattern.
The aft end of the MultimissionModular Spacecraftstructurealso
providesthe interfaceto the Delta launchvehicle. In the Delta
configurationthe satelliteis launchedvertically. When the spacecraftis
retrievedby the shuttle it sits in the shuttlecargo bay horizontally,
attachedvia three mountingpoints at each corner of the triangularstructure.
The forwardend of the spacecraft,the instrumentmodule,contains
the Thematic Mapper,mountedright in the middle of the satellite. The earth
pointing aperturefaces down in the figure,with the cooler for the upper
three bands of the ThematicMapper facing out of the figure. The
MultispectralScanner is at the forwardend of the satellite. The wideband
module, containingthe X-band electronics,is betweenthe two instruments.
The upper structureof the instrumentmodule containsvariousother electronic
modules.
The solar array extendsout one side only and is approximately20
feet long by 7-I/2 feet high. The old Landsatconfigurationhad two solar
arrays. However,Landsat-4can have the array on one side only so that it
does not obstructthe field of view of the ThematicMapper cooler.
The antennamast is 13 feet high. It has three joints so that it can
fold and fit intothe Delta launch vehicleshroud. The first joint is at the
base of the mast where it joins the satellitecenter body. The secondjoint
is in the middle of the mast and the two axis gimbal,an azimuthover
elevationgimbal that is mounted insidethe compartmentat the top, is used as
a third joint. Once in orbit the solar array deploysfirst, then the mast and
finally the antennagimbal. The two access gimbal system permitsthe antenna
to view slightlymore than hemisphericalcoverageallowingcommunicationwith
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either of the two Tracking and Data Relay Satellites. The antennamust have
full field-of-viewcoverageto the Trackingand Data Relay Satelliteand,
since there are positionsin orbit where it has to look directlyover the
outer edge of the solar array, it requires a mast high enough to see over that
edge for all Landsat/TDRSSorbital geometries. One of the design challenges
in buildingthe satellitewas to make a foldingmast rigid enough so it did
not vibrate in orbit.
Figure 2 is a photographof the satelliteduring tests at Valley
Forge; the view is from the earth facing side. The MultimissionModular
Spacecraftis at the bottom. The ThematicMapper is locatedmidway up the
satellite;this view is into the opticalaperture. Above the ThematicMapper
is the X-band antenna,with the wideband S-band antennajust to the left. The
wideband S-bandsystem is used for transmittingMSS data in the same way that
MSS data has been transmittedfrom Landsats l, 2 and 3 over the last lO
years. The widebandmodule is behind the antennas. The MSS is just above the
wideband module and has a cover over its aperture. The 6-foot diameter
high-gainantenna is positionedat the top with the antennamast stowed in its
launchconfiguration.
Figure2. Landsat-4DuringTest- EarthFacingSide
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Figure3 isa photographof the satellitefromthe reversesidewith
the solararrayas themost pronouncedfeature. It has four panelsfolded
accordionstylein the launchconfiguration.Fourboltsfit throughthe solar
arrayand arereleasedinorbit. The arrayextendsand rotatesabouta hinge
mechanismon the left. Oncedeployeditrotatesarounda singleaxisonce per
orbit.
The antennamast is behind the array; it mounts to the main body of
the satellitethrougha motor drivenhinge behind the widebandmodule. It
extendsto the top of the photographwere a secondmotor drive hinge is
located. It folds back against itselfto a point approximatelyhalfway down
the lower sectionof the mast. The RF compartmentis latchedagainstthe
lower sectionof the mast to keep the antenna in positionduring launch.
Figure 3. Landsat-4During Test - ReverseSide
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The Landsat-Dorbitalparameters,shown on Figure 4, are different
from those of Landsats l, 2 and 3. Most significantis the nominalaltitude
which is 705 kilometersas opposedto the nominal900 kilometeraltitudeof
Landsats I, 2 and 3. It has approximatelythe same time of day equatorial
crossingor descendingnode time, is within a few minutesof the same period
and approximatelythe same inclination.
The differentorbit results in a groundtrack coverage patternthat
is differentfor Landsat-4than for the earlierLandsats (Figure5).
Previouslythe satelliteprogressedwesterlyevery day; its immediateadjacent
ground track was always one swath to the west. Landsat-4does not progress
the same way. It has a 7-day skip pattern. Given any ground track, the
immediatelyadjacentorbit to the west is 7 days later,the immediately
adjacentorbit to the east is 7 days prior. Landsat-4has a 15-dayrepeat
cycle as opposedto the 18-dayrepeat cycle for earlierLandsats.
"ALTITUDE = 705 KM
(NOMINAL)
INCLINATION = 98.2 ° ./.::
I TIME OF DAY = 9:45 AM
(LOCAL)
PERIOD -- 98.9 MINUTES
Figure 4. Orbital Parameters
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Figure 5. Ground Track CoveragePattern
Figure6 shows an overview of the ground segment. Requestsfor MSS
data are consolidatedat the EROS Data Center in Sioux Falls, South Dakota.
The consolidatedrequestsare forwardedto the MissionManagementFacility at
GSFC periodically. In the MissionManagementFacilitythe requests are sorted
by day and transferredvia computerto computerlink to the Control and
SimulationFacility.
The Control and SimulationFacility is that portionof the ground
segment that operates the satellite. Here user requests for data are
convertedto specificsatelliteactivitieslists consideringcurrentstatus of
the flight segment,availabilityof communicationslinks and predictedcloud
cover. Once or twice a day a set of commands is uplinked to the satelliteand
operate the satellitefor the next 12-24hours. Included in those commands
are those to turn on the instrumentsand data links over the United States and
all foreign ground stations.
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Figure6. Overviewof GroundSegment
The Controland SimulationFacilityalsoservesto receive8 and 32
kilobitper secondtelemetrydatafromthe satellite.A portionof the8
kilobitper secondtelemetrydata iscalledhousekeepingor healthand safety
dataallowingthe groundto monitorsatelliteperformance.Otherdatasuchas
ephemerisand attitudealsoare includedin the telemetrystreamand are used
for subsequentprocessingof MSS imagery.
In addition,higerfrequencyattitudedisplacementdata,oftencall
jitterdata,plusthe attitudeand ephemerisdataare transmittedin the32
kilobitper seconddatastreamand are used in processingTM imagery.The
datausedfor imagecorrectionis strippedout in theControland Simulation
Facilityand routedvia theMissionManagementFacilityto the Image
GenerationFacilitywhereit is used in subsequentprocessing.
MSS andThematicMapperimagedata isreceiveddirectlyat GSFC
throughthe TransportableGroundStationprovidingcoverageof the eastern
halfof the UnitedStates,a portionof the Caribbeanand the easternpartof
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Canada. MSS data is also being receivedat GSFC via the Goldstone,California
and Fairbanks,Alaska stationsas well as on high-densitytape shippedfrom
selectedforeign sites. TM data acquisitionat Prince Albert,Canada has
recently commencedand copies of that data are also shippedto GSFC providing
coverageof the western United States. Data will eventuallybe transmitted
through the Tracking and Data Relay Satelliteinto White Sands, New Mexico,
and from there througha domesticcommunicationssatelliteinto the Image
GenerationFacility. After the data is processedMSS archivalproductsare
transmittedvia a commericalcommunicationssatelliteto the EROS Data Center
where film and CCT productsare generatedand distributedto the general
public. The ThematicMapper data is processedto final productsat GSFC with
certainproductsdistributeddirectlyfrom GSFC.
Figure 7 shows the major elements in each ground segmentfacility.
The Control and SimulationFacilityhas three interconnectedmajor computer
systems,each a VAX II/780with peripherals. Each system has additional
communicationsequipment,some of it standardpurchasedand some of it
speciallybuilt, to allow any of the computersto interconnectto the NASA
communicationsnetworkfor commandingand telemetryacquisition. The normal
configurationis one systemprime, a secondas a backup and the third off-line
doing the next days schedulingand reducingdata from previousacquisitions.
They are all connectedto the MissionManagementFacilityby computerto
computer links. It is throughthese data links that informationon user
requests is passed from the MissionManagementFacility into the Control and
SimulationFacility and the reduced telemetryinformationis passed back for
use in subsequentimage processing. There are two MissionManagement
Facilities in the ground segment. Each includesa DEC 20 computerand
standardperipherals. One is allocatedto MSS data processingcontroland a
separateone for ThematicMapper data processingcontrol.
There are three MSS processingstrings,all configured identically.
Together,the three providethe capacityto process200 MSS scenes per day.
Each string includesa VAX II/780and a standardset of peripherals,some
special purposehigh-speedhardward and an AP-180Varray processor. Typically
only one or two stringsare used for processingthe data load since the system
currently is not operatingto its full input capacity. The processingload
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is expectedto increaselater this year when global earth coverageis achieved
followinglaunch of the two Trackingand Data Relay Satellites.
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Figure 7. Major Elements in Each Ground SegmentFacility
The Image GenerationFacilityalso includesa Data Receive,Record
and Transmit Subsystem. This subsystemconsistsof a PDP II/34 computerwith
peripheralsand a bank of high-densitydigitalrecorders. It receives and
records all of the high-datarate TM and MSS data, either directlyfrom the
TransportableGround Station, from White Sands via a domesticcommunications
satelliteor on tape originallygeneratedat the foreign ground stations.
During recording,selectedinformationis strippedout and transferredvia
computerto computer link to the MissionManagementFacilityfor use in
subsequentimage processing.
Each of the two TM image processingstrings includea VAX II/780
computerand peripherals,a General ElectricproducedFederationof Functional
Processorsarray processorwith imbeddedspecialpurposedhardwarefor
geometriccorrectionat high throughputrates, plus other assortedspecial
purposehigh-speedhardwarethat are uniquelytailoredto handle the high-speed
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TM data. There is considerably more special purpose hardware in the TM
strings than in the MSSstrings where existing designs could be used. At the
present time one TM image processing string is completely built and installed,
the other is nearing completion. Final tests of this systemwill start in
April. By the end of July, one string will be operating one shift a day to
produce twelve TM scenes in a production mode. The second string will be
available shortly thereafter, and will be used for continued development work
throughout the year.
Figure 8 summarizes the flow of data for MSSprocessing. Data from
the various sources is recorded in the Data Receive, Record and Transmit
System on a tape called the raw high-density tape, or HDT-R. This tape is
stored in an archive area and is retrieved at the proper time for processing
on any of the three MSSprocessing strings. During processing, the data is
stripped off the raw data tape and stored on disks. Eight image disks are
used and are capable of storing up to 30 scenes of MSSdata. The attitude and
ephemeris information originally received via the eight kilobit satellite
downlink in the control center is used, along with other MSSunique data such
as scan mirror porfile and detector placements, to generate geometric
correction matrices. Radiometric correction functions are also generated
along with various annotation data. Radiometric corrections are applied as
the image data is read off of disk onto the output high-density tape, and the
annotation data and the geometric correction matrices are appended. The
output tape is called the archival high-density tape or HDT-A.
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Figure 8. Multispectral Scanner Image Process Flow
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Followingqualityassuranceinspection,the tape is carriedto the
Data Receive,Record and Transmit System and the data is sent to the EROS
Data Center via a domesticcommunicationssatellite. At the EROS Data Center
the geometriccorrectionsare applied,productsare generatedand shippedto
users. There is a basic differencebetweenthe MSS processingsystem and the
ThematicMapper processingsystem. The data that is sent to the EROS Data
Center is in archivalformat for MSS in that it is radiometricallycorrected
but not geometricallycorrected,with the EROS Data Center doing the geometric
correctionand productgeneration. The TM data is transferredto the EROS
Data Center in a productformat. It is both radiometricallyand geometrically
corrected.
Figure9 is the firstMSS sceneacquiredfromLandsat-4fourdays
afterlaunch. It coversthe New YorkCityareaand the New Jerseycoast.
Figure 9. MultispectralScannerImage
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A demonstrationto measureground segmentperformanceagainst
requirementswas run in October 1982. The requirementson the Landsat-4MSS
processingsystem (Table l) were considerablytighterthan for previous
Landsats. The demonstrationwas intendednot only to show that the systemmet
its requirementsbut also to measure its capacity. The systemwas designedto
achieve a 200 scene per day throughputcapacity;in fact, over a five day
demonstrationperiodthe system averaged226 scenes per day. The systemwas
designedto have a 15 percentmargin to insureadequaterecovery time in case
of anomalies,hence, a requirementfor 85% or less utilizationof equipment
and people. The system averaged226 scenes per day with only 74%
utilization. The system is designedto processdata, from the time the raw
data is received at the ground segmentuntil the archiveproduct is ready for
uplink over a communicationssatelliteto the EROS Data Center, in less than
48 hours, substantiallybetter than the earlierLandsat l, 2 and 3 system.
During the demonstrationthe turnaroundtime ranged between7.5 and 31.6 hours
with over 90% of the data turned around in less than 20 hours. So the system
in terms of its throughputand capacity exceedsall its requirements.
Table I. Ground SegmentPerformance
DEMONSTRATED
MEASUREABLE REQUIREMENT PERFORMANCE
Throughput (ScenesPer Day) 200 226 (Average)
Utilization(Percent) ±85 74 (Average)
TurnaroundTime (Hours) _48 7.5 To 31.6
MSS Image Performance
- RadiometricAccuracy _l (of 128) _l
(QuantumLevel)
- TemporalRegistration _ 0.3 _ 0.3
(Pixel)
- GeodeticRectification _ 0.5 _ 0.5
(Pixel)
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Image performancewas also examinedduring the demonstration. The
radiometricaccuracyrequirementwas _ I quantum level out of 128 levels;the
measured performancein Octoberwas slightlybetter than that. The geometric
accuracyrequirementsare less than or equal to 0.3 pixel temporal
registrationand 0.5 pixel geodeticrectificationto a map 90% of the time.
Because it takes a long time to evaluate the systemwith sufficientcontrol
points,only limiteddata sets are availablefor assessment. However, it is
clear that, by late 1982, the system was achievingthese accuracies. The real
challengein the ground systemwas to build a system that could consistently
processsuch a large quantityof data to very tight accuraciesin a 48-hour
period of time; everyone is pleasedat the success.
Figure 10 illustratesthe ThematicMapper processflow using the
Scrounge system. The Scrounge system bridges the gap between the Landsat-4
launchand the scheduledcompletiondate of July, 1983 for the ThematicMapper
operational ground system described earlier. It is a composite of (1)
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portionsof the Landsat-4ground segment includingthe Data Receive,Record
and Transmit System,the Controland SimulationFacilityand the Thematic
Mapper MissionManagementFacility, (2) two R&D systemsat GoddardSpace
Flight Center,the LandsatAssessmentSystem built as part of the Landsat-4
developmentand the ApplicationsDevelopmentData System built as a separate
facilityfor high speed image processingR&D, and (3) the Information
ProcessingDivisionprovidingstandardservicesfor photo processing,tape
copy and distributionfunctions.
Since launchThematic Mapper data coveringthe easternUnited States
has been received via the TransportableGround Stationand, since November,
via tapes from the Prince Albert,Canada stationcovering the western United
States. Similar informationto that for MSS is extracted in the Data Receive,
Record and Transmit Subsystemwith one noteworthyaddition;mirror scan
correctiondata is extractedfrom the imagedata and is later used to correct
the TM data on a scan by scan basis. The extractedinformationis routed to
the TM MissionManagementFacilitywhere it is merged with ephemerisand
attitude information. For TM processing,attitude informationincludesboth
low frequencygyro data and higher frequencyjitter data. Correction
matrices,called systematiccorrectiondata, are generatedand output to
computer compatibletape. All TM data is archived;the ScienceOffice
nominallyrequests seven scenes per week, for processing. The principalusers
of that data are the Landsat Image Data QualityAnalysisProgram investigators
althoughmuch of it now is being distributedby the EROS Data Center.
The correctiondata on a computercompatibletape and the raw data on
a high-densitytape are carried to the ApplicationsDevelopmentData System
which has the capacityto read these tapes,reformatthe image data, copy the
correctiondata, and generatewhat is calleda CCT-B. This is an intermediate
tape (as opposed to the A or P tapes describedearlier)and selected
investigatorsare using this tape directly in their evaluations. The CCT-B is
the inputmedium to the LandsatAssessmentSystemwhich performsthe
radiometriccorrection,systematicgeometriccorrectionand master film and
CCT product generation. The latentfilm is developedby the Information
Processing Division in the photo lab. Copies of both tapes and film are
generatedand distributedto the investigatorsand are sent to the EROS Data
Center.
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The LandsatAssessmentSystem uses correctionalgorithmsvery similar
to those in the operationalTM image processingsystemwith one exception. No
ground controlpoints are used in the Scroungeprocessinghence the output
productsare systematicallycorrectedbut not registeredto a map.
Figure II shows the now famous Detroitscene, acquiredfive days
after launch. Consideredin the contextof a brand new satellitedesign,a
brand new instrument,a brand new ground system and the many elementsof the
ScroungeSystem,a great appreciationdevelopsfor the contributionsof the
many hundredsof men and women in NASA and the variouscontractor
organizationswhich alloweda fully corrected,high-qualityscene to be
availablejust 12 hours from the time it was acquired.
Many investigatorswill be reportingon this scene throughputthe
symposium. It representsthe culminationof ten years of effort to bring the
Landsat-Dsystem to completionand the beginningof an entire new era in earth
resourcesmanagementapplications.
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Figure II. Thematic Mapper Image - Detroit Scene
3O
MULTISPECTRALSCANNER(MSS)
INSTRUMENTDESCRIPTION
[Exerpted from Landsat-D Investigations Workshop, May 13-14, 1982, John L.
Barker, Gary Banks]
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Quantization Levels -- 64
Integrating
, Sphere
/
Illustrative MSS/PF Lamp CalibrationWedge
127 ' ,,
I _ Q=AverageDigitalCountfor All
/ I
/ 9 SphereLevels
_(=2o,lo8.7)
"_ 100 -- _1(230, 100.1) =1_ QIj _i \(=4o,9s.os) J.
i _(250, 90.04) n= 9
e.g.for i:230
4 I 99.98
50 'X. s I lol.51 -
_. 6 I lo5.24
7 I 97.03
3= _ 8 I 97.=
1
/I
o 1 I -
0 45O 1024
Cal WedgeWord i (Number]
Systematic MSS Video and
Wedge Level Timing Sequence
,tnowna,ance.un__OQQ0 --
i Telemetry Words
63 - _ 2nd Known Radiance RunO _ ,
. i Telemetry Words
Q63 - __r jthKnown Radiance Run _ o.o
I Telemetry Words
Protoflight MSS-D
Geometric Performance Summary
SPEC ACTUAL
Line LengthVariation
TM off 42/_rad (rms) 12-19 prad (rms)
TM on 42/_rad (rms) 109-113prad (rms)
Line Length (Average) 31.5-34 ms 32.3 ms
Total Scan Angle .26+ .001 rad .2603 rad
o_ Scan Repeatability
TM off 24/_rad (rms) < 3 prad (rms)
TM on 24 prad (rms) < 7/_rad (rms)
CrossScan
Systematic :!:200 p rad < + 42 p rad
Random 24 prad (lo) < 3 prad
MTF (1012prad bars)
Band 1 • .36 .49-.54
Band 2 • .36 .47-.54
Band 3 • .36 .47-.52
Band 4 • .36 .45-.48
Scan Mirror Angle
vs. Time Trajectory
Scan Period 73.42 ms (NOM) -=1Beginning of Scan (BOS) Bumper Active Scan Period ___32.3 ms (NOM)
SMP1
Scan Center Line Time
End of Scan (EOS) Bumper Position "_
SMP =Scan Monitor Pulse
Landsat-D MSS/PF
Focal Plane Dimensions
Band
4 3 2 1
X (nanometers) 808-1023 701-813 603-698 495-605 Spacecraft
Motion
NorttoA,19 A,7
ScanDirection ,20 _ B,8 _ r
West to East w'h" II :01 c-qo_ C,21 C, o= C,9CO ,m
22.8515 mils O
D,22 _ D,10 IFOV117.2#radU_
mils I" mils rmils -I
mils = 0.001 inch Note: Telescope Focal Length = 32.289 inches
MSS Detector Sampling Sequence
Band
q •
4 3 2 1
Sequence
Indicator
MSS Scan Mirror Co-ordinate System
----Local Vertical
_------.45 o
Telescope Axis Telescope BOS
x Bumper
Local Horizontal -..
.p=
o
EOS Bumper
Scan Mirror
H = View Angle (H = 2Y if X = 0)
Y = Mirror Angle Line of Sight _ H Local Veritcal
X = Jitter Angle
THEMATICMAPPER(TM) INSTRUMENTDESCRIPTION
JACK ENGEL
SANTABARBARARESEARCHCENTER
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PROTOFLIGHTTHEMATIC MAPPER
ON SHIPPING CONTAINERBASE
(VIEWOF TELESCOPEAPERTURE)
LANDSAT-D SPACECRAFT
WITH THEMATIC MAPPER AND MSS
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THEMATIC MAPPER
SECONDGENERATIONMULTISPECTRAL
EARTHRESOURCESSENSOR
LAUNCHED16 JULY !982
LANDSAT D SPACECRAFT
IMPROVEDSPATIAL RESOLUTION
IMPROVEDSPECTRALRESOLUTION
IMPROVEDRADIOMETRIC SENSITiVlTY
IMPROVEDSCAN GEOMETRY
DIMENSIONS 201 cm x 66 cm x 109cm
WEIGHT 244.4 kgm
POWERDEMAND 330 watts
DATA RATE 85 Mbps
DESIGNLIFE 3 YEARS
TMIMPROVEMENTSOVERMSS
SPATIAL RESOLUTION
e TM- 30m e MSS - 80m
e CLASSIFICATIONOF4-hectare FIELDS('I'M)
VS 28.3-hectareFIELDS(MSS)
SPECTRAL RESOLUTION
e TM - 6 REFLECTEDLIGHTBANDS(0.45-2.35/_m)
e MSS - 4 REFLECTEDLIGHTBANDS(0.5-1.1/zm)
e ADDITIONOFTHERMALBAND(10.4-12.5_m)
e SPECTRALBANDSAREMOREOPTIMALLYSELECTED
TOENHANCECLASSIFICATIONACCURACY
RADIOMETRIC SENSITIVITY
e LOWERNOISEEQUIVALENTREFLECTANCE
e IMPROVEDRADIOMETRICRESOLUTION& ACCURAC
-- LARGEROPTICS(40.6cm VS 22..9cm)
-- IMPROVESCANEFFICIENCY(0.85VS 0.45)
-- MORE DETECTORSPER BAND (16VS 6)
-- GREATERENCODINGRESOLUTION(8BITS
VS 6 BITS)
SCAN PROFILE LINEARITY
e TM PEAK NONLINEARITY< 40_rad
e MSS PEAK NONLINEARITY_ 500prad
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THEMATIC MAPPER SPECTRAL
AND SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS
BAND SPECTRAL DETECTORS IGFOV SPATIAL
NO. INTERVAL (TYPEAND QUANTITY) (lJrad) RESOLUTION
_m) (meters)
1 0.45 - 0.52 SiPD (16) 42.5 30
2 0.52- 0.60 SIPD (16) 42.5 30
3 0.63- 0.69 SIPD (16) 42..5 30
4 0.76- 0.90 SIPD (16) 42.5 30
5 1.55 - 1.75 InSb (16) 43.75 31
7 2.08-2.35 InSb (16) 43.75 31
6 10.4 - 12...5 HgCdTe (4) 170 120
TOTAL (I00)
SPECTRAL BAND APPLICATIONS
RADIOMETRIC
BAND SPECTRALRANGE RESOLUTION PRINCIPALAPPLICATIONS
I 0.45-0.52_m 0.8 NEp COASTALWATERMAPPING;
SOIL/VEGETATIONDIFFERENTIATION;
DECIDUOUSICONIFEROUSDIFFERENTIATION
2 0.52-0.60/_m 0.5%NEp GREENREFLECTANCEBY HEALTHYVEGETATION
3 0.63-0.69pm 0.5_NEp CHLOROPHYLABSORPTIONFOR PLANT
SPECIESDIFFERENTIATION
4 0.76-0.90_m 0.5%NEp BIOMASSSURVEYS;
WATERBODY DELINEATION
5 1.55-1.75#m 1._° NEp VEGETATIONMOISTUREMEASUREMENT;
SNOW/CLOUDDIFFERENTIATION
6 10.4-]2.5pm 0.SKNETD PLANTHEATSTRESSMEASUREMENT;
OTHERTHERMALMAPPING
7 2.08-2.35pm 2.4%NEp HYDROTHERMALMAPPING
4182
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LANDSAT DATA HAVE DIVERSE APPLICATIONS
e AGRICULTURE CROP CLASSIFICATION,YIELDASSESSMENT
i CARTOGRAPHY 1:96,000,1:25,000
e ENVIRONMENTAL FOREST& RANGELANDINVENTORY,POLLUTION
MONITORING
e GEOLOGY/MINERALOGY TECTONICA/tAPPING,ROCK MAPPING,OIL&
MINERALIDENTIFICATION
e LANDUSE CLASSIFICATION,PLANNING
e OCEAN/COASTAL A/tAPPINGCURRENTS,WETLANDSINVENTORY,
SEDIN_NT,PLANKTON
e WATERRESOURCES SNOW/ICECOVER,FLOODCONTROl.,DRAINAGE
MAPPING
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ORBITAL PARAMETERS
DESCRIPTION SUN SYNCHRONOUS
TIME OF DAY 9:15AM -11:15AM
LANDSATD 9:45AM
ALTITUDEAT0°N 705.29km
ALTITUDEAT40°N 712.47 km
INCLINATION 98.21
ECCENTRICITY 0
REPEATCYCLE 16days
PER'IOD 98.88 minutes
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SUBSYSTEMS
CUTAWAY VIEW OF THEMATIC
MAPPER SUBSYSTEMS
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SCAN MIRROR ASSEMBLY
SWATHLENGTH 185km
SCAN PERIOD 142.925msec
SCANFREQUENCY 6.9967Hz
SCANEFFICIENCY 0.85
ACTIVESCANTIME 60.743msec
TURNAROUNDTIME I0.719msec
IFOVDWELLTIME 9.611sec
LINELENGTH 6320IFOV
SIZE 21.050x 16.250in. (53.47x 41.28cm)
MATERIAL NICKEL-PLATEDBERYLLIUM(EGGCRATE)
SILVERCOATINGWITHSIO2 OVERCOAT
SCAN MIRROR ASSEMBLY
FRONTSIDE BACKSIDE
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PRIMARY TELESCOPE
CONFIGURATION RITCHEY-CHRETI N
f/NO. 6.0
MIRRORMATERIAL ULEGLASS(TITANIUMSILICATE),
EGGCRATECONSTRUCTION,SILVER
COATINGWITHSIO2 OVERCOAT
PRIMARYMIRRORCLEAR 16.20in. (41.15cm)
APERTUREDIAMETER
SECONDARYMIRRORBAFFLE 6.173in. (15.7cm)
DIAMETER(OBSCURATION)
TELESCOPECLEARAPERTURE 1056cm2
EFFECTIVEFOCALLENGTH 06In.(243.8cm)
PRIMARY TELESCOPE ASSEMBLY
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SCAN LINE CORRECTOR
SCANFREQUENCY 13.9934Hz
SCANPERIOD 71.462msec
SCANRATEIN OBJECTSPACE 9.610mrad/sec
SLCROTATIONRATE 576.6 mradlsec
SLCLINEARSCANANGLE 35.02 mrad
MIRRORSEPARATION 1.600in. (4.064cm)
LINEARIMAGEDISPLACEMENT
AMPLITUDE 0.056In. (0.142cm) (13.7 IFOV)
MIRRORMATERIAL NICKEL-PLATEDBERYLLIU_ SILVER
COATINGWITHSiO2 OVERCOAT
SCAN LINE CORRECTOR ASSEMBLY
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PRIME FOCAL PLANE
NUMBEROFBANDS 4
NUMBEROFDETECTORS(MONOLITHICSILICON) 16BANDS
DETECTORSIZE 0.00408in sq(0.01036cm sq)
IFOV SIZE 42.5prad
CENTER-TO-CENTERSPACINGIN EACHROW 0.00816in (0.0207cm)
(2 IFOV)
CENTER-TO-CENTERSPACINGBETWEENROWS 0.01020in (0.0259cm)
(2.5 IFOVI
BAND-TO-BANDSPACING 0.102in (0.259cm)
(25IFOV)
OPERATINGTEMPERATURE 10°CTO25°C
PRIME FOCAL PLANE ASSEMBLY
SILICON PHOTODIODE ARRAY (BANDS 1-4)
" I I1\ • N
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ON-BOARD CALIBRATOR (AND DC RESTORE SHUTTER)
CALIBRATION 13.9934Hz (EACHSCANMIRRORTURNAROUND)
CONFIGURATION PIVOTMOUNTEDSHUTTER
- RESONANTFREQUENCY 6.9967Hz
NUMBER OF CALIBRATION 7 + DARK -AUTOMATICALLYSEQUENCED
LEVELSBANDS I-5AND 7
NUMBEROF SCANSAT 40(APPROXIMATELY3 sec)
EACHLEVEL
NUMBEROFSAMPLES APPROXIMATELY90 SAMPLES
PERSCAN
BAND6 CALIBRATION MIRRORONSHUTTEREFLECTINGBLACKBODY
ENERGY.THREECONTROLLABLETEMPERATURES
DCRESTORE EACHTURNAROUND(BEFORECALIBRATION,
AFTERFORWARDSCAN;AFTERCALIBRATION,
AFTERREVERSESCAN)
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RELAY OPTICS
RELAY OPTICS ASSEMBLY
ALLREFLECTIVE 2 MIRRORS
OUTERDIAMETEROFFOLDING
MIRRORCLEARAPERTURE 3.14in. (7.98cm)
INNERDIAMETEROFFOLDING
MIRRORCLEARAPERTURE 0.537in. (1.36cm)
SPHERICALMIRRORCLEAR
APERTUREDIAMETER 5.538in. (14.067cm)
MAGNIFICATION 0.5
fl,NO. 3.0
MATERIAL ULEGLASS(TITANIUMSILICATE),
ALUMINUMCOATINGWITH SiO2
OVERCOAT
COOLED FOCAL PLANE
COOLED FOCAL PLANE ASSEMBLY
NUMBER OF BANDS 3
NUMBEROF DETECTORS
BANDS5,7 (MONOLITHICInSb) 16/BAND
BAND0 (PHOTOCONDUCTIVEHgCdTe) 4
DETECTORSIZE
BANDS 5,7 0.0021in.sq(0.00533cm sq)
BAND 6 0.0(_16In.sq(0.0207cm sq)
IFOVSIZE
BANDS5, 7 43.75prad
BAND6 170.0 prad
CENTER-TO-CENTERSPACINGIN EACHROW
BANDS 5,7 0.00408in.(0.01036cm)(2IFOV)
BAND6 0.01032in.(0.04145cm)(2IFOV}
CENTER-TO-CENTERSPACINGBETWEENROWS
BANDS .5,7 0.00510In.(0.01295cm)(2.5IFOV)
BAND 6 0.02040In.(0.0518cm) (2.5 IFOV)
BAND 7 - 5 SPACING 0.053In.(0.135cm)(26IFOV)
BAND 5 -6 SPACING 0.071in.(0.180cm)(34.75 IFOV)
OPERATINGTEMPERATURES 90K,05K,I05K
INDIUM ANTIMONIDE (INSB)
PHOTODIODE DETECTOR ARRAY
(BANDS 5 AND 7)
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COOLED FOCAL PLANE
MERCURY CADMIUM TELLURIDE (HGCDTE)
DETECTOR ARRAY (BAND 6)
COOLED FOCAL PLANE SUBSTRATE
ASSEMBLY WITH AND WITHOUT
SPECTRAL FILTERS
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RADIATIVE COOLER
HORIZONTALFIELDOFVlEW 160°
VERTICALFIELDOFVIEW 114°
INTERMEDIATESTAGERADIATORAREA 660cm2
COLDSTAGERADIATORAREA 430cm2
COLDSTAGEMINIMUMTEMPERATURE
CAPABILITY(ALLBANDSON) 84.4K
RADIATIONSURFACE BLACKPAINTEDHONEYCOMB
INTERMEDIATESTAGETEMPERATURE : 147K
INTERMEDIATESTAGEHEATLOAD 2.2 watts
COLDSTAGEHEATLOAD 117mw
PROTOFLIGHT THEMATIC MAPPER ON BASE SHIPPING
CONTAINER BASE (VIEW OF RADIATIVE COOLER)
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MULTIPLEXER
BITRATE 84.903mbps(PNCODED)
ENCODINGRESOLUTION 8 BITS(256LEVELS)
THRESHOLDACCURACY ± ½LSB
WORDRATE I0.6D x 106wordslsec
MINORFRAMERATE 104.048x 103frameslsec
MINORFRAMETIME 9.611IJsec
WORDS/ MINORFRAME 102
POWEREQUIREMENT 120watts
THEMATIC MAPPER MULTIPLEXER
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SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
MEASURED THEMATIC MAPPER PERFORMANCE
• SPECTRALCOVERAGE
• RADIOMETRICSENSITIVITY
• MODULATIONTRANSFERFUNCTION
• BAND-TO-BANDREGISTRATION
• SCANGEOMETRY
MEASURED SPECTRAL COVERAGE (_M)
REQUIREMENT PF PERFORMANCE FLTPERFORMANCE
BAND 50"/.RESPONSEBANDEDGE,pm 50°/.RESPONSEBANDEDGE,pm
LOWER UPPER LOWER UPPER LOWER UPPER
I O.45_.Ol O.52_.Ol O.45 O.52 O.45 O.52
2 O.52:1-0.01 O.60:£-0.01 O.53 O.61 O.53 O.61
3 O.63_.02 O.69:[-0.Ol O.62 O.69 O.61 O.69
4 O.76_.02 O.90_.01 O.78 O.91 O.77 O.89
5 1.55_. 02 I. 752. 02 I. 57 I. 78 I. 56 I. 76
6 I0.4=I.-0.I0 12.5:I:0.I0 I0.42 ['_ I0.45 12.43
7 2.08:t"0.03 2.35_0.03 2.10 2.35 2. 08 2.35
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SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
MEASURED PROTOFLIGHT RADIOMETRIC SENSITIVITY
SCENE RADIANCE
(mW/cm2SR) SNR NEp (_)
MINIMUM SCENE MAXIMUM SCENEBAND MINIMUM MAXIMUM
SPECIFIED SPECIFIED MEASURED SPECIFIED MEASURED SPECIFIED MEASURED SPECIFIED
0.28 I. O0 52.0 32 lq3.0 85 O. 16 0.8
O. 24 2.33 60.0 35 279.0 170 O. 18 O. 5
O. 13 1.35 48.0 26 248.0 143 0.20 0.5
O. 19 3.00 35.0 32 342.0 240 O. 19 O. 5
0.08 0.60 40.0 13 194.0 75 0.23 1.0
300K 320K NEAT = NEAT = NEAT = NEAT =
0.12K 0.5K 0.10K 0. q2K
o.oq6 0.q3 21.0 5 164.0 45 0.qi 2.q
* BAND 5 CHANNEL 3 - BAD DETECTOR
BAND 2 CHANNEL 2 AND 4 - PPOR MTF
BAND 7 CHANNEL 7 - NOISIER THAN OTHERS BUT MEETS SNR REQUIREMENTS
96 CHANNELS FULLY FUNCTIONAL
P_IEASUREDFLIGHT MODEL RADIOMETRIC SENSITIVITY
SCENERADIANCE
(roWIcm2SR) SNR NEpft.)
BAND MINIMUM MAXIMUM MINIMUM SCENE MAXIMUMSCENESPECIFIED SPECIFIED MEASUREDSPECIFIED
MEASURED SPECIFIED MEASURED SPECIFIED
] O,28 L.O0 60,3 32 143,2 85 O.16 O,8
2 O.24 2.33 59.7 35 234.? 170 O.21 O.5
3 O.D L 35 46.25 26 215.1 143 O.23 O.5
4 O.l? 3. OO 46.2 32 2?8.7 240 O;22 O.5
5 O.08 O.60 35.8 13 176.4 75 O.25 L 0
7 O.046 O.43 28.3 5 180.6 45 O.37 2.4
6 308K 3_K NEAT- NEAT- NE,4T- NEfr -
O,13 O,5K O,ll O.42K
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SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
MTF REQUIREMENTS WERE MET WITH MARGIN
SQUARE-WAVERESPONSEAT NYQUISTFREQUENCYBAND
SPECIFIED MEASUREDPF MEASUREDFLT
1 0.35 0.46 0.42
2 i 0.44 0.41
i
3 O.41 O.39
4 O.43 O.40
5 0.42 0.44
7 0.44 0.42
6 II 0.44 0.43
MEASURED PROTOFLIGHT DYNAMIC
BAND-TO-BAND REGISTRATION (BBR)
MEASURED SPECIFlED
ALONGSCANREGISTRATION
WITHIN PFPA <0.1 IFOV <_0.2 IFOV (6 meters)
WITHIN CFPA <0.08 IFOV < 0.2 IFOV (6 meters)
CFPATO PFPA <0. 19 IFOV < 0.3 IFOV (9 meters)
CROSSSCANREGISTRATION
WITHIN PFPA <0.13 IFOV <0.2 IFOV (6 meters)
WITHIN CFPA <0.10 IFOV <0.2 IFOV (6 meters)
CFPATO PFPA < 0.27 IFOV <_0.3 IFOV (9 meters)
6O
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
MEASURED PROTOFLIGHT GEOMETRIC ACCURACY
SCANRATE
e AVERAGERATEWITHIN 0.05%OF NOMINALRATE
OVERLAPI UNDERLAP
e MISSION REQUIREMENTSWILL BEMETON-ORBIT(LESSTHAN6 METERS
NEGLECTINGBOWTIEEFFECT)
SCANLINE LENGTH
e 400 SCANSTATISTICS(TYPICAL)
AVERAGE = 60742.89ps
MAXIMUM : 60747.35/zs
MINIMUM = 60738.30/_s
a = 1.71/_s (ONEIFOV DWELLTIME - 9.61ps)
SCANPROFILELINEARITY
o PEAKNONLINEARITY < 25/_rad FORWARDSCAN
< 40prad REVERSESCAN
SCANPROFILEREPEATABILITY
e BOTHFORWARDAND REVERSEPROFILESAREREPEATABLETO WITHIN 3prad
AFTERAPPLICATIONOF MIDSCANCORRECTION
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AN OVERVIEWOF LANDSAT-4ANDTHE THEMATICMAPPER
JAMESR. IRONS
NASA/GODDARDSPACEFLIGHT CENTER
Knowledge of the Landsat-4 satellite, its orbit, and Thematic Mapper
(TM) sensor design, and the ground processing of TM data is essential to the
effective utilization of TM data for scientific research and applications.
The first three Landsat satellites were quite similar in design and
operation. The design of Landsat-4 incorporates several technological
advancements which include a new sensor, the TM. The TM offers refinements
over the familiar Multispectral Scanners (MSS's) aboard all of the Landsat
satellites in terms of spatial, spectral, and radiometric resolutions. TM
data undergo radiometric and geometric corrections on the ground to provide
investigators with pictorial and digital image data products. Investigators
have just begun to evaluate the quality and utility of TM data.
Landsat-4 is the first of the Landsat series to conform to NASA's
Multimission Modular Spacecraft design. The new design permits three-axis
control of attitude along with improved pointing accuracy (0.01 degree) and
stability (10"6 degree/second). The first three Landsat-satellites allowed
only one-axis control of attitude resulting in a 0.7 degree pointing accuracy
and O.Ol degree/second stability.
Landsat-4 was launched into a circular, near-polar, sun-synchronous
orbit on July 16, 1982. The orbit's inclination angle is 98.2 degrees and the
satellite's altitude is 705 km. The satellite crosses the equator at
approximately 9:45 a.m. local solar time during the descending
(north-to-south) portion of each orbit. The TM will occasionally acquire
night-time thermal data during the ascending portion (9:45 p.m. equatorial
crossing) of each orbit.
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The Landsat-4instrumentpayloadconsistsof a MSS and the TM. When
compared to the MSS, the TM representsa refinementin sensor technology. The
advanced design of the TM affords new remote sensingcapabilitieswhich
include: additionaland more optimallyplaced spectralbands when comparedto
the MSS bands; a finer spatialresolution (30m)than the MSS resolution (80m);
and enhancedradiometricsensitivitypermittingeight-bitdata quantizationin
comparisonto the six-bitquantizationof MSS data.
The previousthree Landsat satellitesdependedupon tape recordersto
store MSS data until the satellitesflew within the range of a ground
receivingstation. The recordersproved less reliable than the other
componentsof the system and Landsat-4does not carry recordersfor eitherMSS
or TM data. Instead,Landsat-4will eventuallyuse the Tracking and Data
Relay Satellite(TDRS)system to transmitthese data to a singlereceiving
station in White Sands, New Mexico. The capabilityto transmitMSS and TM
data directlyto ground stations is also providedfor the interimbetweenthe
launchof Landsat-4and the initiationof TDRS operations. Unfortunately,
after transmittingapproximately6000 TM scenes,the transmitterfor TM data
failed and TM data will not often be receiveduntil routineTDRS operations
begin after the autumn of 1983.
AvailableTM data are sent to facilitiesat NASA'sGoddard Space
Flight Center (GSFC)for ground processing. Processingbeginswith
radiometriccorrectionsto remove stripingcaused by slight differencesin the
radiometricresponseof the 16 detectorsused to generatethe data for each TM
spectralband (fourdetectorsare used for TM's thermalband). Geometric
correctionsare performednext to create nearly conformalrepresentationsof
the earth's surfaceconsistingof TM multispectraldigital image data which
are preciselyregisteredfrom band-to-band. To this end, TM data from each
band are registeredto either the Space ObliqueMercatoror the Universal
TransverseMercatorcartographicprojections. CorrectedTM data are then
shippedto the EROS Data Center for public dissemination.
Early analysesof TM data indicatethat both the sensor and the
ground data processingsystemare performingwell. Slight band-to-band
misregistrationand indistinctdetector-to-detectorstripinghave been found
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in TM data, but these findingshave lead to adjustmentsin the geometricand
radiometriccorrectionprocedureswhich should further improvedata quality.
Overall,most indicatorsof radiometricand geometricqualityare comparable
to or exceed prelaunchspecifications.
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THEMATICMAPPERSENSORCHARACTERISTICS
JACK ENGEL
SANTABARBARARESEARCHCENTER
DISCUSSIONTOPICS
Instantaneous Field of View Size
Rise Time
Delay Time
MTF (Square Wave Response)
Bright Target Recovery
Altitude Effects
Band-to-Band Registration
Scan Profile Linearity
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INSTANTANEOUS FIELD OF VIEW SIZE
SPATIAL COVERAGE PROTOFLIGHT MODEL
COOLED FOCAL PLANE
LINE SPRI_AD FUNCTION WIDTH (grad)
/ SPECIFIEDSCANBAND CHANNEL T RACK /
5 2 q7.5 q2.6 < q6.35
5 16 q6.9 112.5
7 2 q7.8 q5.5
7 16 q9.6 qq.8
6 1 172.2 173.0 < 17q.q
6 2 173.8 170.2
6 3 177.5 178.3
6 q 175.3 17q.0
PRIME FOCAL PLANE
LINE SPREAD FUNCTION WIDTH (IJrad)BAND CHANNEL
TRACK I SCAN J SPECIFIED
1 2 qq.II qq.o _;q3.2
1 16 q3.q q2.3
2 1 qq.8 qq.9
2 15 ......
3 2 qS.5 q5.1
3 16 q3.9 qq.9
q 2 qq. 0 qq.1
q 16 q3.1 qq.5
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STEP RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS
STEP RESPONSE
BANDS 1 TO 5, & PROTOFLIGHTMODEL
PARAMETER SPECIFICATION PERFORMANCE
OVERSHOOT <10_ < !0_
3.5_, TY.P, BANDS l-q
8.0_ TYP, BANDS 5,7
SETTLING TIMES <1.5t ERROR <!o5f_ AFTER 135 psEc i EXCEPT
AFTER 30 pSEC BAND 2 CHAN 6= 2.!_
BAND 3 CHAN 2 = 1.8I_
<1.0_ ERROR <l.0t EXCEPT
AFTER 60 IJSEC BAND 2 CHAN 6 = 2.1t_<_1I_1N 100 ps
CHAN 8 = I.I_<.II_IN 100 /_s
BAND 3CHAN 2 = 1.8_
CHAN 8 = 1.l_
CHAN lq = 1.q_
RISETIME <20 IJSEC <17 pSEC
DROOP <0.51_ NO DATA
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STEP RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS
TYPICAL RESPONSE TO A STEP OF RADIANCE
(BANDS 1-4) (BAND 3 CHANNEL 7)
I " I I I I I I I I
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STEP RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS
TYPICAL RESPONSE TO A STEP OF RADIANCE BANDS 5 & 7
(BAND 5 CHANNEL 5)
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STEP RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS
STEP RESPONSE BAND 6
PROTOFLIGHT MODEL
PARAMETER SPECIFICATION PERFORMANCE
J
OVERSHOOT < 10_ <3.896
SETTLING TIMES <1.596 ERROR <1.5_ ERROR
A'FTER 120 pSEC AFTER 35 IJSEC
<1.0_ ERROR <1.0_ ERROR
A'FTER 2q0 pSEC AFTER 65 pSEC
RISETIME <80 IJSEC <70 pSEC
DROOP <0.5_ NO DATA
7O
RESPONSE DELAY
TYPICAL RESPONSE DELAY
BANDS 1-.4
>500inV.
BAND 3 BAND 3
CHANNEL 9 CHANNEL 9
DELAY TIME! DELAY TIME
11.6 lJsec 11.q psec
>50mV 2p S
TYPICAL RESPONSE DELAY
BANDS 5 & 7
>lV
2uS
BAND 5 BAND 5
CHANNEL 5 CHANEL 5
DELAY TIME DELAY TIME
11.6 _sec 12.2 _c
>200mV
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DELAY
DYNAMICFORWARDSCAN
CHANNEL-TO-CHANNELOFFSETS
(REFERREDTO B4D9)
IFOV's
1 2 3 4 7 5
1 +0.08 +0.09 +0.02 .0.03 +0.11 +0.17
2 +0.02 • -.0.02 .0.07 .0.02 +0.02
3 +0.04 +0.05 0.00 -0.04 +0.08 •
4 +0.01 " "0.03 "0.03 .0.05 0.00
5 +0.03 +0.08 +0.02 -0.04 +0.09 +0.09
6 +0.02 +0.01 +0.03 -0.05 -'0.02 +0.08
7 +0.04 +0.05 +0.02 -0.04 ° +0.02
8 -0.02 -0.03 +0.05 -0.02 0.00 +0.15
9 +0.02 +0.O_ -0.06 REF +0.05 +0.09
10 0.00 -0.01 -0.03 -0.04 -0.03 +0.02
II 0.00 +0.04 -0.02 -0.03 +0.08 +0.I0
12 0.00 +0.01 +0.02 .0.04 -0._ 0.00
13 +0.05 +0.09 +0.Ol +0.02 +0.06 +0.09
14 -0.Ol +0.03 +0.04 +0.Ol -0.09 +0.05
15 +0.02 +0.09 +0.05 -0.O1 +0.09 +0.04
16 +0.03 +0.04 +0.06 +0.Ol -0.11 +0.03
" DETECTORNOTFUNCTIONAL
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DYNAMIC REVERSE SCAN
CHANNEL-TO-CHANNEL OFFSETS
(REFERRED TO B4D9)
IFOV's
1 2 3 4 7 5
1 +0.15 -0.01 +0.03 -0.02 -0.15 -0.08
2 +0.09 • +0.01 -0.03 0.00 +0.05
3 +0.08 -0.04 -0.01 -0.03 -0.13 "
4 +0.09 • -0.01 -0.Ol -0.02 +0.02
5 +0.06 -0.01 +0.01 -0.04 -0.08 -0.07
6 +0.08 -0.05 +0.On -0.03 -0.04 +0.11
7 "" -0.06 0.00 -0.04 • -0.11
8 +0.07 -(}.08 +0.04 O.O0 +0.01 +0.20
9 +0.03 -0.04 -0.07 REF -0.10 -0.02
10 +0.05 -0.07 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 +0.09
11 +0.01 -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 -0.05 +0.02
12 +0.07 -0.06 +0.04 -0.02 -0.04 +0.10
13 +0.07 -0.05 -0.01 +0.02 -0.07 +0.02
14 +0.06 -0.04 +0.04 +0.02 O.O0 +0.17
15 +0.03 -0.02 +0.02 -0.01 -0.05 -0.02
16 +0.09 -0.04 +0.07 +0.03 +0.03 +0.21
• DETECTORNOTFUNCTIONAL
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RESPONSE DELAY
NOMINAL BAND TO BAND SPACING
MPARA" OFP*AXUL
TIOH. DIGR|U
IPOV
NN "-_
O _
I I I
31LI
/
I I_, 0,1471B
lq|l.D
¢INTIIII
-- t "
01 i
_ 0A2gl
li
; N
--- i I
, O.Ollll
I
I _ ' 0.14701
I tm
i i 1 o.m'nl_
0.=I111
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SQUARE WAVE MODULATION
SQUARE WAVE MODULATION WAS MEASURED
USINGTWOTECHNIQUES
• PHASEDKNIFEEDGE
• THETHEMATICMAPPER SCANS 10KNIFEEDGESEACH
OFWHICH IS SPACED BY 16.1IFOVsFROM THE
PRECEDINGEDGE
• AN EDGERESPONSEIS CONSTRUCTEDFROM THE 10
SAMPLESAND THE SWR IS GENERATEDBY PASSING
COMPUTER GENERATEDBARS OF VARYING SPATIAL
EXTENTTHROUGHTHE RESPONSEEDGEAND COMPUTING
THEMAGNITUDEOF THEMODULATION
• SQUARE BAR PATTERNSOF VARYING SPATIALEXTENT
• THETHEMATICMAPPER SCANS BARS OF34M AND
500MEXTENT
• THE RESPONSESARE RATIOEDTO EVALUATETHE 34M
SWR
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SQUARE WAVE MODULATION
PHASED KNIFE EDGE AND
SQUARE BAR PATTERNS
IFOV ,- --_r._._ .......
'i'!'i'!'!'!'I'i'i'i[l.I-1 8 9.10
SPECIAL 10 BAR RETICLE 3LIM 500M
FOR PHASED KNIFE EDCE BAR BAR
CONSTRUCTION PATTERN PATTERN
PHASED KNIFE EDCE
TARCET SQUARE BAR TARCETS
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SQUARE WAVE MODULATION
MEASURED PROTOFLIGHT SQUARE WAVE RESPONSE (SWR)
(BAND AVERAGE)
30 METERBAR 45 METERBAR 60METERBAR 500 METERBAR
BAND SWR a SWR a SWR a SWR a
1 0.46 0.01 0.76 0.03 0.94 0.02 1.0 0.0
2 0.44 0.02 0.72 0.04 0.96 0.03 1.0 0.0
3 0.41 0.01 0.72 0.02 0.91 0.02 1.0 0.0
4 0.43 0.01 0.76 0.03 0.95 0.03 1.0 0.0
5 0.42 0.02 0.78 0.03 0.89 0.03 1.O 0.0
7 0.44 0.02 0.76 0.02 0.92 0.02 1.0 0.0
SPEC 0.35 0.70 0.85 1.0
120METERBAR 180MEI£RBAR 240ME;ERBAR 2000METERBAR
BAND SWR o SWR (7 SWR (7 SWR (7
6 O.44 O.04 O.78 O.O1 O.94 O.O0 1.0 O.0
SPEC 0.35 0.70 0.85 1.0
TM PROTOFLIGHT/THERMALVAC
9/15/81COLLECTS
1.0 --"0 BAND 1
3
• 4 eeeeQoeoe
_o, 600 METER SPEC 6
0.8 - BAR 7
u_'J30 ER
FREQUENCIES
(MULTIPLY BAR
0.g - SIZE BY 4)
(DIVIOE p BY 4)
E
0.4- .__
I"' I "°T
I I I I I I
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
SPATIAL FREQUENCY - K CYCLESIRADIAN, _ 5/82
TYPICAL SWR/BANO VS SPATIAL FREQUENCY
CHANNEL 9 IN BANDS 1 TO 6, 7 CHANNEL 4 IN BAND 6
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BRIGHT TARGET RECOVERY
BRIGHT TARGET RECOVERY
TABLE SHOWS IN BAND RADIANCES FOR WHICH A RECOVERY TIME OF LESS THAN
q IFOV DWELL TIMES IS INSURED. RECOVERY FROM LARGER SIGNALS TAKES
I0 IFOV DWELL TIMES [TYPICAL).
WORST CASE NUMBERS ARE BASED ON A THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE
PREAMPLIFIER ELECTRONICS.
IN BAND BRIGHT TARGET
RADIANCE (MWlCMIlSTER)
BAND TYPICAL WORST CASE
SPEC AT" 17°C AT 12°C
I 2.0 7.9" 6.0
2 q.s 6.2 q.7
3 2.S q.6 3.5
q S.O S.l* 3.5 * *BASED ON PROTOFLIGHT
S I. 3 Iq. 2 I0.7 PREAMPLIFIER GAIN
6 330 K _ SO0°K
7 0.8 8.5 6.q
5/82
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ALTITUDE EFFECTS
GROUND TRACE OVERLAP/UNDERLAP
AT 40° N DESIGN POINT
/IRAD
S • 9.51mrad/sec
_] H• 712.473km SCANSIDE
_ UNDERLAP V 6813. mlsec_OVERLAP
F -T • 71.462ms FSCAN END
/ - - "0." /
0.6i l ___]_L
- t3.4 iL
"_'--F-'_- -- T-3"4 0.5[
•a) BOW-TIEXCLUSION SCANSIDE
_ , ..__.._..._..-_¢cANEND
i 5.4T -
6.4
_ T T
0.8
b) BOW-TIEINCLUSION
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ALTITUDE EFFECTS
OVERLAP/UNDERLAP (pRAD)
PROTOF LIGHT
SOURCE UNDER OVER RANDOM*
NOMINAL ORBIT AND
SCAN PARAMETERS** 3. _ -3 • q
BOW TIE EFFECT 0.0 6.5
SMA
SM CROSS AXIS MOTION 2.0 2.0 1.0"1"
SM PERIOD VARIATION 2.6 1.3 0.0
VIBRATION 0.5
RADIOMETER
NON-IDEAL SLC SCAN 2.0 2.0 f 0.2
EFL DEVIATION
TELESCOPE -L 0 1.0
RELAY OPTICS q. 3_1" q. 3tf"
DETECTOR IFOV SIZE -5._lf{- +5.q'H"
VIBRATION -1.TfH- +1.7ttt" 1.q
PFPA 7.3 11.1 1.8TOTAL CFPA 7.9 10.5
SPECIFICATION 8.5
EFFECT OF ORBITAL ALTITUDE _/ARIATIONSBE'I'I_.EN qS°N AND q5°S LATITUDES 22.0 15.7
• 1 SIGMA _OVER FULL TEMPERATURE RANGE
• *ALTITUDE = 712.5KM 11 AFFECTS COOLED FOCAL PLANE ONLY
VELOCITY : 6821 KM/SEC tltAFFECTS PRIME FOCAL PLANE ONLY
SCAN PERIOD = lq2.925 MSEC
8O
BAND-TO-BAND REGISTRATION
MAP OF TM FOCAL PLANE
REGISTRATION BANDS (1 TO 5, AND 7)
AS PROJECTED ON GROUND
-X NORTH
B1-62 -25 RFOV
B2-B3 -25 RFOV +Y WEST ¢ _ EAST -Y
B3-64 -25 RFOV
B4-B7 -45 RFOV
67-B5 -28 RFOV
+X SOUTH
61 62 B3 64 TM OPTICAL AXIS 67 B5
o.olo t° o
oo°° 000 °o°. °° °°° o 8 RFOV o °
° _-.0) 0.06 o -0.01, a ° 0.16
,10.4 RFOV
0.02 +0.09 0.12 0.24 0.30
1 MR,.--_,_
BAND TO BAND REGISTRATION - ALONG SCAN
FORWARDSCAN (UHITS ARE UOV)
Data oaken 18 September 1981
R7 62-01 D3-B1 a4-|1 07-61 65-31
30 24.99 S0.02 75.05 120. O0 146. 04
29 24.96 49.99 75.03 119.93 145.95
20 24.90 50.01 75.04 119.93 145.95
27 24.99 50.03 75.05 119.93 145.96
26 24.97 50.02 75.05 119.95 145.96
25 24.96 SO. OO 75.03 119.93 145.95
a4 24.95 50.00 75.02 119.91 145.91
23 24.95 49.99 75.01 119.09 145.88
;12 24.94 50.00 75.02 119.91 145.91
21 24.96 50.03 75,06 119.94 145.95
20 24.97 50.04 75.00 119.96 145.9G
19 24.96 50.0_ 75.04 119.93 145.95
18 24. 95 50.02 75. 05 119. 9_ 145. 94
17 24.95 50.01 75.04 119.90 145.91
16 24.96 50.02 75.04 119.93 145.93
15 24.9"7 50.03 75.05 119.94 145.96
14 24.96 50.03 75.06 119.94 145.95
13 24.96 50.03 75.05 119.93 145.95
12 _4.95 50.02 7_.03 119.89 145.91
1_ _4.96 _0.02 75.04 119.09 145.90
10 24.96 50.02 75,04 119.09 145.92
9 24.96 50.01 75.04 119.05 145.88
8 g4.96 _0.01 7_.03 119.85 142.80
7 24.97 50.01 75.03 119.02 148.05
6 24.96 50.01 75.02 119.82 145.02
5 24.97 50.04 75.05 119.84 145.06
4 24.97 50.04 75.05 119.04 145.80
3 24.90 50. 06 75.08 119 00 145. 90
2 24.99 50.07 7_.10 119.05 145.93
NOHZNAI. ;_J. O0 SO. O0 75. O0 120. O0 146. O0
4VI[_AOE 24. 96 _0. 02 75. 04 119. 90 145. 92
ST9. DEV. O. 01 O. 02 O. 02 O. 04 O. 05
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BAND-TO-BAND REG ISTRAT ION
REVERSE SCAN (UNITS ARE RFOV)
Data caken 18 SepCember 1981
R7 8;2-91 B3-B I B4-B 1 97-81 B_-B 1
2 -24. 96 -SO. 03 -75. 10 -119, 99 -146. 11
3 -24. B1: -49. 95 -74. 9B -119. Bk -148. I_J
4. -24. 91 -49. 96 -74, 95 -119. 64 -145. 91
5 -114, 94 -49. 92 -74. 95 -119.63 -145. 91
BAND TO BAND 6 -24.29 -49.93 -74.92 -119.ao -145.is
7 -24, r/ -49.94 -74. 9"3 -119. 79 -145. 8"7
REG ISTRAT ION - . -=4.. -49.92 -74.92 -119.77 -145.869 -24.H -49.93 -74.92 -119.79 -i45.116
ALONG SCAN _0 114, 4,92 -74.90 -119.7,, -145.11e11 -24.90 -49.94 -74.91 -119.110 -145.87
I= -=4.92 -49.96 -74.95 -119.86 -145.92
13 -=4.90 -49.94 -74.94 -119.115 -1,a.92
14 -24. 89 --49. 93 -74. _= -119 83 -145. 89
15 -,_4. 91 -49. 95 -74. 94 -119, 116 -145. 91
16 -114. 118 -49. 91 -74. 90 -119. 80 --245. r/
17 -24. 89 -49. 9a -74. 9"_ -119. 83 -148. 9Q
18 -24. 91 -49, 94 -74. q_ -119. 113 -145. 90
19 -24. 91 -49. 93 -74. 9"J -119. 83 -148. 89
20 -_4. il9 -49. 92 -74. 90 -119. 111 -145. 16
21 -114. 118 -49. 91 -74. 89 .119. 79 -145. 114
22 -24. 89 -49. _ -74. 90 -119. 83 -145. 88
2_3 -14. 90 -49.92 --74.90 -119. 112 -14_. 87
24 -24. 83 -49. 86 -74. 85 -119. 76 -145. 81
115 -114. 89 -49; 9;I -74. 118 -119. 111 --145. 113
=b -114. 88 -49. 92 -74. 88 -119. 7"7 -145. 81
-14. 91 -49. 92 -74. 119 -119 78 -145.82
28 -24. 87 -49. Ilk -74. 116 -119. ?'7 -145. 110
29
30 -14. 91 -49. 92 -74. 91 -119. 87 -145. 90
NOMINAL. -25. O0 -_0. 00 -75. O0 -120. O0 -14_. O0
A_[]qAQE -=4. 119 -49.9"J -74. 9"J -119. 111 -145. 1111
S'rD. DEV. 0. 02 O. 03 0. 04 0. 06 0, 06
FORWARD SCAN (UNITS ARE RFOV)
Data oaken 18 September 1981
R7 BS-B 1 83-111 ]14-B 1 B7-B 1 BS-B 1
30 -0. 01 -0. O_ -O. 13 -0. 30 "0. 22
:'9 -O. 01 -O. Ok -O. 08 --0. 14 -O. 2.3
o.oo ..,o.07 .-O.lO -o. 16 .-o.=o
=7 -o.Ol -o.07 -.o.o9 -o.15 -o. 19
;_ -o.o: -o.oe -o. 1o -o.15 -o.=o
BAND TO BAND =5 -0.o: -0.011 -o.11 -0.16 -0.2324 .-o.oa .-o._o -o. 13 .-o.16 -o.
REGISTRATION - == -O.Ol .-o.o, -o. lO -o. 15 -o._.2:2 -0. 03 -0. 10 -0. 1;2 -0. 20 -0. 23
CROSS SCAN =1 -0.01 -0.0,- ..0.10 .-0.111 .-0.24=0 -0.o= ..-0.oa -0. 10 .-0.14 -0.19 .-o.03 -o.o11 -o. 11 -o.111 .-o.=_
18 O. O0 -0. 07 -0. 10 -0 17 -0. 20
17 -Q. 01 -'0. Oil -0. 12 --0. _'_ -0. ='4
16 -0. 01 -0. 08 -0. 11 -0. 16 -O. 22
15 -0. 01 -0. 08 -0. 10 -0. 16 -0. 21
14 -0. 01 ",,0. 09 -0. 1_ -0. 111 -0. 25
13 -0. 02 -0. OqP -0. 12 -0. 18 -0. 26
12 -0. 03 -0. 09 -0. 11 -0. 20 -O. =6
11 -0. O_ "0. 09 -0. 11 -Q. 21 -0. 25
10 -0. 03 -O. 09 -O. 11 -0. 16 -0. 20
9 -O. 02 -0. Oil -0. 11 -0. 19 -0. 23
8 -0. 03 -0. 09 -O. 13 -0. 17 -0. 2,5
7 0. O0 -0. 07 -0. 09 -0. 25 -0. 22
6 -O.O= -0. 07 -0. 11 -0. 20 -0. 23
5 -0. 01 -0. 011 -0. 10 -0. 15 -0. 21
4 -O. 01 -0. 011 -0. 12 -0. 111 -0. 23
3 _O. 02 -0. 08 -0. 12 O. 00 -0. ;16
2 -0. 0;2 -0:011 -0. 11 -0. 17 -0. 23
NQMZNa4. O. O0 0. O0 O. O0 O. O0 O. OO
AVE_IqAGIE -0. O= -0. 011 -0. 11 -0. 111 -0. 23
81"9. DEV. O. 01 O. 01 O. 01 O. 03 O. 02
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BAND-TO-BAND REG ISTRAT ION
REVERSE SCAN (UNITS ARE RFOV)
Data taken 18 September 1981
RT e2-.Z B3-SZ a4-SZ .7-Bz _5-.1
BAND TO BAND 2 o.o2 -o.o, -_.13 --o.:34 -o.3 o.oz -o. 04 -o. 07 -o. 17 -o. _o
REG ISTRAT ION - 4 o.oi -o.06 -o.o_ -o.16 -o.Is5 o.oo -o.04 -o.oe -o.15 -o.19
6 O. 02 -0. 04 -0. 08 -0. 17 -0. 19
CROSS SCAN 7 -o. oz ...o.o? ,--o.09 .-o.2_, -o. 25
s -o.o3 -o. 11 -o. 15 -o. _ -o. 27
9 -o. o3 -o. 09 -o. 11 -o. :2 .-o.23
10 -0.01 -0.07 -0. 11 -0. 17 -0. 21
11 -0.01 -0. OE -0. 09 -0. 17 -0. 23
12 -0. 01 -0. 06 -0. 10 -0. 18 -0. 23
13 O. 01 -0. 05 -0. 08 -0. 14 -0. 23
14 O. 01 -0.06 -0. 09 -0. 15 -0. 22
15 -0. 02 -0. 09 -0. 11 -0. 16 -0. 24
lb O. 01 -0. 07 -0. 09 --0. lb -0.20
17 O. 01 -0. 06 -0. 09 -0. '-5 -0. 18
I B O. 03 -0. 04 -0.06 -0. I 6 -0. 18
19 -0. 01 -0. 06 --0. 09 --0. 26 --0. 23
20 O. O0 -0.06 -0. 09 -0. 16 -0. 23
21 O. O0 -0. 06 -'0. 09 -0. 18 --0. ;24
22 O. 02 -0. 04 -0. 06 -0. 14 -"0.17
23 O. 01 -0.06 -0. 09 -0. 15 -0. 19
24 -0. 01 -0. 07 -0. 10 -0. 16 -0. 21
2_ -0. 02 -0.07 -0. 10 -0. 18 -0, 21
2a O. O0 -0. 04 -0. 07 -0. 13 -0. 18
27 O. 02 -0. 04 --0. 06 -0. 12 -0. 17
2B O. 01 -0.05 -0. 07 O. O0 -0. 1829
30 O. 03 -0. 02 -0. OS -0. 16 -0. 19
NOMINAL O.O0 O. O0 O.O0 O. O0 O.O0
AVERAQE O. O0 -0.06 -0. 09 -0. 17 -0.21
5"1"0.D_. O. 02 O. 02 O. 02 O. 04 O. 03
FORWARDSCAN (UNITS ARE RFOV)
Data taken 18 September 1981
R7 BI !i;l B3 84 B7 B5
30 I.98 1.97 2.O0 2.O0 1.86 1.97
_9 1.97 1.94 2. 01 2. O0 I.86 1.95
1. 97 I. 9_ 2. 0;2 2. O0 1. 87 I. 95
;_ 1. 98 1. 96 2. 01 2.O0 1.86 1. 96
26 t. 98 1. 96 2. 01 1. 99 1. 88 1. 96
_5 I.97 I.97 2.01 2.O0 1.It7 I.96
BAND TO BAND =4 1.,.' 1._ 2.o1 2.oo I. a, _.96
;13 1. 97 1. 9'7 2. 01 2. O0 1. 85 1. 95
;_. 1. 9? 1. 96 ;2.01 1. 99 1.87 1. 95
REG I STRAT ION - -"_ 1-._ I.96 _ o= 2.oo I..7 z.95
-'o 1.9_ 1.9e :2.ol =.oo _..* _.96
EVEN TO ODD 19 _.9, I. _ 2.oi I. ,_, L, I. ,4.le 1.96 I. 9e 2.Ol 2.oo 1.e7 1.96
CHANNEL 17 1.96 1._ 2.o1 2.oo s.e7 1.9,
16 1.96 1.97 2. 01 2. O0 1. B6 1. 96
1_ 1.97 1.9q 2. 01 2. ,30 1.88 1.96
14 1.97 1.98 2. 01 2. O0 1.87 1.96
13 I. 96 I. 97 2. 01 2. O0 1. 86 1. 95
1;2 1.96 I. 96 2,. 01 1. 9_ 1.87 1. 96
11 1.97 1.95 2. 01 -'_ O0 1.87 1.96
10 1.97 1. 97 g. 01 ;L O0 1.87 1.96
9 1.9"; I. 95 _1.01 ;1.O0 1.85 1. 96
8 1.97 1.9_ 2. 01 2. O0 1. 86 1.96
7 1. 97 I. 95 2. 01 2. O0 1. 87 1. 96
6 1. 98 1. 95 2. 01 2. O0 I. 88 1.96
S 1. 98 I. 93 2. 02 2. O0 1. 8S 1. 96
4 1. 98 1. 9S 2. 0;_ ;Z.O0 1. 90 1. 96
3 I. 97 2. 96 2. 03 2. 02 1. E? I. 9"7
2 1. 98 1. 9_ 2. 03 2. O0 1. 80 I. 96
NOMIN_ 2. OO ;!. 00 2. OO 2. OO 2. OO 2. 00
aV_ 1. 9'7 1.96 2. 01 2. O0 1.87 I. 96
rrD. O[U, O. 01 O. 01 O.01 O.O0 O. O: O. O0
83
REGISTRATION
BAND TO BAND REGISTRATION -
EVEN TO ODD CHANNEL
REVERSE SCAN (UNITS ARE RFOV)
Daca caken 18 SepCember 1981
R7 B1 $2 B3 B4 B7 B5
2 -3. 01 -3. 02 -2. 98 -2. 99 -;L 93 -;L 85
3 -3. O0 -3. 01 -;L 97 -2. 98 -;L 9;I -2. B4
4 -3. O0 -3. Og -;L 97 -2. 911 -_. 9t -2. 85
I) -2. 99 -3. O0 -2. 98 -3. O0 -2. 70 -;L 85
6 -3. 01 -3. 02 -2. 98 -2. :JW -;L 91 -;t. 80
7 -2. 9g -3. 01 -;L 98 -2. 99 -;L 90 -g. 84
n -3. 01 -3. Oa -;L 96 -;L 99 -_. 91 -2. 84
9 -3, O0 -3. 01 -2. 96 -2. 99 -;L 9= -2. 84
10 -_.. 99 -3. 02 -a 96 -;l. 98 -o. 91 -;L E'3
11 -2. cJW -3.02 -2 98 -2. 9_. -0. 92 -;L 84
1.._ -2. 99 -3. 0;1 -;L 97 -2. 99 -2. 9a -2. 85
13 -2. 99 -3. O0 -;L 97 -;l. 99 -2, 91 -;L 84
14 -2. 9_ -3. 01 -2. 9"7 -2.. 99 -_.. 92 -;L 84
15 -2:99 -3. 01 -;L 97 -;L 99 -;L 92 -;L iio
lb -2. 9q -3. O;Z -2. 9"7 -2. 99 -;_, 92 -;L g4
17 -2. 9g -3. 01 -2,. 96 -;l, 99 -;L 92 -;L B4
18 -3. OO -3. 01 -;L 97 -;L 99 -;L 91 -;L BS
19 -3. O0 -3. 01 -a. cy7 -2. 99 -;L 93 -0. 85
20 -2. 98 -3. OO -2. 97 -2. 99 -2. 91 -;L 83
21 -2. 99 -3. 01 -;L 96 -;L 99 -;L 91 -;L 84
;_ -;L 98 -3. OO -;L 96 -2. 98 -;L 9;I -_. 84
23 -2. 99 -3. 01 -;L 9? -2. 99 -g. 92 -2. 84
24 -3. O0 -3. 0;2 -2. 96 -;L 99 -:L 93 -;L 83
25 -2. 9"7 -3. 01 -;L cP7 -2. 9q -2. Eli -2. 84
2.6 -3. O;Z -3, 01 -;l. 99 -3. OO -g. 89 -2. li_
_7 -3. 02 -3. 03 -;L 97 -;L 99 -;L 90 -_. 86
;18 -2. 99 -3. 04 -2. 95 -_. 99 -;L 9;2 -2. B4
29
30 -3. Ol -3. 04 -2. 99 -;L 99 -;L 93 -2. 85
NOMINAL -3. OO -3, O0 -3. O0 -3. OO -3. OO -3. OO
AVERAOE -3. O0 -3. 01 -;L 97 -2. 99 -;L 91 -;L 84
$7D. ?,EV. O. 01 O. 01 O. 01 O. O0 O. 04 O. 01
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ALONG SCAN PROFILE
FORWARD SCAN PROFILE
SME-I SAM MODE
__ 2o 20-- RMS RESIDUAL --3.0 _RAD •
<w
w_
Xn_uj
_Ou • •
i <
zzo •
0 ul 10 10
0 • _a , I • I I I 0
.1000/.2000 3000 " ,000 5000 6000
\ "/" MINOR FRAME
--10 10 -
REVERSE SCAN PROFILE
SME-I SAM MODE
0
6000 5000 4000 3000 2000 1000
_- MINOR FRAME
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ALONG SCAN PROFILE
QUALITY OF ALONG SCAN DATA
FOR FULL BL19/20 COLLECT
• EACHDATAPOINT IS THEAVERAGEOFFIVE SCANS
• SCANTO SCANREPEATABILITY(AFTERLINELENGTH
CORRECTION)IS _ gradRMS
• SCANTO SCANREPEATABILITYDOESNOTDEPENDON
POSITIONWITHINTHESCAN
• RESIDUALBETWEENAVERAGEDATAPOINTSAND
COMPUTEDPROFILEIS :_ gradRMS
PARAMETERS FOR COMPUTATION
OF THE ALONG SCAN PROFILE
FORWARDSCAN REVERSESCAN
a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 PHI_ WF a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 pH%WR K'0
SAMMODE
UNITS:
• aI IN racl/(mf)i • aO IS CHOSENSOTHATTHEFORWARD
• PHIfO, PHI r0 IN rad AND REVERSESCANANGLESARE
• WF, WR IN rad/mf CONSISTENTFORBAND4 CHANNEL9
• K_)ISA PURENUMBER • THEDESIGNSCANRATEIS 42.50E-6rad/MF
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ALONG SCAN PROFILE
COMPUTATION OF THE ALONG
SCAN PROFILE
FORFORWARDSCANS
5
O(mf)- WF • mf* + _ Ci (mf*)I + 4 • _mid mf* 16320-mf*)i-0 6320z
FORREVERSESCANS
5 mr* (6320- mf*)
O(mf)- WR. (6320- m__) +_ CI (mf_)i + 4 • Cmidi-0 6320z
WHERE
mf* - mf
_TSCAN1+
TSCAN
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CROSS SCAN PROFILE
NONLINEARITIES
7
6
3
Z
< 0
(Q
-I
-2
-3
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CROSS SCAN PROFILE
5TH ORDER POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS
FORWARDSCAN REVERSESCAN
C0 -0.000287 -0.000276
C1 -1.014827E-8 -1.628688E-8
C2 4.295777E-12 8.563377E-12
C3 -7._0246E-16 -2.248363E-15
C4 4.174148E-20 2.998088E-19
C5 2.675552E-24 -1.531221E-23
WC 9.286E-8 9.286E-8
_'CS"_ C(i)MFi q'CS(radlans)
I-0
WC - 9.287E-8tadIMF - 9.66E-3tadIsec
1MF- 9.611gsec
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RADIOMETRICCALIBRATIONAND PROCESSINGPROCEDUREFOR
REFLECTIVEBANDS ON LANDSAT-4PROTOFLIGHT
THEMATICMAPPER
JOHN L. BARKER
NASA/GODDARDSPACE FLIGHT CENTER
R. B. ABRAMS,D. L. BALL, AND K. C. LEUNG
COMPUTERSCIENCESCORPORATION
KEYWORDS: Absolute Calibration,RelativeCalibration,Band-to-Band
Calibration,InternalCalibrationSystem,SCROUNGE,TIPS, Scan
Cycle Timeline,ThematicMapper
ABSTRACT
This paper providesdescriptiveand proceduralbackgroundmaterial
for understandingresults that are given in the followingpapersby Barker et
al. appearingin these Proceedings: "PrelaunchAbsoluteRadiometric
Calibrationof the ReflectiveBands on the Landsat-4ProtoflightThematic
Mapper," "Characterizationof RadiometricCalibrationof Landsat-4TM
ReflectiveBands,"and "TM DigitalImage Productsfor Applications."
The radiometricsubsystemsof NASA's Landsat-4ThematicMapper (TM)
sensor is described. Specialemphasis is placed on the internalcalibrator
(IC) pulse shapes and timing cycle. The proceduresfor the absolute
radiometriccalibrationof the TM channelswith a 122-centimeterintegrating
sphere and the transferof radiometriccalibrationfrom the channelsto the IC
are reviewed.
The use of the IC to calibrateTM data in the ground processing
system consistsof pulse integration,pulse averaging,IC state
identification,linearregressionanalysis,and histogramequalization. An
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overviewof the SCROUNgE-era(beforeAugust 1983) method is presented.
Proceduraldifferencesbetween SCROUN&Eand the TIPS-era (afterJuly 1983) and
the implicationsof these differencesare discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Absolutecalibrationis essentialfor a varietyof scientificstudies
and image analysis applications. Arithmeticspectraltransformations,such as
those used to determinepath radiancefor removalor normalizationof
atmosphericeffects, requireabsolute radiometricdata. To extend signatures,
based on averages or moments,beyond a scene, to data collectedin different
scenesor at differenttimes under differentatmosphericconditions,or even
to data collectedby differentsatellites,requiresboth an absolutemeasure
of radianceand correctionfor atmosphericefforts.
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AN OVERVIEWOF THE
THEMATICMAPPERGEOMETRICORRECTIONSYSTEM
ERIC P. BEYER
GENERALELECTRICCOMPANY
INTRODUCTION
This paper summarizes the processing concepts which form the basis of
the NASAThematic Mapper (TM) Geometric Correction System.
TM geometric correction is a system process which includes both the
Flight and Ground Segments. The principle Flight Segment subsystems are:
e Thematic Mapper
e Attitude Control
e Attitude Measurement
e On-Board Computer.
The principle Ground Segment processes are:
• Payload Correction
• Control Point Processing
e Geometric Correction (Resampling).
Purpose and Fundamental Concept of Geometric Correction
The overall purpose of Geometric Correction is to place TM image
samples onto an output coordinate system which is related to a map
projection. This output product simplifies the data processing for subsequent
applications. Conceptually, the geometric correction is accomplished in two
phases: First, correction data is generated and then the raw TM image data is
resampled using the correction data.
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FigureI-I illustratescorrectiondata generation. The spacecraft
position,TM frame attitude,positionof the TM scanningmirrors and detector
samplingare known as a functionof time, througha combinationof Flight
Segmentmeasurements,&round Segmentmodeling and control point information.
This information,along with an earth geoid model, is used to determinethe
geoid location for each TM image sample (geoidlook point). Then, using map
projections,correctiondata can be generatedwhich definesthe locationof
each TM sample on the output coordinatesystem.
As with previousLandsats,productswill be providedon an output
grid system known as a World ReferenceSystem (WRS). The WRS is definedby a
nominalorbit path. Each of the nominal233 orbit paths of the sun
synchronousLandsat-Dorbit is dividedinto 248 WRS scenes. Includingoverlap
with adjacentscenes in the same orbit, a scene is approximately170 km
along-trackby 185 km across-track. A WRS scene is identifiedby a scene
center latitudeand longitudeand a map rotationangle for each map
projection. Output productscan be provided in either of two map projections:
I. Space ObliqueMercator (SOM).
2. UniversalTransverseMercatorwhen scene center is between 65
degreesSouth latitudeand 65 degreesNorth latitude or Polar
Stereographicwhen scene center is below 65 degreesSouth
latitudeand above 65 degreesNorth latitude.
The output coordinatesystem for all satellitepasses over the WRS
scene is the map projectioncoordinatesystem rotatedabout the WRS scene
center locationby the map rotationangle.
FigureI-2 illustratesthe resamplingconcept. The correctiondata
is used to locate TM detectorsampleson the output coordinatesystem,and TM
detectorsamplesare then interpolatedto the desiredoutput grid locations.
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GeometricAccuracy
An overview of the Landsat-Dgeometricaccuracyspecificationsare
shown in Figure I-3. Effectively,a referenceinterval (setof consecutively
imaged scenes)is geodeticallyrectifiedto a set of maps. Registration
controlpoints are then extractedfrom the referenceintervaland stored in a
controlpoint library. Subsequentlyimaged intervalsare registeredto the
referenceintervalusing the controlpoint library. There are three geometric
accuracyrequirements: Band-to-bandregistration,temporalregistrationand
geodeticrectification.
Band-to-bandregistration is the ability to overlay spectral bands
within a single scene. It is considered the most important accuracy
requirement. The Thematic Mapper band-to-band requirements are 0.2 pixel (90%
of the time) between spectral bands on the same focal plane and 0.3 pixel (90%
of the time) between spectral bands on primary and cold focal planes. A TM
pixel is 42.5 microradians. Bands 1 to 4 are on the primary focal plane and
Bands 5 to 7 are on the cold focal plane. With ground processing, these
band-to-band accuracy requirements are expected to be easily satisfied.
Temporal registration is the ability to overlay a band of the
registrant scene with the corresponding band of the reference scene. The
accuracy requirement is 0.3 pixel (90% of the time). The temporal
registration requirement is the most challenging system accuracy requirement.
The following simplified calculation illustrates this point:
0.3 pixel temporal (90%) X 42.5 _rad X (I_) Single scenepixel 1.645 (90%)X _/2 temporal
: 5.48prad (Io)single scene
= 1.13 arc-sec (Io) single scene
= 3.87 meter (at 705.3 km)(lo) single scene
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FIGURE1-3
GEOMETRICACCURACYSPECIFICATIONS
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That is, the 0.3 pixel 90% of the time accuracy between two scenes allows no
more than 3.87 meters (la) total system error for one scene. This simplified
calculation assumes that the error is _aussian (the factor of I/1.645 converts
90% to la) and that the errors in the two scenes are uncorrelated (the factor
of I/I/2). The temporal registration accuracy requires an adequate number of
ground control points. This may be as large as 18 control points when a
single scene is processed, but can be reduced to 3 to 4 control points per
scene when consecutive scenes from one orbit (an interval) are processed.
This requirement excludes the error effects caused by interaction of earth
topology and orbit non-repeatability. Geodetic rectification is the ability
to overlay a band of the registrant scene with the original maps. The
accuracy requirement is 0.5 pixel (90% of the time). This accuracy is to be
met when the maps have no geometric errors, over regions without topological
variations and given sufficient numbers of geodetic control points. To the
extent that these conditions are not satisfied in actual operation, the
geodetic accuracy of output products will degrade.
System Overview
An overview of NASA's Landsat-D TM Geometric Correction System is
shown in Figure I-4. The Flight Segment includes the TM instrument, attitude
measurement devices, attitude control and ephemeris processing. The Flight
Segment inertial attitude estimates are made using an extended Kalman Filter
process, which corrects integrated gyro measurements using star tracker
information. Attitude is controlled using reaction wheels. Ephemeris, used
for attitude control and ground processing is uplinked from the ground or
determined using the on-board _obal Positioning System. Attitude control and
ephemeris processing are implemented in the On-Board Computer.
The spacecraft attitude is downlinked for ground processing but at a
rate of (4.096 seconds) that cannot follow all TM attitude deviations. Low
frequency (0 to 2 Hz) attitude deviations are measured by gyro samples
supplied every 0.064 seconds per axis. Higher frequency (2 to 125 Hz)
attitude deviations are measured using Angular Displacement Sensors (ADS)
which are sampled every 0.002 seconds per axis. The Angular Displacement
Sensor is mounted directly on tile Thematic _iapper.
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FIGURE1-4
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A spacecraft formatter combines the necessary On-Board Computer
information and the ADS samples into a 32 kilobit per second telemetry stream
called Payload Correction Data (PCD). PCDcontains all Flight Segment
information needed to perform TM data processing. It is both downlinked on a
telemetry channel and included with the TM wideband data. Also imbedded into
TM wideband data is Mirror Scan Correction Data (MSCD)from which the scan
mirror position is determined as a function of time. This data includes scan
start time, scan direction, first half scan time error, and second half scan
time error.
The NASATM ground processing extracts the Mirror Scan Correction
Data (MSCD)from the TMwideband data. The PCD is received using the
telemetry path. Payload Correction Processing then combines the MSCDand PCD
to generate Systematic Correction Data (SCD). The Systematic Correction Data
is a complete set of correction data except that large bias and slow drift
errors exist due to time, ephemeris, gyro measurement, attitude control and TM
alignment uncertainty. These bias and drift errors are removed by Control
Point Processing. Control Point Processing uses the mislocation between
features in reference interval and the same features in the registrant
interval to estimate these SCDerrors. The SCD is then modified to remove the
error effects and the result is called Geodetic Correction Data.
The payload correction and control point processing are performed
over an interval or number of consecutively imaged scenes in an orbit path.
This results in improved accuracy and fewer control points than processes that
operate on individual scenes.
The final steps in geometric correction system involve resampling the
TM image samples to place them onto the output coordinate system. The TM
wideband data is first reformatted into Archive imagery in which reverse scan
data has been reordered to correspond to the forward scan data, and integer
detector and band offsets have been removed. The Archive imagery is then
resampled during Geometric Correction Processing. The resampling is performed
using the Geodetic Correction Data and it results in product imagery.
[EXERPTEDFROMEARLYRESULTSSYMPOSIUMPAPER]
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THEMATICMAPPERIMAGEPROCESSINGSYSTEM(TIPS) PROCESSINGSTATUS
JOANBROOKS
GENERALELECTRICSPACEDIVISION
TIPS PROCESSINGSTATUS
e Radiometric Correction Performance
- Present Status
- Current and Planned Efforts
• Geometric Correction Performance
- Methods and Problems of Measurement
- Results
- Current and Planned Efforts
RADIOMETRICCORRECTIONPERFORMANCE:PRESENTSTATUS
• I Quantum Level Requirement Met in all Bands (Occasional Band 7
Exception)
e Problems Outside Present Capabilities
- Noisy Detector 7 in Band 7 -- Sensor Striping
- DCRestore Instability -- Sensor Striping
- Hysteresis (Slow Recovery -- Sensor and Scan
from Saturation) Striping
- "Droop" Effect and DC -- Scan Striping
Restore Asymmetry
e Initial Post Launch Calibration has Taken Place
• Absolute Radiometric Calibration in Progress
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TABLE 1
WITHIN-SCAN DETECTORRANGEFOR SEVEN BANDS.
UNITS ARE QUANTUMLEVELS (QL). NUMBERSIN
PARENTHESlS INDICATE THE NUMBEROF SCANS
THAT EXCEEDEDTHE 2 QL LIMIT.
BANDS
" I
# of
AREA SCANS I 2 3 4 5 6 7
I 32 1.33 .60 .79 .38 .90 .23 3.95 (7)
2 26 1.21 .47 .79 .60 .61 ,26 1.91 (6)
3 32 1.38 .65 .76 .35 .85 .22 3.60 (32)
4 32 1.30 .42 .64 .58 1.01 .24 .89
5 32 1.23 .45 .77 .54 .87 .30 1.33 (I0)
6 32 1.21 .50 .79 .49 .85 .26 .97
7 32 1.21 .43 .70 .33 .69 .24 1.54 (2)
8 32 1.26 .52 .64 .33 .70 .23 .87
9 32 1.37 .65 ,81 .37 .74 .31 .92
I ,,
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TIPS R/C PERFORMANCE:CURRENT/PLANNEDEFFORTS
e Absolute Radiometric Calibration: New Radiance Range, All Bands
- Impact Study in Progress
- Plan for Initial and Three Downstream Updates
- Coordinated with D' Instrument Calibration
e Investigation of Low Impact Solutions to Scan Striping Planned
- Timelines Must be Preserved
- Present R/C Processing is Detector/Multi-Scan Based
- Geometric Correction Process is Scan-Segment Based - May Be
Good Place for Filter
e Fine Tuning Band 6 Parameters
• Scene Content Limitation Algorithms
GEOMETRICORRECTIONPERFORMANCE
• Methods of Measurement
- System Outputs from Control Point Processing During A-Tape
and Chip Generation
- Estimate of RandomError From CP Residuals
- Estimate of Modeling Error from Covariance Matrix
- Direct Measurement
- Temporal Registration by Correlation of Control Areas
in Two Corrected Scenes
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- GeodeticRectificationby Designationof Evaluation
Points in RectifiedImagery- Zoom TransferScope
• Problems
- Slow Acquisitionof Usable CompanionIntervals
- Bands 2 & 5 Chips have Degraded_ong Track Correlation
- SeasonalEffectsDegradeCorrelation
• PerformanceData
- Temporal Registration
- 3 3-Scene Intervals- <I0 CP Per Scene
- 3 Single Scene DirectMeasurements- -_30Eval. Pts.
Per Scene
- GeodeticRectification
- 3 5-SceneIntervals- <I0 CP Per Scene
- l 5-Scene IntervalDirect I,ieasurement- lO0 Eval. Pts.
TIPS GEOMETRICCORRECTIONPERFORMANCE
e Temporal Registration
- Requirementis 0.30 Pixel, 90 Percent
- MeasurementRange in Pixels, 90 Percent
0.20 < Cross Track Error < 0.36
0.28_< Along Track Error < 0.41
- Low End is DirectMeasurement
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e Geodetic Registration
- Requirement is 0.50 Pixel, 90 Percent
- Measurement Range in Pixels, 90 Percent
0.43 s Cross "Track Error _ 0.67
0.37 _ _ong Track Error _ 0.90
- Low End is Direct Measurement
• Nodeling Error Budget
- Budget is 0.165 Pixel, 90 Percent
- Met with Less Than I0 CP Per Scene
- Timelines Are Met With 20 or Fewer CP Per Scene
GEOMETRICORRECTIONPERFORMANCE- CURRENT/PLANNEDEFFORTS
• Eliminate Band 2, Band 5 Chips from Library
• Continue Performance Monitoring
• Pursue Calibration
- Profi I e
- Misal i gnment Angles
- Filter Parameters
• Study Need for Seasonal Geodetic Control Points
• Improve Sub-Pixel Correlation Technique.
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THEMATICMAPPERIMAGEPRODUCTION
IN THE ENGINEERINGCHECKOUTPHASE
DAVID FlSCHEL
NASA/GODDARDSPACEFLIGHT CENTER
JOHNC. LYON
SYSTEMSANDAPPLIED SCIENCESCORPORATION
ABSTRACT
Thematic Mapper data processing during Landsat 4's first year was
performed on an engineering evaluation basis. Fully corrected products were
created for some 282 scenes during this period using software and systems
based upon the intended full production systems to become operational
following the evaluation period. The engineering systems included substantial
software and procedures for assessing spacecraft, instrument and ground
processing algorithmic behavior. The data systems are described here in terms
of performance objectives, processing organization and data flow, quality
assurance measurements and achievement of goals. The a priori implementation
of TM radiometric and geometric corrections is described in some detail.
Changes to processing suggested by or implemented on the basis of on-orbit
data analysis are discussed. An evaluation of spacecraft, instrument and
algorithmic performance is made.
INTRODUCTIONAND BACKGROUND
The Landsat-D (now Landsat-4) program was initiated by the U.S.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) in the mid-1970's. The
program and the spacecraft as ultimately defined include the fourth
Multispectral Scanner (MSS) and the new higher-resolution Thematic Mapper (TM)
in a 705.3km sun-synchronous circular orbit with a repeat observation cycle of
16 days. The spacecraft was launched July 16, 1982. It was recognized from
the outset that the geometric and radiometric correction of the TM into
useable form would require more stringent error budgets than for MSS. Sixteen
detectors per spectral band for the six reflective bands and four in the
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thermal band vs. six detectorsin each of the four MSS bands accentuatethe
problems of radiometriccorrectionfor TM. Geometriccorrectionto sub-pixel
accuracies (both temporaland geodetic),similarto specificationsfor the
larger-pixelMSS, carrieswith it a host of rigorous demandson the spacecraft
and instrumentsystemsin terms of stabilityand attitudemeasurement. These
concernsare expressedequally in the ground processing,in which diligent
concernhas been given to error budgetingand the modellingof spacecraftand
sensor performanceto a high degree of precision.
The ultimategoal for the ground segmentfor TM is the productionof
some one hundred scenes per day to a radiometricallycorrectedform, with
geometriccorrectionsappliedto half these scenes althoughthe correction
matricesare calculatedand appendedto the data as header informationfor the
partiallyprocessedscenes. This level is to be achieved in early 1985, after
an intensiveR&D period and growingexperiencewith the systemsand the data.
At the outsertof the program in 1976 and 1977, it was clear as well
that the achievementof the engineeringand scientificobjectivesof the
mission on such a schedulewas ambitious,and that substantialattentionmust
be paid to l) validatingthe precise spacecraftand instrumentperformance
on-orbit,2) seeking,as necessary,improvementsor modificationsto the
ground processingproceduresto accommodateexperience,and 3) agressively
defining the quantitativemeasures of TM utilityfrom a disciplinestandpoint,
to maximizemission benefitsas quicklyas possible
The phased developmentultimatelydefined includeda one-year
engineeringevaluationperiod beginningshortlyafter launch,during which
about one scene per day of TM would be producedfor analysisof systems
performance.
[EXERPTEDFROMEARLYRESULTSSYMPOSIUMPAPER]
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LANDSAT-4RADIOMETRICANDGEOMETRICORRECTION
AND IMAGEENHANCEMENTRESULTS
RALPHBERNSTEINANDJEFFREYB. LOTSPIECH
IBM CORPORATION
PALOALTO SCIENTIFIC CENTER
KEYWORDS: RadiometricCalibration,Striping,GeometricCorrection,
Enhancement,Mapping,ThematicMapper,PersonalComputer
ABSTRACT
Techniqueshave been developedor improvedto calibrate,enhance, and
geometricallycorrectLandsat-4satellitedata. Statisticaltechniquesto
correct data radiometryhave been evaluatedand have been shown to minimize
stripingand banding. Conventionaltechniqueswill cause stripingeven with
perfectcalibrationparameters. Intensityenhancementtechniqueshave been
improvedto display imagedata with large variationsin intensityor
brightness. Data have been geometricallycorrectedto conform to a l:lO0,O00
map referenceand image productsproducedwith the map overlay. It is shown
that these productscan serve as accuratemap products. A personalcomputer
has been experimentallyused for digital image processing.
DETECTORCALIBRATION
Figure I shows a subimageof San FranciscoBay from Landsat-4
ThematicMapper scene ID 40168-18143-Iacquired December31, ]982. Visible in
this image are stripingdefects in spite of NASA gain and bias calibration
processing. An experimentwas conductedto see what effect the applicationof
standard gain-biasradiometriccalibrationwould have on a random noise image
using actual calibrationvalues.
Figure 2 and 3 show the result of this calibrationprocessingapplied
to the hypothetical,randomly generateddata with similarstatistical
characteristicsto the San FranciscoBay sub-image. Figure 2 shows the data
as it might come from the satellite,using the actual detector sensitivities
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from band I. Striping is very visible in this figure. Figure3 shows the
data after it has been "groundprocessed"by multiplyingit by the precise
inverseof the detector sensitivities. Stripinghas been reduced, but not
completelyeliminated. How can stripingremain,when the preciselycorrect
calibrationfactorshave been applied? The data is sampledand quantized
betweenthe time the radiance is sensed in the satelliteand correctedon the
ground,which causes a lossof precisionand leads to the observed stripes.
(Ref. l).
An alternativeto standardcalibrationis diagrammedin Figure 4.
Shown is a probabilisticapproach. If a detector'scalibratedoutput of an
input 64 count is 64.504,for example,we randomlyplace 50.4% of the input
64's into the 65 output bucket and 49.6_ of the input 64's into the 64 output
bucket. The maximumerror is greaterwith the probabilisticapproach.
However,the expectedvalue of the output counts is exactlyequal to the
expectedvalue of the radiance. Therefore,the accumulatederror over all the
pixels evaluatesto zero. Thus, no stripingcan be introduceddue to
accumulatedcalibrationerror. The probabilisticestimatingapproachwas
appliedto both the randomlygenerateddata and to the actual San Francisco
Bay scene. These resultsare shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. As can be
observed,striping is completelyeliminated.
LOCAL INTENSITYENHANCEMENT
Figure 7 shows a TM band l subimageof the San Franciscoscene. In
general,to producean image on an output device (such as a displayor
plotter),the input count I(i,j) must be multipliedby some gain and offset by
some bias:
Io(i,j)= b + gI(i,j) (l)
Equation2 can be reformulated:
Io(i'J)=PD +_-Q(I(ij)-p ) (2)
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where _ is the actual mean of the inputpixels, _ is the actual standard
deviation,andUD and OD are the desiredmean and standarddeviation,
respectively. Images can be generatedwith very dark or light regions that
may obscuredetail. Wal]is and others have observedthat _ and _ need not be
calculatedover the entire image -- that, in fact, the resultingdisplaycan
be enhanced if each pixe] is adjustedbased on the mean and standard deviation
of its neighborhood. We have parameterizedthe algorithmto place a weight a,
(0_ a _ 1) on local versus global statistics:
u": a_L+(1-a)uG (3)
where _L is the localmean in the neighborhoodof the pixel and _G is the
global mean (for the entire image). By includingglobal statisticsin the
formula, some of the originalcharacteristicsof the data can be maintained.
We use the conceptof "averagelocal standarddeviation"to determinethe gain:
n
' = !}-_. (4)
n i=I
where each of the oi are local standarddeviationsof the regions of the
image. Figure 7 shows the originalsubimage,and Figure8 and 9 with a = l
and 0.5, respectively.
IMAGE GEOMETRICMODIFICATION
The Landsat-4TM imagewas analyzedand a subimagegeometrically
correctedto conformto a ]:lO0,O00scale USGS map, such that the two data
sets were in registration. The purposeof this processingwas to asses the
type of processingneeded to correctthe data to conformto a map reference.
In addition,we were interestedin determiningwhether satellitedata could
serve as a map reference,and what benefitsmight accrue. We found a
bivariatepolynomialto be adequatefor modeling the image errors. We chose
cubic convolutionresampling in this experiment. Common geodetic control
points were locatedon the map and on the image,and a mappingfunction
determined:
II0
u(xy) = 1818.2+ 0.3515x+ 0.0625y (5)
v(xy) = 1786.9 - 0.0621x+ 0.3515y (6)
The bivariatepolynomialswere generatedby a mean squaredfit to 25
controlpoints. A good fit could be achieved in this case by a bivariate
polynomialof first degree. The degree of the polynomialcould be greaterfor
a full image. The reference image (map) is shown in Figure lO and the
corrected image in Figure If. The resultantproductscan serve as useful
map-likematerials, in particularwhen the map is overlainon the corrected
Landsat data. Carefulcomparisonshows errors in the map, as the image
providesa true representation.
IMAGE PROCESSINGON THE IBM PERSONALCOMPUTER
Becauseof a concernof users who do not have large computational
facilitiesto processTM data, experimentswere conductedto evaluate the
utilityof the IBM PC to processTM data. Resultsshow that multi-bandTM
subimagesof 320 x 200 can be interactivelyprocessedin secondsand displayed
with clarity. Functions implementedinclude imagedisplay,enhancement,
enlargement,classification,and statisticalanalysis.
SUMMARYOF RESULTS
Standardradiometriccalibrationcan introducestriping in image data
even with preciselyknown calibrationfactors. Statisticalintensity
allocationprocessingcan significantlyreduce striping. Local Intensity
Enhancementprocessingcan visuallyenhance imagesand increaseapparent
informationcontent. This type of processingwill eliminatevery dark or
light regionswhich sometimesobscureregionsof interest. However, this
processingcan introduceimage artifactsas the algorithmincludessome
spatialoperators. Registrationof LandsatThematicMapper sensor data to a
cartographicmap is feasibleand providesa user with a new map productthat
is currentand cartographicallycorrect. The correct image can now serve as a
cartographicreferencefor correctingimagesacquiredat a later time.
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Personal computersprovidea low-costapproachto the processingof
sub-imagedata with adequatefunctionand speed.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Ground calibrationprocessingshould use probabilisticradiometric
calibrationprocedures. Operationalsystemsshould provideusers with a
digitizedmap data set as the eighth "band". If the sensor data is already
geometricallycorrectedto the map, the map than is helpful for locationand
annotation. If uncorrected,is can be used as a referencefor correction,or
distortedto conformto the image geometryto support interpretationand
analysis.
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FIGURE 3: HYPOTHETICALDATA CORRECTED
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FIGURE4: PROBABILISTICCALIBRATION
FIGURE 5: SAN FRANCISCOBAY PROBABILISTICALLYDE-STRIPED
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FIGURE6: HYPOTHETICALDATAPROBABILISTICALLYDE-STRIPED
FIGURE7: SAN FRANCISCOBANDI
FIGURE8: LOCALINTENSITYENHANCEMENTa=l.O
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FIGURE9: LOCALINTENSITYENHANCEMENTa:O.5
FIGUREII: REGISTEREDTHEMATIC
MAPPERIMAGE
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KEYWORDS: Remote Sensing, Landsat-4, Thematic Mapper, Digital Image
Processing, Radiometric Calibration, Geometric Resampling,
Interband Registration, Computer Compatible Tapes (CCT), Formats
of Tapes, CCT-BT, CCT-AT, CCT-PT, Channel-Correlated Shifts,
SCROUNGE-era,TIPS, RLUT (Radiometric Look-Up Table)
Landsat-4 Thematic Mapper (TM) digital image products recorded onto
computer compatible tapes (CCTs), which were available for internal research
purposes during the SCROUNGE-eraprocessing prior to August, 1983, are
reviewed. They were generated by the SCROUNGEimage processing system of the
Landsat-4 Assessment System (LAS) facility of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) at Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) in the tape
formats: I) Raw band-sequential data (CCT-BT), generally used for internal
transportation of digital data from one ground processing system to another;
2) Calibrated data (CCT-AT), useful for researchers doing radiometric
characterization; 3) Geometrically resampled data (CCT-PT), the final
product. The formats represent different steps in the process of producing
fully-corrected TM data (Table I). CCT-BT images are re-sequenced from
telemetry format to image format, but are uncorrected radiometrically and
geometrically. CCT-AT images have had data from two faulty data channels
replaced and all data radiometrically calibrated. CCT-PT images have been
resampled by cubic convolution procedures to provide a geometrically corrected
image using satellite ephemeris and altitude data and scan-mirror correction
data. The final product, the CCT-PT, is the one to which all of the
radiometric and geometric corrections have been
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applied;this is the productthat is availableto users, who may purchasethe
set of tapes from NOAA at the EROS Data Center (EDC) in Sioux Falls, SD.
Image files on the three tapes of the CCT-PT set are blockedfour
image lines per tape record,yielding a blocksizeof 28672 bytes. The CCT-AT
also has a blockingfactor of four but a blocksizeof 26624 bytes;the
equivalentvaluesfor the CCT-BT images are five and 32000 bytes. Some other
characteristicsof the tapes are summarizedin Table I.
Forward and reversescans on all productsare properlyoriented
east-west,but the CCT-BT and CCT-AT imageshave an alignmentoffset between
scans. Original band-6 120m IFOV pixels have been replicatedto four 30m IFOV
pixels along a line in CCT-BT images,but the lines are not replicatedto
yield a full 4x4 block of 30m IFOV pixels that are array compatiblewith the
other bands until the CCT-AT image is produced. Productionof the CCT-PT
involvestwo sequentialsteps of geometricresamplingto produce28.5m IFOV
pixels.
Image processingartifactsare present in both CCT-AT and CCT-PT
products. Applicationof RadiometricLook-UpTable (RLUT)during radiometric
calibrationproducesdiscontinuitiesin the histogramsas a result of skipping
some gray levelsor digitalnumbers (DN). RLUTs are chosen to cause expansion
of originalraw data so that it can be recoveredby removingthe interspersed
"empty bins" in CCT-AT digital images. This empty-binartifact is smoothed
over by cubic convolutionresampling. However,resamplingproducesa new
artifactwhen image data and zero-filldata are convolvedat the east and west
edges of the geocorrectedimage to produce"fuzzy frame edges."
Channeland scan stripingare evident in images in all three image
formats. Channel stripingin CCT-BT arises from the difficultiesin making
sensorsexactlyalike and in CCT-AT imagesfrom imperfectradiometric
calibration. Scan stripingapparentlyarisesfrom random resettingof the
offset to one of two referencestates at the start of each scan. It is
referred to here as a "channel-correlatedshift" since all channelswithin a
band shift at the same time even though the magnitudeof their shifts differ.
Channels 4, 8, lO and 12 of Band I and Channel7 of band 7 are the channels
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with the largest shifts of between 1 and 2 digital numbers (DN). Cubic
convolution resampling to produce the CCT-PT reduces the visual impact of all
striping. If resampling was performed to a north oriented column, it would
reduce the apparent striping even further, as well as provide a more
map-compatible product.
Saturated or very bright isolated pixels in all bands result from
apparent specular reflection of small objects on the ground. These pixels
have proven to be useful in calculating interband registration coefficients
for all CCTformats. The coefficients indicate that the bands are registered
to each other within a small fraction of a pixel. The higher spatial
resolution of 30m TM imagery as compared to 80m Multispectral Scanner (MSS)
imagery has resulted in a dramatic increase in pixels with apparent specular
reflection. Higher resolution sensors can expect to see even more specular
reflection, especially from man-made objects. New information extraction
techniques are needed to utilize these new radiometrically discontinuous data.
Author recommendations call for I) better documentation, including
that on tape files; 2) better calibration procedures and calibrated images; 3)
nearest-neighbor resampling option in addition to cubic convolution; 4)
computer processing using real-number formats for all intermediate products,
to eliminate the effects of integer roundoff; and 5) the use of video laser
disk media for recording archival and browse images.
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TABLE 1
General Comparisons among
Landsat-4 Thematic Mapper Digital Products.
CCTSCROUNGE-ERAFORMATS(prior to August 1983)
LANDSAT-4TM DIGITAL TAPES
CCT-BT CCT-AT CCT-PT
TAPES 2 2 3
DENSITY 6250 bpi 6250 bpi 6260 bpi
!I BAND FORMAT BSQ BSQ BSQ
IMAGE RECORDS/FILE 1197 (300-- B6) 1497 1493
RECORD LENGTH 32000 BYTES 26624 BYTES 28672 BYTES
LINE LENGTH (FILLED) 6400 (6400) 6176 (68E6) 8967 (7168) -
BLOCKING FACTOR 5 4 4
PREPROCESSlNG
RADIOMETRIC NONE YES RESAMPLED
GEOMETRIC FLIP REVERSE SCANS NONE RESAMPLED
EROS DATA CENTER NO YES YES
AVAILABILITY
CCRSEVALUATIONOF LANDSAT-4DATAINVESTIGATIONUPDATE
W. MURRAYSTROME
CANADACENTREFORREMOTESENSING
e Multispectral Scanner
e Thematic Mapper
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LANDSAT-4MSSINTERBANDREGISTRATION
e Evaluation of band offset in raw Landsat-4 MSSdata
e Method: Statistical comparison between line-pixel locations of
uniformly distributed ground control points in the four
MSSbands
• Reliability and high accuracy in line-pixel localization is
achieved with two different techniques:
- Manual &CP (lakes, islands, ...) extraction on CCRSDICS
System
- Digital band-to-band correlation (modified one-dimensional
stereo correlation algorithm), correlation matrix: 13
lines x 13 pixels
m Image selected: Mistassini scene, path-row 16-24, June 21, 1983
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LANDSAT-4MSSINTERBANDREGISTRATION
BAND "N"
RELATIVETO SAMPLENUhBERS
BAND 1 MANUAL GCP'S DIblTALCORRELATION
BAND 2 - BAND l 98 412
BAND 3 - BAND l 98 2648
BAND 4 - BAND l 98 1966
LINE MISREL=ISTRATION (L +oL)
MANUALGCP'S DIGITAL CORRELATION
BAND2 - BAND1 0. I0 + 0.03 - - -
BAND3 - BAND1 0.I0 + 0.03 - - -
BAND4 - BAND1 0.I0 + 0.03 - - -
PIXEL MISREGISTRATION (p+Op)
MANUAL GCP'S DIGITALCORRELATION POST LAUNCH OFFSET
(NASA REV. 7)
BAND 2 - BAND l 1.91 + 0.05 1.92 + O.Ol 1.95007
BAND 3 - BAND l 3.97 _+0.04 4.01 + O.Ol 3.89084
BAND4 - BAND1 5.77 + 0.04 5.74 + 0.01 5. 84091
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LANDSAT-4MSS INTERBANDREGISTRATION
CONCLUSIONS:
• Possible line misregistration of 0.I pixel between band 1 and
the other bands. No line misregistration between bands 2, 3 and
4.
e Agreement within 1o between results obtained from the two pixel
localization techniques
• Significant divergence (bands 3 and 4) between the experiment
pixel misregistration results and the published figures (NASA
Rev. 7)
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LANDSAT-4MSSMIRRORVELOCITYPROFILE DEVELOPMENT
BASIC ASSUMPTIONS:
• No orbit or attitude model used
e Independent of line length variations (preadjusted)
• Combine effects of mirror velocity, earth curvature and
panoramic distortion
• Developmentscene has no relief
• Use 200-300uniformlydistributedgroundcontrol points (GCPs)
METHOD:
• Find and measureGCPs in uncorrectedimage
e Do a least squares affine fit of GCPmap coords to GCPimage
coords
• Compute residualerrors in the mirror scan direction (pixel#)
• Generate a mirror correction profile by fitting residual pixel
errors
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LANDSAT-4MSSMIRRORPROFILEDEVELOPMENT
PROFILE FIT: CONVENTIONALMETHOD
• Use a 3rd order polynomial model to fit pixel error to pixel
number
• Satisfactory for Landsats I, 2, 3 but not 4
WHY?- Residual error is non-random
- Model inadequate
e Higher order polynomial fit also unsatisfactory
CUBIC FIT TO PIXEL ERROR
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LANDSAT-4 MSS MIRROR PROFILE DEVELOPMENT
PROFILE FIT: KALMANSMOOTHIN_FILTER APPROACH
• Continual updates to a polynomial model
• Incorporates a smoothing window or 'Finite Fiemory'
• May be 'Tuned' to data
• Tuned filter gave random residual error systematic modelling
error removed
KALMANFILTER SMOOTHEDFIT
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SPECTRALCHARACTERIZATIONOF THE LANDSATTHEMATICMAPPER SENSORS
BRIAN L. MARKHAMAND JOHN L. BARKER
NASA/GODDARDSPACE FLIGHT CENTER
A summaryand analysisof data collectedby Hughes/SBRCon the
spectralcharacteristicsof the Landsat-4backup ThematicMapper instruments,
the protoflight(TM/PF)and flight (TM/F)models,respectively,is presented.
Tests were conductedon the instrumentsand their componentsto determine
compliancewith two sets of spectralspecifications: Band-by-bandspectral
coverageand channel-by-channelwithin-bandspectralmatching.
Spectralcoveragespecificationswere placed on: (l) band
edges--pointsat 50% of peak response, (2) band edge slopes--steepnessof rise
and fall-offof response, (3) spectralflatness--evennessof responsebetween
edges, and (4) spurious systemresponse--ratioof out-of-bandresponse to
in-bandresponse. Compliancewith the spectralcoveragespecificationswas
determinedby analysisof spectralmeasurementson the individualcomponents
contributingto the overall spectralresponse: filters,detectors,and
optical surfaces. The protoflightand flight model TM's used filter pieces
cut from the same substrateand detectorsfrom the same batch (exceptband 6);
any differencesbetweenthe calculatedrelative spectralresponses (RSR)
resulted from optics differences(exceptband 6).
The RSR's for the reflectivebands were similarbetweenPF and F
except for the within-bandflatnesses. Calculatedspectralresponsesfor the
reflectivebands in both TM/PF and TM/F were within specificationswith two
exceptions. One was the insufficientspectralflatnessesin bands 2, 3 and
7. The other was the high upper-bandedge for band 5, which had a
specificationof 1750+20nm and was calculatedas 1784nm;this impliesthat
there will be more contributionfrom variableatmosphericwater vapor
absorption.
In the emissive thermalband 6, the TM/PF and TM/F showed
fundamentallydifferentspectralresponses. The TM/PF upper-bandedge was
detector limitedat a temperature-dependentvalue of about ll.7m. The TM/F
upper-bandedge was filter limitedat 12.4m. A specificationof 12.5 m for
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the upper-bandedge was chosen to providea wide enough window for a
radiometricprecisionof 0.5°C. While the TM/PF upper band was lower than
specified,the detectorswere sufficientlysensitivethat the driving
radiometricrequirementof 0.5°C was met. In the case of the TM/F, the
detectorswere less sensitiveand had an overalllower signal to noise
performanceeven though both the upper-bandedge requirementwas met as well
as the 0.5°C requirement.
Out-of-bandresponsesfor all bands were within specification. Bands
I and 3 had some sensitivityto near-IRradiation. Band I filters had
transmissionpeaks at 800 and 885 nm of 0.5% and 0.7% respectively. When
measuredon the flight model, an approximatelyI count contributionto band l
resultedwhen the radiance between776 and 905 nm resulted in lO0 counts in
band 4. Band 3 filtershad peaks in out-of-bandtransmissionat 945 and lO00
nm, of 2.8% and 1.2% respectively. The impactof this on the band 3 response
has not been determined.
The spectralmatching specificationstatedthat "after system
calibration,the peak-to-peaksignalvariationsbetweenchannelswithin any of
the first five bands and band seven,when all channelsare viewing the same
scene radiance,shall be less than 0.5 percentof the minimumsaturation
levels for the two test conditionswhose parametersare given in . . . (a
linearlyvaryingspectralradianceand a flat spectralradiance)." Initial
test plans called for using channel-by-channelrelative spectralresponse
curves to determinecompliancewith the spectralmatching specification. As
channel-by-channelrelative spectralresponseswere not measuredfor the TM's,
an alternativetest was devisedto assess the spectralmismatch between
channels in a band. This test involvedcalibratingthe individualchannelson
the 1.2 meter integratingsphere and then recordingthe mismatch in their
outputs to a spectrallydifferentsource,the TM calibrator(modifiedby
filters). The protoflighttest gave out-of-specificationresultswhich
appearedto be attributableto spatialnon-uniformityof the calibrator
source. A refined test was used for the flight model testing, using the
calibratorsource with and withoutfiltersfor the two targets. With the
exceptionof band 4, which showed a 1.7% mismatch,all bands were within
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specifications. Calculationsusing the relative spectralresponse data for
the 5 MSS sensors (MSS l, 2, 3, 4 and 4-backup)showed that the flight model
TM had comparableor better spectralmatching than the MSS sensors.
An examinationfor white light leaks in the along-scanline spread
functionfor the flight model TM revealed severalminor leaks in the primary
focal plane bands (l-4)--i.e.,light gettingto the detectorswithout passing
through the spectralfilters. The magnitudeof these lights leaks is
dependenton the spectralcharacterof the illumination. For the odd channels
of band l (magnitudeof the light leaks comparablefor all detectorsin a
half-band),which was the worst observed,with the TM calibrator 'white'light
source,a light leak at 13.11FOV off the detectorcenter made about a I%
contributionto the signal. The locationand shape of the light leaks
suggeststhey are associatedwith the slots at the sides of the individual
band assemblies. It is believed the protoflightmodel has comparable light
leaks.
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PRE-LAUNCHABSOLUTERADIOMETRICCALIBRATION
OF LANDSAT-4PROTOFLIGHTHEMATICMAPPER
JOHNL. BARKER
NASA/GODDARDSPACEFLIGHT CENTER
D. L. BALL ANDK. C. LEUNG
COMPUTERSCIENCESCORPORATION
J. A. WALKER
SANTABARBARARESEARCHCENTER
The Thematic Mapper (TM) sensor is a scanning radiometer for use in
land remote sensing on Landsat-4 and Landsat-5. From both scientific and
applications perspectives, the usefulness of TM digital imagery is
significantly determined by its radiometric characteristics. This includes
both the accuracy to which the dynamic range is known and its radiometric
reproducibility or precision. This paper summarizes and analyzes results from
several pre-launch tests with a 122-cm Integrating Sphere (IS) used as part of
the absolute radiometric calibration experiments for the "protoflight" TM
sensor carried on the Landsat-4 satellite.
TM RADIOMETRICCALIBRATION
A radiometric calibration curve for each of the ninety-six reflective
channels (detectors) on TM was calculated from a least squares fit of raw
radiance, LR, in digital numbers (DN) versus known spectral radiance, L_,
of the external IS in units of mWcm-2ster-lum-l:
= CR = OIS + GIS * L _,IS (1)
where OIS is the offset and GIS is the gain for a specific channel, and
: _R is usually averaged over 25 mid-scan values and I00 scans. For example,
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on 19 March 1982, such an experiment was run under ambient conditions of
temperature and pressure and gave the following results for channel 9 of band
3:
: CR : (1.53± o.43)+ (I0.65± .04)Lx,lS (2)
where the twenty-one IS spectral radiance levels were those determined in a
subsequent recalibration in May 1982. One measure of the linearity of this
regression is the +0.4% coefficient of variation of the gain. This is typical
of the linear response to radiance for all channels on TM. Both the gain and
the offset of these solid state detectors are more stable with time than the
previous generation of photomultiplier tubes used in three bands on the MSS
sensor. Because of this stability, fixed electronic components on TM could be
selected, in order to obtain nearly identical gains and offsets for all
sixteen channels in the band.
The success of this effort is illustrated in Table l, which
summarizes information on gains and offsets for Landsat-4 TM.
Offsetsare held at a fixed level by a dark current (DC)restoration
circuitwhich is activatedat the end of each scan on TM. UnlikeMSS, the
offset on TM was set about two counts above zero to increasethe abilityto
measurebackgroundnoise. Offset values differ by less than a count from the
measuredbackgroundvalues of radiancewhere there is no externalsource.
This low uncertaintyin the offset is anotherindicationof the degreeof
linearityof observedraw sensorradiance in DN (0-255)versus known radiance,
albeit less significantthan the_O.4% uncertaintyin the gain.
A major objective of radiometric calibration in the ground processing
of digital imagery from scanners has been to minimize the striping associated
with unequal responsivities of the different channels in a specific band. If
one could assure that the gains remained constant with tim e , the standard
deviations of the offset and the coefficients of variation of the gains in
Table I provide a quantitative measure of the degree of striping that could be
expected without calibration. The ninety-six individual gains and offsets
themselves provide the basis for destriping the image. Since the maximum
range of within-band variation is from 3 to 7%, TM imagery may be usable for
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TABLE 1
PRE-LAUNCH ABSOLUTE RADIOMETRIC GAIN AND OFFSET BY CHANNEL OF REFLECTIVE BANDS ON LANDSAT-4 PROTOFLIGHT THEMATIC MAPPER
SENSOR (TM/PF) FROM LEAST SQUARES OF FIT OF RAW RADIANCE LR, IN DIGITIAL NUMBER (DN) VERSUS KNOWN SPECTRAL RADIANCE L_, OF
EXTERNAL 122cm INTEGRATING SPHERE (IS):
t R = Ois + GIs*L.,I s
(FROM AMBIENT TEST OF TM WITH IS AT 12 EST ON 19 MARCH 1982 AT GE IN VALLEY FORGE, PA USING SPHERE RECALIBRATION OF MAY 1982
AT SBRC IN SANTA BARBARA, CA)
BAND-AVERAGE OFFSET BAND-AVERAGE GAIN
FOR 16 INDIVIDUAL CHANNELS FOR 16 INDIVIDUAL CHANNELSTM
BAND MEAN OFFSET STANDARD DEVIATION MEAN GAIN COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION
NUMBER O oO G 100oG/G
(DN) (DN) (DN PER mWcm-2ster- 1/_m- 1) (%)
Po
1 2.58 +0.18 15.78 +0.54
2 2.44 +0.16 8.10 +0.89
3 1.58 + 0.20 10.62 + 0.76
4 1.91 + 0.22 10.90 + 1.23
5 3.02 + 0.11 77.24 + 0.53
7 2.41 + 0.20 147.12 + 0.72
J. BARKER/D. BALL/JAN 84
5098(55a*)/83
some purposes,withoutradiometriccalibration. However, scientific
applicationssuch as comparisonof radiancesfrom sensorson different
satellites,or separate independentinformationby combinationof spectral
bands requirethat radiometriccalibrationbe appliedto at least the level of
reproducibilityof the measurements. Radiometriccalibrationis also
desirablefor digitalapplicationssuch as classificationor for creationof
stretchedenhancements,since individualDN levelsare discerniblein both
cases. Individualvaluesof gain and offset for each reflectivechannel are
given in this paper.
TM RADIOMETRICSENSITIVITY
Radiometricresolutionon TM is greaterthan that of the
MultispectralScanner (MSS) sensor. Specificationsfor TM called for minimum
signal-to-noiseratios (SNR),as indicatedin column 2 of Table 2 (Engle,
1980). While the rms radiometricprecisioncan be no greaterthan the + I/Jl2
quantizationerror associatedwith the 8-bit multiplexeron TM, the measured
SNRs were much greaterthan specified,as summarizedin Table 2, especially
for the three bands on the cooled focal plane, namely two short-waveinfrared
(SWIR)bands and one thermal infrared(TIR) band. All channelsperform
normallywith only three exceptions: I) channel3 in band 5 is dead, 2)
channel2 in Band 2 is sufficientlynoisy to not meet specificationsand, 3)
channel4 in Band 2 has a slow electronicresponse,which resulted in a
degradedspatialresolutionfor boundaries. These three channelswere
excludedfrom the SNR averages in Table 2. Band 6 data is only approximate.
Individualvalues for SNR were interpolatedat the _R = 243DN from linear
fits of up to 21 measurementsof SNR and IS radianceL_. Includedwithin the
empiricalobservationsof noise are uncertaintiesassociatedwith unequalbins
(intervals)in the analog-to-digitalconverteron TM, which also contributeto
the scatterof the linearfit of SNR versus L_. As seen in Table 2, observed
rms radiometricprecisionon TM at full scale is between3 and lO parts per
thousand,or approximatelyone digitalnumber for the 256 DN levels,or bins.
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TABLE 2
LANDSAT-4PROTOFLIGHTHEMATICMAPPER(TM/PF) POST-LAUNCHRADIOMETRICBANDCALIBRATIONCONSTANTS
(FORSCROUNGE-ERAPROCESSINGPRIORTO AUGUST,1983)
DYNAMIC RANGE SPECTRAL RADIANCE TO DIGITAL NUMBER TO
AFTER GROUND DIGITAL NUMBER SPECTRAL RADIANCE
PROCESSING LR = 0° (B) + G°(B) * Lk L_. = /3 + Y*LRTM
BAND
NUMBER RMIN AT RMAX AT OFFSET GAIN INTERCEPT SLOPE
LRcal = 0 DN LRcal = 255 DN 0° (B) G°(B) P Y
mW mW DN mW mW
cm2 ster/_m cm2 ster/_m DN mW cm -2 ster- 1 /_m- 1 cm2 ster/_m cm2 ster/_m DN
1 - 0.152 15.842 2.423 15.943 - 0.152 0.06272
co 2 - 0.284 30.817 2.328 8.199 - 0.284 0.121974_
3 - 0.117 23.463 1.265 10.814 - 0.117 0.09247
4 - 0.151 22.432 1.555 11.298 - 0.151 0.08856
5 - 0.037 3.242 2.877 77.768 - 0.037 0.01286
7 - 0.015 1.700 2.230 148.688 - 0.015 0.006725
6(CH 4) 0.20 1.564 - 37.2 186.0 0.20 0.00535
J. BARKER/JAN 84/GSFC
5098(55a*)/83
TM INTERNALCALIBRATOR
The on-board Internal Calibrator (IC) in the TM sensor is designed to
monitor gain and offset of the channels as a function of time (Engel, 1980).
There are three IC lamps for the reflective bands which are normally operated
in an automatic sequence of eight light levels. These data are collected by
intercepting the optical axis of the telescope with a shutter at the end of
each scan. Each light level is maintained for about 40 scans in this
automatic sequence mode. Following the calibration of each channel by the IS,
the automatic sequencer was run to measure the average DN value of the pulses
for each level and to calculate an effective spectral radiance for each of
these eight IC lamp configurations for all reflective channels. Using Channel
9 of Band 3 as an illustration, the previous IS calibration curve represented
by Equation 2 was inverted:
m
L_° (_, C) = 0.144 + 0.09394P° (_, C) (3)
where P° (_, C) is the observedaveragepulse value on the date of IC
calibrationin DN for a particularIC lamp configuration(, and L_° (_, C) is
its effectivespectralradiance in mWcm-2ster-lum-l. Several transfer
tests of this type were run and compared. The final values chosenfor
post-launchradiometriccorrectionwere from a run on March 20, 1982 and are
tabulatedin this paper.
No correction was attempted in these tables for the "vacuum shift"
differencebetween IC pulse values taken under ambientconditionsand
pre-launchthermalvacuum (TV) tests. Resultsof some TV tests are also
summarizedin this paper. Each time an image is taken in orbit, IC pulses are
collectedand regressedagainstthese effectivespectralradiancesto obtain a
new value of apparentgain, G(C), and offset,O(C), for each channel:
P (_,C) - O(C) + G(C) * L_ (_,C) (4)
under the assumption of constant lamp radiance.
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Resultsfrom the monitoringof apparentchanges in gain after launch
from IC data are summarizedin a companionpaper for the three visible (VIS)
and near infrared(NIR) bands on the primaryfocal plane (PFP) and for the two
short wave infraredbands (SWIR)on the cooled focal plane (CFP) (Barker,
1984). Such changes in gain over the first year and a half of operationhave
covereda range of less than I0% for all six reflectivebands and are of
minimal consequenceto users, as longas the radiometriccorrectionperformed
during "preprocessing"of digitaltapes is appliedcorrectly.
For the thermal infrared(TIR)band, a two-pointcalibrationis used
to follow changes in gain with time. One point is the temperatureof the
shutterwhich is insertedinto the opticalaxis at the end of each scan. This
is also the referencefor DC restorationon Band 6. The other point is
radiance from an internalblack body which is reflectedto the cooled focal
plane (CFP) by a mirror on the shutter. A 30% reductionin the gains for the
four TIR channelswas observedduringthe first six months of operation. Gain
was restoredto pre-launchvalues by out-gassing,i.e., turningon the TM
heaters around the CFP, in January1983. Resultson thermalcalibrationare
reportedelsewhere (Lansingand Barker, 1984 and Lansing, 1983).
TM DYNAMICRANGEAFTERCALIBRATION
One goal of radiometriccalibrationis to expressall calibrated
radiancewithin one band in a common radiancerange. The range is called the
post-calibrationdynamicrange of a band and is definedby the values at its
two limits,RMIN and RMAX. RMIN is the spectralradiance,L_, corresponding
to a calibratedradiance,Lcal, at a DN value of zero. Similarly,RMAX for
an 8-bit sensor is the radianceat LcaI = 255 DN. To convertto in-band
radiance,one simply multipliesthe spectralradiance by the bandwidthof that
band. Spectralresponse curves for TM bands on Landsat-4and -5 can be used
to computeprecisebandwidthsand are given elsewhere (Markhamand Barker,
1984).
Two equivalentmethodsof expressingdynamicrange can be given in
terms of RMIN and RMAX. One is the band offset O°(B) and gain G°(B) of Lcal
versusLX. The other is its linear inverse,namelyLXversus Lcal, which
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can be quantified by an intercept (#) and a slope (_) in order to
distinquish them from offset and gain. Offset and gain are defined in terms
of RMIN and RMAXby two equations:
Lcal
\RMAX- RMIN/ \ RMAX- RMI_/
or Lca I = O°(B) + G°(B) * L_ (6)
where the range is 255 for TM and the symbols O°(B) and G°(B) are used to
provide an explicit difference between the commonand constant offset O°(B)
and gain G°(B) for all channels after calibration and the variable
pre-calibration offset O(C) and gain G(C) derived from the regression fit of
Equation 4. For the numbers in Table 3, O°(B) is in units of DN and G°(B) in
DN per mWcm-2ster-lum"I.
In the same way, intercept and slope are defined by:
L_= RMIN + _RMAX- RMIN_ (7)
_ _ang£ "/ Lcal
or L_ = #+_* LcaI (8)
where Equation8 is one form used for convertingDN values into spectralor
in-bandradiance. For the TM band calibrationconstantsin Table 3,#is in
spectralradianceunits of mWcm-2ster-lum-l per DN. Numbers in Table 3
were calculatedfrom RMIN and RMAX. Differentvaluesmay have been
inadvertantlyintroducedin the digitallyprocessedtapes distributedto users
due to roundingand differentchoicesof bandwidthsfor calculatingin-band
radiance. In addition,RMIN valueswere set to zero and RMAX values to
original specificationsat the start of processingby TIPS (TM Image
ProcessingSystem) in August, 1983. This changewill be followedby at least
two more changes in RMIN and RMAX values during the 1984TM research period
(Barker,1984). The reason for this is primarilyto use observedpre-launch
and in-orbitdata on Landsat-5to find a common post-calibrationdynamicrange
for both Landsat-4and Landsat-5. In addition,recalibrationof the absolute
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TABLE 3
LANDSAT-4PROTOFLIGHTHEMATICMAPPER(TM/PF) POST-LAUNCHRADIOMETRICBANDCALIBRATIONCONSTANTS(FORSCROUNGE-ERAPROCESSINGPRIORTO AUGUST,1983)
DYNAMIC RANGE SPECTRAL RADIANCE TO DIGITAL NUMBER TO
AFTER GROUND DIGITAL NUMBER SPECTRAL RADIANCE
PROCESSING LR = KO + KG* L_. L_..= /3 + y*LRTM
BAND
NUMBER RMIN AT RMAX AT OFFSET GAIN INTERCEPT SLOPE
LR = 0 DN LR = 255 DN KO KG P Y( )( )()( )( )( )mW mW DN DN mW . mWcm2 ster/_m cm2 ster/_m mW cm-2 ster- 1 /_m- 1 cm2 ster/_m cm2 ster/_m DN
1 - 0.152 15.842 2.423 15.943 - 0.152 0.06272
2 - 0.284 30.817 2.328 8.199 - 0.284 0.12197
co
3 - 0.117 23.463 1.265 10.814 - 0.117 0.09247
4 - 0.151 22.432 1.555 11.298 - 0.151 0.08856
5 - 0.037 3.242 2.877 77.768 -0.037 0.01286
7 - 0.015 1.700 2.230 148.688 - 0.015 0.006725
6(CH 4) 0.20 1.564 - 37.2 186.0 0.20 0.00535
J. BARKER/JAN 84/GSFC
radiance values of the integratingsphere is plannedas well as possible
insertionof temperature-dependentalgorithms. Users shouldthereforerefer
to values of calibrationconstantsin the ancillarydigitaldata on the tapes
to verify the numbersthat were actuallyused in the radiometricprocessingof
the images in each set of tapes.
Errors associatedwith absolutecalibrationare discussed.
Specificationscall for an absolutecalibrationaccuracywithin I0% at full
scale. An rms averagingof estimatedprecisionin each transferstep from an
NBS standard lamp to the IC lamps suggestsarms error of about 6%.
Post-launchcalibrationwith groundtargets at White Sands, New Mexico are
still being evaluated(Slateret all., 1984). Ten tests performedto transfer
the channelabsolutecalibrationin the internalcalibratorshowed a 5% range
at full scale, exceptfor Band 5 which showed differencesup to I0%. Errors
quoted above are associatedwith random reproducibiltyand do not include
possiblesystematicerrors such as: l) calibrationof NBS lamps,2) distance
dependenceof calibrationof integratingsphere,3) temperaturedependenceof
pulses from the internalcalibrator(of the order of 5% over lO°C range for
some channels),4) vacuum shift,5) differencesin conditionsat times of
pre-launchtests and in-orbitobservations,6) random scan correlatedshifts,
7) within-scanelectronicdroop, and 8) within-linebright-targetsaturation.
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RELATIVERADIOMETRIC ALIBRATIONOF LANDSAT
TM REFLECTIVEBANDS
JOHNL. BARKER
NASA/GODDARDSPACEFLIGHT CENTER
INTRODUCTION
The paper summarized herein presents results and recommendations
pertaining to characterization of the relative radiometric calibration of the
protoflight Thematic Mapper sensor (TM/PF). TM/PF is the primary experiment
on the Landsat-4 satellite, launched on July 16, 1982. Some preliminary
pre-launch and in-orbit results are also included from the flight model (TM/F)
on Landsat-5, which was launched on March I, 1984. The goals of the paper are:
• Outline a commonscientific methodology and terminology for
characterizing the radiometry of both TM sensors
• Report on the magnitude of the most significant sources of
radiometric variability
• Recommendmethods for achieving the exceptional potential
inherent in the radiometric precision and accuracy of the TM
sensors.
RADIOMETRICCHARACTERIZATION
The radiometric characteristics of TM digital imagery that are
important for scientific interpretation include mean values of absolute and
relative calibration constants, and estimates of the uncertainty in the
relative and absolute post-calibration radiances. Mean values and
uncertainties in the pre-launch absolute radiometric calibration are discussed
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elsewhere (Barker, Ball et all., 1984). The subject paper focuses on
characterizing variability and uncertainty of TM relative radiometry,
including total variability as well as its systematic and random components.
Emphasis is placed on identifying the magnitude and types of systematic
errors, since these have the potential for being reduced during ground
processing. Estimates of innate random variability, such as the standard
deviation of a signal or its signal-to-noise ratio, are also important since
they place limits on the inferences that can be drawn from single and multiple
pixel radiances. However, accurate estimates of random error require the
prior removal of all types of systematic variability.
SOURCESOF RADIOMETRICVARIABILITY
Radiometric variability in the final TM image can be divided into
three components, based on origin:
m Scene Variability (the source of potential information)
- Solar Irradiance
- Atmospheric Transmission, Absorption and Scattering
(Reflection)
- Transmission, Absorption and Reflection (Scattering) of the
Target, including Shadows
• Optical and Electrical Variability of the Sensor
- Reflected Radiance from the TM Scanning Mirror
- Radiance from the TM Internal Calibrator (IC)
• Variability Introduced During Processing
- "Active Scan" Imagery
- "End-of-Scan" Shutter Calibration Data
- Housekeeping Telemetry
Once the total variability from all non-information sources is
characterized, then an evaluation can be made as to the adequacy of the
precision for specific requirements. If the sensor has already been placed in
orbit, as with TM/PF and TM/F, then only the systematic errors from the sensor
and any possible additional errors introduced by data processing can be
reduced.
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ORGANIZATIONOF PAPER
The table of contents for the paper is given in Table 15 at the end
of this summary. Specific objectives of the research effort reported in the
paper include:
• Monitoring radiometric performance of TM sensor with time
(Sections 2 and 3)
• Characterizing sources of within-scene variability and
uncertainty in measuring radiance with the TM sensor (Section 4)
• Outlining possible pre-distribution methodologies for optimizing
TM radiometric calibration parameters based on scientific
information extraction requirements and on radiometric
characteristics of the TM sensor (Section 5)
• Recommendingchanges in operational or processing procedures and
identifying candidates for further calibration, experimentation,
and research (Section 6).
APPROACHTO RADIOMETRICCHARACTERIZATION
The paper concentrates on an analysis of raw TM calibration data from
pre-launch tests and from in-orbit acquisitions. A library of approximately
one thousand pre-launch test tapes, each of which samples the equivalent of
one scene, is currently maintained for characterization. About 25-50% have
been examined. Most of the analyses of these tapes, and of data from in-orbit
acquisitions, used a software program called TM Radiometric and Algorithmic
Performance Program (TRAPP). Required input for TRAPPanalyses includes both
the raw IC calibration data from the shutter region as well as the raw
uncalibrated TM digital imagery. These raw data are not available to the
general public. They are used to characterize radiometric characteristics of
the sensor rather than performance of the processing system.
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The resultsof the characterizationactivitiesreported in the paper
(and summarizedin the followingparagraphs)derivefrom analysesof raw (IC
and image)data only. These results, therefore,pertainto all TM imagery
without regard to ground processingsystem,be it the NASA Scrounge Era (prior
to 15 January1984) system,the TM Image ProcessingSystem (TIPS) (effective
after 15 January1984) or other ground processingfacilities. Discussionof
image processingtechniquesin responseto sensor characteristicswill
typicallyreferenceTIPS but are applicableuniversally.
CHARACTERIZATIONRESULTS
Post CalibrationDynamicRange
Pre-launchabsoluteradiometriccalibrationsof the six reflective
bands on TM/F were used to identifya pre-calibrationrange of sensitivityfor
each of the 96 channels. These resultswere combinedwith similarpre-launch
calibrationranges of sensitivityfor each band in TM/PF to providea per band
post-calibrationdynamicrange for processingTM imageryon the TIPS. Each
post-calibrationdynamicrange is definedby the minimum spectralradiance,
RMIN, and the maximum,RMAX, for the band as given in Table I. RMIN and RMAX
values will be up-datedbased on recalibrationof the integratingsphereused
for pre-launchabsolutecalibrationand on reductionof certain systematic
errors in the raw digitaldata.
Between-SceneChanges in TM/PF Gain
Data on the radiometricstabilityof the TM/PF with time are recorded
for use in future sensor-to-sensorand sensor-to-groundabsolutecalibration.
Figure I gives a plot of the band-averagedgain with time for 50 scenes of
Band 4. It illustratesthe least noisy of the apparentmonotonicdecreasesin
IC-determinedgain for the four bands on the PrimaryFocal Plane (PFP). One
hypothesisis that this asymptoticdrop of 3 to 6% during 300 days in orbit is
a long-term"vacuumshift" curve. Vacuum shift has traditionallyreferredto
the differencebetween IC pulsesmeasuredduring pre-launchabsolute
calibrationunder ambientatmosphericconditionsand the IC pulse values
observedduring pre-launchthermalvacuum testing. This justifiesthe use of
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TABLEI.
TM POST-CALIBRATION DYNAMIC RANGE IN
SPECTRAL RADIANCE
(mW cm- 2 ster- 1 i_m- 1)
(FOR TM DIGITAL IMAGERY PROCESSED ON TIPS
AFTER 15 JAN 84)
BAND 1 BAND 2 BAND 3 BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 7
RMIN aATLcaI=0DN -0.15 -0.28 -0.12 -0.15 -0.037 -0.015
,._, RMAX b AT Lcal= 255 DN 15.21 29.68 20.43 20.62 2.719 1.4384:::,
-0 ° (B) RANGE - 0° (B)aRMIN = bRMAX =
G° (B) G° (B)
- f RMAX-RMIN l
Lcal 0° (B) =RMIN+ Lcal
Lx= G° (B) RANGE
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IC pulses for radiometric calibration of the PFP under the assumption that the
"vacuum shift" is due to an optical, physical, or electrical property of the
detector and channel itself, rather than to some characteristic of the IC
system.
Figure 2 is a plot of the band-averaged gain for Band 5 with time.
The cyclic pattern has a period of 54 days, with an rms uncertainty of about 2
days. A similar, although less well defined cyclic pattern is observed in the
other shortwave infrared (SWIR) band, i.e., Band 7 has a period of 75 days
with arms error of about 6 days. Differences between peaks and valleys is
always less than 9% for both SWIRbands.
The origin of these cyclic patterns on the Cold Focal Plane (CFP) is
not known. One hypothesis, based on the apparent direct relationship of the
periods and the wavelengths of the SWIRbands, is that the CFP and its optics
are moving at a fixed rate of II nm/yr relative to the lens on the shutter and
the PFP. This hypothesis is possible since the relay optics containing the
CFPwere designed to be moved in order to bring it into focus with the PFP.
Since the velocity of a wave is equal to its wavelength divided by its period,
the observed periods for Bands 5 and 7 both imply a velocity of 11 nm/yr. An
additional hypothesis is required to explain the amplitude of the cyclic
patterns. One such hypothesis is that the amplitude is a function of how
close the optics are to the diffraction limit, where it will vary with phase.
One test of these hypotheses would be to look for a cyclic pattern in the
third band on the CFP, namely the thermal band, and relate its period to its
wavelength. Similarly the hypothesized cyclic Band 6 variation in amplitude
should depend on the relative sizes and areas of the detectors on the CFP as
well as their wavelengths. Proof of this model for the cyclic pattern of the
SWIRbands will call for the continued use of the IC to calibrate these bands.
Assuming perfect operation of the IC, all of these slowly varying
trends in gain have been corrected out during the calibration of the TM
imagery.
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FIGURE 2.
LANDSAT-4 TM RADIOMETRY, BAND 5
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There is an approximately0.5% rms range of variabilityaround these
smoothlyvaryingcurves of band-averagedgain versus time for bands 4 and 5.
While the individualcurves of IC-determinedgain versus time for each
individualchannelappear to be even more well defined,the statisticalsquare
root of 16 channels indicatesthat the radiometricpredictabilityof
individualchannels is at least better than rms error of 0.2%. This
radiometricreproducibilityof the TM sensor in space suggeststhat systematic
correctionsduring the groundprocessingof TM imagerywill significantly
improveradiometry.
Between-Band Changes in TM/PF Gain
In additionto maintainingscene-to-scenecalibrationof each band,
it is also necessaryto maintainband-to-bandcalibration. CurrentTIPS
proceduresdo not providefor any within-bandor between-bandcorrelationof
channels. One limit on the possiblebetween-bandvariabilityis change in
absolutegain on each of the individualbands. Apparentchange in TM/PF gain,
relativeto the gain determinedduring pre-launchabsolutecalibration,are
summarizedfor four specifictimes in Table 2. The first time was a
pre-launchThermal Vacuum (TV)test, which was designedto duplicate
conditionsexpected in space. The secondtime was the actual initial (INIT)
in-orbit measurementon that band. The differencebetweenthese two changes
in gain (INIT-TV) was equal to or lessthan 2% and is a measureof how well
the pre-launchTV tests agreedwith the first measurementsin space. The
third and fourth times were upon occurrenceof the maximum and minimum values
of the IC-determinedgain observedover the first year that Landsat-4was in
space. The range of change (MAX-MIN)is an indicationof a possible
uncertaintyof 3 to 9% in the absoluteradiometriccalibrationof the TM/PF
reflectivebands. The differencesbetweenMAX-MINvalues for the bands in
Table l are measuresof the limitson possibledifferencesin band-to-band
calibrationswith time. If the IC system has been workingas designed then
the radiometriccalibrationof TM imagerywith the IC data will maintain the
absolute calibrationof the bands,and thereforwill also maintain the
band-to-bandcalibration.
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TABLE 2.
APPARENT CHANGES IN TM/PF GAIN
RELATIVE CHANGE IN %, 100 [G'--m_']*G°
BAND 1 2 3 4 5 7
REF, G° 15.78 8.10 10.62 !0.90 77.24 147.12
TV (PRE,LAUNCH) - !.2 - 1.0 3.2 4.7 -0.5 -0.5
INIT (IN-ORBIT) - 1.1 - 1.0 3.6 6.7 -2.3 -0.8
(IN IT-TV) 0.1 0.0 0.5 2.0 - 1.8 -0.3
MAX (IN-ORBIT) - 1.1 - 1.0 3.6 6.7 5.0 3.3
MIN (IN-ORBIT) -8.2 -4.5 -2.8 1.0 -3.6 -2.5
MAX-MIN 7.1 3.4 6.5 5.7 8.5 5.8
m
*GAINS CALCULATED FROM LANDSAT-4 TM/PF INTERNAL CALIBRATION (IC) PULSES, P,
O.
REGRESSED AGAINST IC EFFECTIVE SPECTRAL RADIANCE, L_..
P = O + G,L_.
WHERE O IS FITTED OFFSET AND G IS FITTED GAIN FOR A CHANNEL.
BAND-AVERAGE GAINS, G, ARE COMPARED TO AN AMBIENT ABSOLUTE CALIBRATION
REFERENCE Go OF 19 MARCH 1982, WHERE GAINS ARE IN DN per mWcm -2 ster-I/_m-1.
Within-Scene Variabilit_ in TM Radiometr_
If radiometric calibration is done on one scene at a time, as is the
case with Scrounge era and TIPS processing, then any sources of systematic
variation which occur during the 23 seconds it takes to acquire a scene will
remain uncorrected. During initial studies of TM imagery, the following types
of within-scene variability have been identified:
e Bin-Radiance Dependence. The mean value of any specific digital
number (DN) can be mislocated by up to two levels.
Additionally, bin widths vary from nearly zero to 2 DN values.
Both effects are due to errors in the analog-to-digital (A/D)
converter's bin sizing and location (threshold voltages).
Therefore, a calibration which uses more than the 8 bits of the
original data can be used to more accurately estimate the mean
value of the observed radiance, especially during the
calibration, prior to preparing an 8-bit product tape.
e Scan-Correlated Shifts (discussed below).
• Coherent Noise (discussed below).
• Within-Line Droop. "Droop" is one of 3 types of "within-line,
sample-location dependent noise." By comparing forward
west-to-east scans to reverse east-to-west scans, a systematic
droop of up to I DN was seen in Band 1 of TM/PF. There is a
possibility that droop is actually the same as one of the other
types of within-line systematic variation, namely Bright-Target
Saturation.
• Bright-Target Saturation (discussed below).
e Forward/Reverse-Scan Difference. Apparent differences between
forward and reverse scans may actually be related to the last
exposure to a bright target. If an image contains bright
objects, which are not symmetric on a scan-by-scan basis
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relativeto beginningand end of obscurationof the opticalaxis
by the calibrationshutter,then bright-targetsaturation
effectswill cause an apparentdifferencein the averagevalues
for the forwardand reversescans for the whole scene.
ReferenceChannelsfor the TM Sensors
Differentchannelswithin a band show differentmagnitudesfor the
various sourcesof within-scenevariability. Furthermore,the random noise in
the noisiestchannelcan be as much as a factor of two higher than in the
quietestchannel. Those channelswith the lowestapparentrms noise on the
shutterare given in Table 3. Channelswith the highestrms noise, highest
value for scan-correlatedshift,and highestvalue for coherentnoise are also
listed. Bright-targetsaturationappearsto have approximatelythe same
effect on all channels in a band, probablybecause it is a characteristicof
the design of the electronics. The high-noisereferencechannelsmay be
usefulfor serial strippingof varioustypes of within-scenenoise.
Magnitudesfor these sourcesof TM radiometricvariabilityare given in Table
4 for each of the referencechannelscurrentlyidentifiedon Landsat-4TM/PF
and Landsat-5TM/F.
Scan-CorrelatedShifts
Scan-correlatedshifts are one of two types of "between-scan
line-independentnoise";the other type being differencesbetweenforwardand
reverse scans. These shifts are definedby the observeddiscontinuityin
backgroundlevel. Three most significantexamples are discussedas types 4-I,
4-7 and 5-3 to indicatethe satelliteand band in which they occur. A
procedurefor correctingfor scan-correlatedshifts has been developedand
tested as part of this study. Assumptionsmade include:
e Shifts are constantwithin a line
• Signedmagnitude is consistentwithin a scene
• Signed magnitudeis channel specific
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TABLE 3.
TM RADIOMETRIC REFERENCE CHANNELS
BAND BAND BAND BAND BAND BAND BAND
1 2 3 4 5 7 6
LANDSAT-4 TM/PF
LOWEST NOISE
SHUTTER rms 9 14 12 7 2 15 4F
HIGHEST NOISE
SHUTTER rms 16 2 1 8 7 7 1
SHIFT TYPE 4-1 4 m 1 16 15 m --
SHIFT TYPE 4-7 _ 1 16 _ 10 7 --PO
32 KHz (3.2 mf) 16 6 8 8 [ 8] [10] --
6 KHz (18 mf) 4 1 1 16 [ 7] [ 7] --
LAN DSAT-5 TM/F
LOWEST NOISE
SHUTTER rms 15 10 2 1 2 15 4
HIGHEST NOISE
SHUTTER rms 4 1 12 3 10 9 1
SHIFT TYPE 5-3 10 1 1 1 3 _
TABLE 4.
TM RADIOMETRIC VARIABILITY (IN DN)
BAND 1 BAND 2 BAND 3 BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 7
LANDSAT-4 TM/PF
LOWEST NOISE
SHUTTER rms +_1.1 _+0.4 _+0.4 _+0.3 _+0.8 ___0.8
HIGHEST NOISE
SHUTTER rms -+1.5 _+1.0 _+1.3 _+0.6 _+1.1 _+2.0
,_ SHIFT TYPE 4-1 2.0 m 0.3 0.2 - 0.1
'_ SHIFT TYPE 4-7 -- - 0.2 0.6 _ 0.6 0.9
32 KHz (3.2 mf) 2.6 0.3 1.6 0.8 [ 0.2] [ 0.3]
6 KHz (18 mf) 0.4 0.2 0.5 0.3 [ 0.2] [ 0.2]
LANDSAT-5 TM/F
LOWEST NOISE
SHUTTER rms _+0.8 _+0.2 _+0.5 _+0.2 _+0.8 _+0.8
HIGHEST NOISE
SHUTTER rms +_1.0 -+0.5 -+0.7 _ 0.5 -+1.3 _+1.3
SHIFT TYPE 5-3 -0.3 0.7 0.5 0.4 --
• All channels shift together within a scan
• Different shift types can occur in each band
e Backgrounds are not constant within a line or between lines
because of effects such as bright-target saturation. In this
study, two regions were used on the shutter to monitor
background; "shutter background l" was an average of 24 or 28
pixels before dark current (DC) restoration, and "shutter
backgwound 2" was an average of 24 or 28 pixels after DC
restore. Forward and reverse scans were separated, giving four
sets of backgrounds:
BF-BDC= Background Forward Before DC
BF-ADC= Background Forward After DC
BR-BDC: Background Reverse Before DC
BR-ADC= Background Reverse After DC.
Steps in the procedure for scan-correlated shift correction include:
• Separately process forward and reverse scans
m Use a reference channel for each type of shift:
- Type 4-I = Landsat-4, Band I, Channel 4
- Type 4-7 = Landsat-4_ Band 7, Channel 7
- Type 5-3 = Landsat-5_ Band 3, Channel 1
e Use shutter background to monitor shifts
e Create a binary mask indicating the presence or absence of each
type of shift in each scan
e Calculate the averaged signed magnitude of shift in each channel
for each type of shift by averaging the differences between
backgrounds at each binary transaction
e Apply corrections on a line-by-line basis.
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For Landsat-4TM/PF, the 12 August 1983 scene of San Francisco,CA
(40392-18152)was used to illustratethe two most significanttypes of
correctionsfor scan-correlatedshifts. Plots were made of line-averaged
backgroundbefore DC restore,BR-BDC,versus scan number for reversescans.
Plots were made before and after correctionfor all channelsin Band l (Figure
3), and for all channels in Band 7 (Figure4). Signed magnitudesof Type 4-I
shifts,also called "shift l" or "form l" shifts,are given in DN units next
to the correctedbackgroundplots of Band l in Figure 3. There were
approximately70 transitionsof Type 4-I in the 380 scans. Type 4'I shifts
are not present in all scenes. Signedmagnitudesfor Type 4-7 shifts,also
called "shift2" or "form 2" shifts,are given next to the correctedplots of
Band 7 in Figure4. Type 4-I shiftsare as large as 2 DN.
For Landsat-5TM/F, a 5 March 1984 in-orbitscene of clouds over the
Atlantic Ocean (50005-16221)is used to illustratethe singlemost significant
Type 5-3 shift. Plots were made of shutterbackgroundBF-BDC,versus scan
number before and after correctingall channels in Band 3 (Figure5). While
the magnitudeof the largestshifts is lower on TM/F than on TM/PF, shifts are
more uniformilypresenton Landsat-5TM/F, especiallyin Bands 2 and 3.
CoherentNoise
CoherentNoise is a "within-scan,sample-locationdependentnoise",
which was made more easily quantifiablein this study by performinga Fast
FourierTransform (FFT)on 512 minor frames (mf) of shutterdata from the 3
January1983 scene of White Sands, NM (approximateID = 40171-17080;there is
no payloadcorrectionfor this scene so scene ID calculationis approximate).
TM/PF exhibitscoherentnoise in the PFP bands at two frequencies,32.8 KHz
with a periodof every 3.2 pixels,and 5.9 KHz with a periodof 17.6 pixels.
Amountsof coherentnoise vary dependingon the channel,with the largest
integratedarea under the 32 KHz peak being about 2.6 DN for Channel 16 of
Band I. Both types of coherentnoise in Landsat-4TM/PF form sharp peaks for
PFP bands.
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FIGURE 4.
SCENE ID=YO392-18152, BAND ? (REVERSE)
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FIGURE 5.
SCENE ID-50005-16221, BAND 3 (FORWARD]
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Landsat-5 TM/F has a different coherent noise pattern. It does not
have a significant peak at 32 KHz. Most channels on the primary focal plane
have only one peak, or multiples of it, near 8.5 KHz. This gives spatial
periods of every 12.5 pixels, or integer fractions of 12.5 pixels.
Total Within-Scene Variabilit_
An average of the standard deviation of background on the shutter in
"quiet scenes" for all channels in a band is given in Table 5 for both TM/PF
and TM/F, in units of rms DN. An approximate estimate of the total range of
uncertainty for raw radiance values near background can be made by multiplying
the total rms noise by six, i.e., +3 standard deviations. The uncertainty
will be greater at the upper end of the dynamic range. The range of
uncertainty is at a low of about 3 DN in Band 4 for both sensors, and at a
high of about 7 DN in Band I of TM/PF, for these two "quiet" scenes.
The average difference between background in forward and reverse
scans in these quiet scenes is less than about 0.2 DNfor both sensors. This
is part of the justification for suggesting that apparent forward-reverse
differences may be related to effects such as bright-target saturation rather
than to the direction of scan.
B_ight_Target Saturation
Bright-target saturation is like coherent noise and droop in being a
"within-line sample-location dependent noise." It is characterized by a
memory effect after exposure to a bright target, such as a cloud. The time
constant of the hysteresis is such that the effect may last for thousands of
samples. There may be two separate physical effects on the detectors, one
which has a shorter time constant and decreases the detector sensitivity, and
the other which has a longer time constant and increases the sensitivity.
In order to facilitate the interpretation of data in terms of
bright-target saturation, a TM scene was chosen which had one "solid"
formation of clouds, namely the 12 August 1983 scene of San Francisco, CA
(40392-18152). A solid formation of clouds along the coast of the Pacific
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TABLE 5.
WITHIN-SCENE VARIABILITY
TM SHUTTER BACKGROUND IN "'OUIET'"SCENES
TM/PF ON LANDSAT-4 AND TM/F ON LANDSAT-5
(AVERAGE OF ALL CHANNELS INA BAND)
TOTAL VARIABILITY (SD) (FWD-REV) DIFFERENCE
TM/PF a TM/F b TM/PF a TM/F b
BAND (DN) (DN) (DN) (DN)
1 -+1.24 +_0.89 0.20 0.04
2 _+0.56 _+0.29 0.12 0.06
3 + 0.73 + 0.51 0 13 0.03
4 _+0.41 +_0.37 0.09 0.01
5 _+0.89 _+0.93 0.01 0.08
7 _+1.03 _+0.93 0.03 0.10
aLANDSAT-4 IN-ORBIT NIGHT SCENE OF BUFFALO, NY (40037-02243, 22 AUG
82)
bLANDSAT-5 PRE-LAUNCH AMBIENT INTEGRATING SPHERE(5-198-10563, 30
AUG 83)
Ocean is presenton the westernside of this scene. It startsabout scan 80
and then reacheseastwarduntil there is nearly 75% cloud-coverin the lower
quarter of the scene. If there were no bright-targetsaturationeffects, then
the backgroundin the shutterregion may have the same total rms variability
as seen in the quiet scene (Table5), the same near zero values for the
differencebetweenforwardand reverse scans,and an independencefrom scan
number after correctionfor scan-correlatedshifts. This may in fact be the
case for the SWIR bands, howeverPFP bands show an increaseof about 0.5 DN in
rms variabilityon the shutter,and up to a 2.5 DN differencefor forward
minus reversebackgroundafter DC restore in Band 2 (Table6). This increases
the uncertaintyin the calibrationof the raw radianceto a range of from 6 to
9 DN, and introducesa scene-dependenceon this uncertainty. In addition,the
four backgroundplots of shutterbackgroundversus scan number in Figures6
and 7 show a direct relationshipwith the distributionof the clouds.
One model for bright-targetsaturationeffectsrelatesthem to the
distancefrom the end of bright target,or cloud. This hypothesiswas tested
in this study and the resultsare shown in Figure 8, where the backgrounds
from all four regions on the shutterare plottedagainstthe distancesfrom
the cloud edge. The initiallO00mf undershootand a 6000 mf overshoot
suggeststhat all of this backgrounddata can be fit on a single slowly
varying curve,therebyjustifyingthe two componentmodel mentionedabove.
Within-SceneVariabilityby Channel
Examplesof the magnitudesof the varioustypes of noise in the TM
sensorsare summarizedby channel in Tables 7 through 13.
RECOMMENDATIONS
While the recommendationslistedin summaryform in Table 14 contain
ideas from many people, includingscientificinvestigatorson NASA's team for
characterizingthe qualityof the imageryfrom the sensorson Landsat-4and
Landsat-5,they are the creationand sole responsibilityof the author. These
recommendationshave not been approvedby either the LandsatScienceOffice or
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TABLE 6.
WITHIN-SCENE VARIABILITY
TM SHUTTER BACKGROUND IN CLOUDY SCENE
CLOUDS ON WESTERN EDGE OF SCENE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA (40392-18152, 12 AUG 83)
(AVERAGE OF ALL CHANNELS IN A BAND)
TOTAL VARIABILITY (SD) (FWD-REV) DIFFERENCE
BEFORE AND AFTER DCRESTORE BEFORE AND AFTER DCRESTORE
B-BDC B-ADC B-BDC B-ADC
BAND (DN) (DN) (DN) (DN)
1 _ 1.45 _+1.42 -0.54 1.53
2 _+1.11 + 1.51 1.29 2.56
3 _+1.24 __1.46 1.31 2.44
4 +_0.71 __1.02 0.39 1.62
5 _+0.93 _+0.89 -0.21 0.02
7 -+1.05 -+1.01 -0.15 0.05
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FIGURE7.
SCENE lD=q0392-lB152, BRND2 (FORNRRD)
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FIGURE 8.
LANDSAT-4 TM RADIOMETRY, BAND 2
CHANNEL 14
BRIGHT TARGET SATURATION OF SCENE 40392-18152
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TABLE 7.
BAND 1 ON LANDSAT-4 TIVI/PWlTHIN-SCE E VARI BILITY (IN N)
SCAN-
TOTAL VARIABILITY (FWD-REV) DIFFERENCE CORRELATED COHERENT NOISE
STANDARD DEVIATION OF BACKGROUND ON SHUTTER IN SHIFTS
SHUTTER IN AND AROUND DC AND AROUND DC RESTORATION
RESTORATION 32 KHz 6 KHz
CLOUDY SCENE b CLOUDY SCENE b (3.2 mf) (18 mf)PM PM TYPE 4-1.4 TYPE 4-7.7
SCENE a SCENE a ckBFR ...kBFR AVERAGE b AVGa.b (area +_2 mf.of peak)
CHANNEL SD(B) SD(B-BDC) SD(B-ADC) ,3BFR (BDC) (ADC) CS(4-1) CS (4-7) CC (32) CC(6)
16 +_1.5 _+1.7 _+1.7 0.1 - 0.6 1.2 0.1 0.0 2.6 0.2
15 -,-1.4 +_1.5 +_1.6 0.3 - 0.1 2.5 0.0 0.1 1.0 0.3
14 _+1.3 +_1.5 _+1.4 0.1 - 0.6 1.6 0.2 0.0 1.7 0.2
13 -"-_1.3 +_1.4 _+1.4 0.3 .- 0.2 2.0 0.1 - 0.1 0.8 0.3
12 + 1.1 _+1.6 + 1.4 0.2 - 0.4 1.3 1.7 0.0 0.9 0.4
11 _+1.3 +_1.4 +_1.4 0.3 - 0.4 2.0 0.0 0.1 1.0 0.2
10 +_1.0 _+1.4 +_1.4 0.1 - 0.6 1.8 1.0 0.0 0.6 0.3
9 +_1.1 _+1.2 _+1.2 0.2 - 0.5 1.4 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.2
8 + 1.2 +_1.5 _+1.5 0.1 - 1.1 1.3 0.8 .- 0.1 1.8 0.1
7 +_1.3 _+1.4 + 1.3 0.2 - 0.5 1.4 0.0 0.1 0.6 0.4
6 +_1.3 _+1.6 + 1.5 0.1 - 1.3 1.2 0.2 0.0 1.1 0.2
5 _+1.1 _+1.2 _+1.0 0.2 - 0.4 1.0 0.0 0.1 1.1 0.3
4 + 1.2 + 1.8 _+1.6 0.2 - 0.5 1.6 2.0 0.0 0.3 0.4
3 + 1.1 +_1.2 _ 1.2 0.2 - 0.6 1.4 0.0 - 0.1 1.2 0.4
2 +_1.3 +_1.6 + 1.6 0.2 - 0.7 1.7 0.1 - 0.1 1.6 0.1
1 _+1.3 _+1.4 _+1.3 0.2 - 0.4 1.3 0.3 - 0.1 1.0 0.4
_PM BUFFALO, NY (40037-02243), bSAN FRANCISCO, CA (40392-18152), cWHITE SANDS, NM (40171-17080)
TABLE 8.
BAND 2 ON LANDSAT-4 TM/PF, WITHIN-
SCENE VARIABILITY (IN DN)
SCAN-
TOTAL VARIABILITY (FWD-REV) DIFFERENCE CORRELATED COHERENT NOISE
STANDARD DEVIATION OF BACKGROUND ON SHUTTER IN SHIFTS
SHUTTER IN AND AROUNDDC AND AROUND DC RESTORATION
RESTORATION 32 KHz 6 KHz
PM CLOUDY SCENE b PM CLOUDY SCENE b TYPE 4-1.4 TYPE 4-7.7 (3.2 mf) (18 mf)
SCENE a SCENE a ABFR ABFR AVERAGEb AVGa,b (area +_2mf of peak)
CHANNEL SD(B) SD(B-BDC) SD(B-ADC) ABFR (BDC) (ADC) CS(4-1) CS (4-7) CC (32) CC(6)
16 _+0.5 +-1.7 + 1.6 0.1 1.5 2.9 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1
15 - 0.6 +-1.5 _+1.5 0.3 1.3 2.6 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1
14 +_0.4 __+1.5 _+1.5 0.1 1.2 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0
13 +-0.6 +-1.4 _+1.6 0.3 1.5 2.8 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1
,_, 12 +_0.5 +_1.6 +_1.5 0.2 1.3 2.7 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0G_
•-,4 11 +_0.5 +_1.4 +_1.4 0.3 1.3 2.4 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0
10 _+0.4 _+1.4 _+1.4 0.1 1.2 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0
9 +_0.5 +_1.2 _ 1.5 0.2 1.3 2.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
8 +_0.5 +_1.5 +_1.5 O,1 1.3 2.7 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0
7 +_0.5 +_1.4 +_1.4 0.2 1.2 2.3 0.0 0.0 O.1 O.1
6 --0.5 +_1.6 z 1.5 0.1 1.3 2.7 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.1
5 +_0.5 +_1.2 __1.4 0.2 1.3 2.4 0.0 --O. 1 0.2 O.1
4 +_0.7 _+1.8 +_1.4 0.2 1.1 2.2 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1
3 +_0.6 _+1.2 +_1.5 0.2 1.3 2.6 0.0 -0.1 0.2 0.1
2 -,-1.0 +_1.6 _+1.7 0.2 1.1 2.6 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.1
1 +_0.7 _+1.4 _+1.5 0.2 1.3 2.6 0.1 --0.2 0.2 0.2
apM BUFFALO, NY (40037-02243), bSAN FRANCISCO, CA (40392-18152), cWHITE SANDS, NM (40171-17080)
TABLE 9.
BAND 3 ON LANDSAT-4 TM/PF, WITHIN-
SCENE VARIABILITY (IN DN)
SCAN-
TOTAL VARIABILITY (FWD-REV) DIFFERENCE CORRELATED COHERENT NOISE
STANDARD DEVIATION OF BACKGROUND ON SHUTTER IN SHIFTS
SHUTTER IN AND AROUNDDC AND AROUND DCRESTORATION
RESTORATION 32 KHz 6 KHz
PM CLOUDY SCENE b PM CLOUDY SCENE b TYPE 4-1.4 TYPE 4-7.7 (3.2 mf) (18 mf)
SCENE a SCENE a ABFR &BFR AVERAGE b AVGa.b (area _+2 mf of peak)
CHANNEL SD(B) SD(B-BDC) SD(B-ADC) &BFR (BDC) (ADC) CS(4-1) CS (4-7) CC (32) CC(6)
16 +_1.0 _+1.5 -,-1.6 0.1 1.3 2.7 0.1 0.6 0.9 0.3
15 ---0.9 _+1.4 _+1.4 0.2 1.4 2.3 0.2 - 0.3 0.2 0.3
i
14 ---0.5 -'- 1.2 - 1.6 0.0 1.6 2.7 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.1
i 13 - 0.8 _+1.3 _ 1.4 0.2 1.4 2.3 0.1 - 0.1 0.2 0.1
+0.4- ---1.1 ---1.6 0.1 1.4 2.8 0.0o'_ 12 - 0.0 0.1 0.1
oo
11 -+0.7 - 1.2 -+1.4 0.1 1.3 2.3 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.2
10 ---0.5 _ 1ol _+1.7 0.1 1.4 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.1
9 4-0.8 _+1.3 - 1.6 0.2 1.5 2.8 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2
8 --+0.9 -'- 1.2 + 1.6 0.1 1.2 2.6 0.0 0.0 1.6 0.1
7 4-0.7 -'-1.2 --+1.4 0.1 1.2 2.3 0.0 -0.1 0.1 0.2
6 -'-0.5 -+1.0 ---1.5 0.1 1.4 2.6 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.2
5 ---0.8 - 1.2 -'- 1.4 0.2 1.2 2.4 0.1 -0.2 0.1 0.1
4 4-0.7 - 1ol - 1.4 0.1 1.0 2.2 0o0 0.0 1.2 0.2
3 - 0.8 ___1.2 - 1.2 0.2 1.1 2.0 0.1 - 0.2 0.1 0.2
2 -0.6 +-1.0 - 1.3 0.1 0.9 2.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3
1 _ 1.3 -'- 1.7 -+1.3 0.3 1.4 2.0 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.5
aPM BUFFALO, NY (40037-02243), bSAN FRANCISCO, CA (40392-18152), =WHITE SANDS, NM (40171-17080)
TABLE 10.
BAND 4 ON LANDSAT-4 TM/PF, WITHIN-
SCENE VARIABILITY (IN DN)
SCAN-
TOTAL VARIABILITY (FWD-REV) DIFFERENCE CORRELATED COHERENT NOISE
STANDARD DEVIATION OF BACKGROUND ON SHUTTER IN SHIFTS
SHUTTER IN AND AROUND DC AND AROUND DC RESTORATION
RESTORATION 32 KHz 6 KHz
PM CLOUDY SCENE b PM CLOUDY SCENE b TYPE 4-1.4 TYPE 4-7.7 (3.2 mf) (18 mf)
SCENE a SCENE a &BFR z_BFR AVERAGEb AVGa,b (area - 2 mf of peak)
CHANNEL SD(B) SD(B-BDC) SD(B-ADC) ABFR (BDC) (ADC) CS(4-1) CS (4-7) CC (32) CC(6)
---0.3 +_0.7 -+0.9 0.0 0.5 1.4 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.316
_+0.4 -+0.6 _+1.1 0.1 0.4 1.7 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.115
14 +-0.3 -+0.8 +_1.2 0.1 0.6 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0
13 -+0.4 +-0.6 +-0.8 0.1 0.4 1.3 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1
+_0.3 _+0.7 _+1.1 0.1 0.4 1.8 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.112
o_ _+0.3 +-0.6 -+0.9 0.1 0.3 1.4 0.1 0.0 0.3 0.1
_o 11
-+0.3 _+0.7 _+1.0 0.1 0.4 1.6 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.010
-+0.3 ___0.6 _+1.1 0.1 0.3 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.19
8 ---0.6 +-0.9 __.1.1 0.1 0.3 1.6 0.0 -0.1 0.8 0.1
7 +-0.3 +-0.6 ---0.9 0.1 0.4 1.5 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1
6 ---0.5 _+0.7 _+1.1 0.1 0.4 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.1
5 ---0.4 ___0.7 _+1.0 0.1 0.5 1.7 0o0 0.0 0.3 0.1
4 -+0.5 +-0.8 +_1.0 0.1 0.2 1.6 0.0 -0.1 0.5 0.0
3 ---0.6 4-0.7 _+1.1 0.2 0.4 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.2
2 _+0.4 +-0.8 __-1.1 0.1 0.3 1.7 0.0 -0.1 0.3 0.1
1 -+0.6 +_0.7 ---0.8 0.1 0.5 1.3 0.2 -0.t 0.6 0.2
aPM BUFFALO, NY (40037-02243), bSAN FRANCISCO, CA (40392-18152), _NHITE SANDS, NM (40171-17080)
TABLE 11.
BAND 5 ON LANDSAT-4 TM/PF, WITHIN-
SCENE VARIABILITY (IN DN)
SCAN-
TOTAL VARIABILITY FWD-REV) DIFFERENCE CORRELATED COHERENT NOISE
STANDARD DEVIATION OF BACKGROUND ON SHUTTER IN SHIFTS
SHUTTER IN AND AROUND DC AND AROUND DC RESTORATION
RESTORATION 32 KHz 6 KHz
CLOUDY SCENE b CLOUDY SCENE b (3.2 mf) (18 mf)PM PM TYPE 4-1.4 TYPE 4-7.7
SCENE a SCENE a zSBFR &BFR AVERAGE b AVGa.b (area _+2 mf of peak)
CHANNEL SD(B) SD(B-BDC) SD(B-ADC) ABFR (BDC) (ADC) CS(4-1) CS (4-7) CC (32) CC(6)
16 ---0.8 +-0.9 +-0.8 0.1 -0.3 0.2 0.0 -0.1 [0.2] [0.1]
15 -+0.9 _+0.9 +_0.9 0.1 -0.3 0.1 -0.1 -0.1 [0.3] [0.1]
" 14 +0.9 +_0.9 _+0.9 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1 [0.1] [0.1]
13 _+0.9 _+0.9 +_0.9 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 [0.1] [0.1]
_+0.9 _+0.9 +_0.9 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 [0.0] [0.1]-4 12
o
11 _+0.9 _+1.0 _+0.9 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 [0.1] [0.1]
10 _+0.9 +1.0 _+0.9 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.6 [0.1] [0.0]
9 -+0.9 +_0.9 _+0.9 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0 [0.0] [0.0]
8 -+0.9 _+0.9 +_0.8 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.2 [0.2] [0.0]
7 _+1.1 + 1.1 _+1.1 0.0 - 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 [0.2] [0.2]
6 +0.9 +0.9 +0.9 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1 [0.2] [0.0]
5 -+0.9 +0.9 _+0.9 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 [0.1] [0.0]
4 -+0.8 -+0.9 +_0.9 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.1 -0.1 [0.0] [0.1]
3 ...... 0.0 0.0 -- --
2 _+0.8 _+0.9 _+0.8 0.1 -0.7 -0.1 0.1 -0.1 [0.1] [0.1]
1 +0.8 _+0.9 _+0.9 0.0 -0.7 -0.1 0.0 0.1 [0.2] [0.0]
apM BUFFALO, NY (40037-02243), bSAN FRANCISCO, CA (40392-18152), CWHITE SANDS, NM (40171-17080)
TABLE 12.
BAND 7 ON LANDSAT-4 TM/PF, WITHIN-
SCENE VARIABILITY (IN DN)
SCAN-
TOTAL VARIABILITY (FWD-REV) DIFFERENCE CORRELATED COHERENT NOISE
STANDARD DEVIATION OF BACKGROUND ON SHUTTER IN SHIFTS
SHUTTER IN AND AROUND DC AND AROUND DC RESTORATION
RESTORATION 32 KHz 6 KHz
CLOUDY SCENE b CLOUDY SCENE b (3.2 mf) (18 mf)PM PM TYPE 4-1.4 TYPE 4-7.7
SCENE a SCENE a ABFR ABFR AVERAGE b AVGa.b (area +_2 mf of peak)
CHANNEL SD(B) SD(B-BDC) SD(B-ADC) ABFR (BDC) (ADC) CS(4-1) CS (4-7) CC (32) CC(6)
16 _+1.0 _+1.0 +_1.0 0.1 -0.2 0.2 0.1 -0.2 [0.2] [0.1]
15 _+0.8 _+0.8 +_0.8 0.1 --0.2 0.1 0.0 0.2 [0.1] [0.2]
14 _+1.1 _+1.1 _+1.1 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.1 -0.1 [0.0] [0.1]
13 ___0.8 _+0.9 _+0.8 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 [0.1] [0.1]
__, 12 _+1.0 ___1.0 _+1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 -0.2 [0.2] [0.1]
"4
11 +_1.0 +_1.0 +0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.2 [0.1] [0.0]
10 + 1.1 +_1.1 ___1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 --0.4 [0.3] [0.0]
q
9 -+1.0 _+1.0 +_1.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.2 [0.1] [0.0]
8 _+1.0 ___1.0 _+0.9 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.3 [0.1] [0.1]
i 7 +-2.0 +1.8 _+1.8 0.0 -0.2 0.2 -0.1 0.9 [0.1] [0.2]
6 +1.0 _+1.0 _+1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 =0.3 [0.1] [0.1]
5 +0.9 +-1.0 -+0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 [0.0] [0.1]
4 +1.0 _+1.0 _+1.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.1 -0.2 [0.2] [0.1]
3 + 0.9 +_0.9 -+0.9 0.0 - 0.1 0.0 - 0.1 0.3 [0.1 ] [0.0]
2 -+1.0 +_1.0 +1.0 0.1 -0.6 0.1 0.0 -0.3 [0.2] [0.1]
1 -+1.0 +_1.0 _+1.0 0.0 -0.6 0.1 0.0 0.3 [0.1] [0.1]
aPM BUFFALO, NY (40037-02243), bSAN FRANCISCO, CA (40392-18152), cWHITE SANDS, NM (40171-17080)
TABLE13.
LANDSAT-5 TM/F WITHIN-SCENE
VARIABILITY (IN DN)
BAND 1 BAND 2 BAND 3 BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 7
TOTAL SHIFT TOTAL SHIFT TOTAL SHIFT TOTAL SHIFT TOTAL TOTAL
SHUTTER TYPE 5-3.1 SHUTTER TYPE 5-3.1 SHUTTER TYPE 5-3.1 SHUTTER TYPE 5-3.1 SHUTTER SHUTTER
NOISE" AVERAGE b NOISE a AVERAGE b NOISE a AVERAGE b NOISE" AVERAGE b NOISE _ NOISE a
CHANNEL SD(B) CS (5-3) SD(B) CS (5-3) SD(B) CS (5-3) SD(B) CS (5-3) SD(B) SD(B)
16 -+0.9 - 0.2 +-0.3 0.7 -+0.5 0.3 ± 0.5 0.0 - 0.8 _ 0.9
15 -+0.8 0.0 -+0.3 0.3 - 0.4 0.3 -+0.3 0.1 -+0.8 -+0.8
14 _+1.0 -0.3 -+0.2 0.2 -+0.4 0.3 +-0.4 0.0 +-0.8 -+0.9
13 -'-0.8 0.0 - 0.3 0.4 -+0.5 0.3 + 0.3 0.2 -+0.9 -+0.8
12 -+0.9 -0.2 -+0.2 0.1 -+0.7 0.3 +-0.3 0.0 +_1.0 _+1.0
11 - 0.9 0.0 -+0.3 0.3 - 0.5 0.5 _+0.4 0.1 +-0.8 -+0.9
"4
r,o 10 -'-0.9 - 0.3 _+0.2 0.0 +_0.4 0.4 +_0.3 0.0 +_1.3 _+1.0
9 +_0.8 0.0 +-0.3 0.2 _+0.6 0.4 _+0.4 0.1 +_1.0 _+_1.3
8 - 1.0 - 0.1 -4-0.2 0.1 -'- 0.5 0.2 _+0.4 0.0 _+0.9 _+1.0
7 -+0.8 0.0 _+0.3 0.3 -'- 0.5 0.3 +-0.3 0.1 _ 1.3 -+0.9
6 -4-0.9 - 0.1 _+0.2 0.1 _+0.4 0.6 _+0.4 0.0 - 0.8 -+0.9
5 +-0.8 0.0 --_0.3 0.3 _+0.6 0.4 _+0.3 0.1 -+0.9 _+0.8
4 _ 1.0 - 0.1 - 0.3 0.0 -.+0.5 0.5 _+0.4 0.3 _+0.9 - 0.9
3 - 0.9 0.0 +_0.4 0.4 -4-0.6 0.5 - 0.5 0.1 -+0.9 - 0.9
2 _ 1.0 - 0.1 _+0.4 0.0 -+-0.5 0.2 _+0.4 0.1 -+0.8 _+1.0
1 -'- 1o0 0o0 -'-0.5 0.7 _+0.6 0.5 -'- 0.2 0.4 - 0.8 _+0.9
apRE-LAUNCH "IS GOLDEN TAPE" (5-198-10563, 16:14 30 AUG 83)
bAVERAGED (5-596-13285), (5-198-10563) AND (50005-16221)
the LandsatProject. Evaluation,and possible implementation,of the
recommendationswill pose significantdifficultiesboth duringthe research
period before the transitionof the TIPS from NASA to NOAA near the end of
1984, and afterwards,during the operationalperiod.
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TABLE 14
RECOMMENDATIONS
TM RADIOMETRICCHARACTERIZATION
6.1 ENGINEERINGCHARACTERIZATION
6.1.1 RECALIBRATEINTEGRATINGSPHEREUSEDIN PRE-LAUNCH
CALIBRATION
• 48" TM Integrating Sphere
- SBRC
- GSFC
- NBS
• Two 30" MSSSpheres
e MMR8-Band Field Radiometer
6.1.2 ANALYZERELATIVERADIOMETRYOF PRE-LAUNCHDATAON42 TRACK
TAPES
6.1.3 EMPLOYENGINEERINGMODELTM TESTSTO INVESTIGATESOURCEOF
• Bin-Radiance Dependence (Unequal Bins)
e Coherent Noise (Stationary and Time-Dependent)
• Within-Line Droop
e Bright Target Saturation (Recovery)
e Scan-Correlated Shifts
e IC Pulse Temperature-Dependence
e "Secondary"Light Pulse in CalibrationRegion
e Apparent Gain Changes with Time
6.1.4 PRODUCEFINAL REPORTDESCRIBINGTM PERFORMANCE
CHARACTERISTICS
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6.2 FLIGHT SEGMENTOPERATIONS
6.2.1 INSTITUTE CHANGESIN OPERATIONALPROCEDURES
e Stop Routine Operation of IC Automatic Sequencer
e Alternate Black Body Temperatures "T2" and "T3"
e Set Outgassing Strategy at 20% Band 6 Gain Loss
6.2.2 PERFORMIN-ORBIT CALIBRATIONTESTS
e Calibrate Temperature-Dependence of IC Pulses
6.2.3 PERFORMIN-ORBIT CHARACTERIZATIONTESTSS
e Redundant Power Supply Noise
e Manual IC Operation with Automatic Sequencer Off
e "Override" Back-up IC Operation
e Coherent Noise Phasing Relative to Midscan Pulse
e Noise with DC Restoration Off
6.2.4 PERFORMIN-ORBIT SCIENTIFIC MISSION TESTS
e Subsampled Extension of Swath Width, No Shutter
e Bidirectional Reflectance by Off-Nadir Pointing
e Intensive Single Site Acquisition by Pointing
e TM/F and TM/PF Stero by Pointing
e TM/F and MSS/F (High Gain) Bathymetry
• TM Single S/C Stero
- Fore/Aft
- Side-to-Side
6.3 TIPS GROUNDPROCESSING
6.3.1 PROVIDEFORFUTURECHANGEIN RADIOMETRICCALIBRATION
PARAMETERS
• Post-Calibration Dynamic Range (RMIN, RMAX)
• Spectral Radiance for each IC Lamp Level
e Averaged Pulse for each IC LampLevel
e Pre-Launch Gains and Offsets
• Calculated Pre-Launch Nominal IC Pulses
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6.3.2 PROVIDEFORCHANGESIN IC SYSTEMATICRADIOMETRICCORRECTION
PROCEDURESINVOLVING
e Two Background Shutter Collects (avoid DC Restore)
• Within-Scene Corrections
- Bin-Radiance Dependence
- Coherent Noise
- Scan-Correlated Shifts
e Background Outliers (Incomplete Obscuration)
• "Secondary" Light Pulses in Calibration Region
- Search 80 of 148 mf Collect Window
• Pulse IntegrationParameters
- Optimize IntegrationWidth (near39 mf)
• Pulse Averaging
- SeparateForwardand ReverseScans
e Lamp State Options
- Reject Ill State for any Regression
- Omit 000 State when possible
- Omit ShutterBackgroundwhen possible
- Permit any States and Background
e IC Pulse Temperature-Dependence
e Between-Channel Correlations
- Between-Band Absolute Radiometry
- Quality Assurance Redundancy Check
e Within-Pass Smoothing
• Between-Date Smoothing
• Reference Channels or Variance Weighting
e Statistical Quality Indices
6.3.3 MODIFY HISTORGRAMEQUALIZATIONPROCEDURETO PROVIDEFOR
e Optional Ist Pass HDT-RT Histogram
• Line-by-lineSystematicCorrection
• 2nd Pass HDT-RT If-BitHistogram
e HDT-AT If-BitHistogramand File
• HistogramReferenceto "Quiet"Channel
e HistogramMonitoringof IC quality
e Weightingof IC and HistogramConstants
m HDT-PT HistogramFile for each Band
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6.3.4 MODIFY GEOMETRICPROCESSINGPROCEDURESTO PROVIDEFOR
e Single Pass Image Rectification(Geodetic)Product
• GeocodedMap Compatibility
- UTM Resamplingas Standard
e Single Pass Cubic SplineResampling
e Image CoordinateFile for GCPs
• RelativeGCPs
• AlternativeGlobal GCP LibraryBuild
6.3.5 PROVIDETHREE-SECTIONEDPOST-CALIBRATIONDYNAMICRANGE
6.3.6 MODIFY IMAGE CALIBRATIONPROCEDURETO PROVIDEFOR
e Non-AdjacentChannelReplacementAlgorithm
• ProbabilisticApproach
6.3.7 PROVIDETHE FOLLOWINGPRODUCTS
e Semi-weeklyTapes of Raw CalibrationData
• Semi-weekly"Unity"CCT-AT
• Special "Unity"CCT-AT of CalibrationRegion
e Reprocessed"Reference"Scenes
• HistoryTapes of CalibrationConstants
e SelectedHDT-RT Copies
e Extra Band(s)of Binary Data
• Extra Band(s)of 8-Bit Data
e Tapes at ReducedResolution
• Cloud-freeGlobal TM Archiveby Season
• "Unity"HDT-AT and CCT-AT as Standard,with PDC
6.3.8 RESEARCHAND DEVELOPPROCEDURESFOR
e Within-LineProcessing
• Band 6 Processing
• Ingestionof ForeignTM Tapes
• Full IntervalRadiometricProcessing
• Creationand Processingof Pre-LaunchData
• GPC Test to Reduce ControlPoint NeighborhoodSize
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6.4 DEVELOPPROCEDURESFOR POSSIBLECONTINGENCYEXPERIMENTS
• SCIENTIFICEXPERIMENTS
- Lunar RadiometricCalibration
- Stero and BidirectionalReflectance
- Time-of-DayOrbitalChanges
- RevisitFrequencyRequirements
- Utility of Mixed SpatialResolution
e ENGINEERINGEXPERIMENTS
- Band 6 Sensitivityat 70K
- Focus Test on Inchwormsover GCPs
- Tests of Global PositionSystem Utility
- Tests of On-BoardComputerOptions
- AlternativeLamp and Power Supply Tests
- RecalibrationBefore and After In-OrbitRepair
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EVALUATIONOF THE RADIOMETRICINTEbRITY OF LANDSAT-4
THEMATICMAPPERBAND6 DATA
JOHNR. SCHOTT
ROCHESTERINSTITUTE OF TECHNOLObY
INTRODUCTIONANDBACKbROUND
The data from the thermal infrared channel (Band 6) aboard the
thematic mapper represent the highest spatial resolution thermal information
yet available from space. The radiometric response function of the thermal
sensor must be carefully evaluated to permit proper interpretation of these
unique data. Probably the most generally accepted method for processing
radiometric data from space is to correct the observed radiance or apparent
temperature to a surface radiance or temperature value using atmospheric
propagation models. For example using radiosonde data from the study area at
the time of an overpass the atmospheric transmission and path radiance terms
(t and WA) can be computed using AFCRL's LOWTRANcode. These terms can be
used to compute the surface radiance from
WS = (W - WA)IT. (I)
Where; W is the observedradiance and WS is tilesurfaceradiance
which can be associatedwith an equivalentblack body temperature(Ts).
As part of NASA's Heat CapacityMapping Mission(HCMM)experiment the
atmosphericpropagationmodels were used in reverse in an attempt to evaluate
the post launch radiometricresponseof the Heat Capacity MappingRadiometer
(HCMR). Bohse et al 1979, describedhow surfaceradiometricreadingswere
used in conjunctionwith radiosondedata to predictthe radianceat the top of
the atmosphereusing atmosphericpropagationmodels. Surfacedata taken with
a point radiometerviewinga lake were averaged to define WS and the
atmosphericpropagationmodels were used to define and WA at the time of the
overpass. Thereforethe radianceobservedby the spacecraftsensor W' and the
radiancecalculatedfrom the model (W = t WS + WA) shouldbe identical.
In fact for the five dates studied the differencein observedand predicted
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values ranged from 4.15 to 6.14°Cwith an averagedifferenceof 5.24°C
(radiancevalues have been convertedto equivalentblackbodytemperatures).
As a result of these analysis,NASA offset the prelaunchcalibrationvalues
for the sensor by -5.5°C and appliedthis offset to all standard HCNN
products (Ref. 4).
This offsetwas based on the assumptionthat the sensor response
and/or the calibrationstandardhad somehow changedsince the prelaunch
calibration. Subsequentstudiesfive months later conductedin an identical
fashionindicatedthat the offset shouldbe moved back toward the original
value by 3.3 to 7.7°C (Ref. 5). This would essentiallynullify the original
offset. If we accept the initialpremiseof a shift in the HCNR response
functionwe must now speculateon the possibilityof long term drift in the
sensor calibration. An alternativeand perhapsmore acceptablehypothesisis
that the atmosphericpropagationmodels are inadequateand part or all of the
variance is associatedwith changesin the atmosphereinsufficientlyaccounted
for by the models.
Since nearly all users have a requirementfor surfaceradiance data
it is also essentialthat the atmosphericpropagationmodels be more carefully
evaluatedand refined as preprocessingalgorithms. This effort is designed to
experimentallyevaluate the radiometriccalibrationof the Landsat-4band 6
data. This approachdraws on a method employedby Schottand Schimminger,
1981 as part of the HCNM experimentto radiometricallycalibratethe HCNR
data. Schott and Schimminger1982 successfullyutilized an approach to
radiometriccalibrationof HCMR data that involvedunderflyingthe satellite
with an infraredline scanner. This approach enabledcalibrationof the
satellitesensor to within l°C of surface temperaturevalues. By extending
this technologyto higher altitudesexperimentalradiancedata suitable for
radiometriccalibrationof the TM band 6 sensor can be generated. Repetition
of this experiementwill permit evaluationof long term drift in the sensor
and providea data base for the second phase of the program.
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The second phase of the experimentinvolvesevaluationof the
atmosphericpropagationmodels for radiationtransfer. Along with the
underflightdata from phase one, radiosondedata (suitablefor input to the
propagationmodels)will be available. The propagationmodels can be used to
predictatmospherictransmissionand path radiancevalues as a functionof
altitudeand at slant paths to the satellite. These same values are derivable
from the empiricaldata gatheredduring the underflight. By comparingthese
values it should be possibleto begin to evaluateany systematicerrors in the
models. During this phase modificationsto the models based on systematic
errors and/or additionalsurfacetruth data will be evaluated. If
sufficientlyaccuratemodels can be definedthen underflightdata would not be
required for continuedevaluationof sensor performance. In addition
satellitedata could be preprocessedto producedirect surfaceradiance or
equivalenttemperatureimages.
To date, efforts have concentratedon modificationof the infrared
line scannerto match the spectralresponseof the TM band 6 sensor. In
addition,the LOWTRANcode correspondingto a satelliteoverpass of September
1982 has been run to yield a plot of transmissionand path radianceas a
functionof altitudeas shown in Figure I. When underflightdata is
available,the empiricallyobservedvalues would be compared to these modeled
values. The computedvalues would be compared to these modeled values. The
computed values of transmissionand path radiance (0.6293,6.005wm-2sr-l)
are used to computewater surfacetemperaturefor Lake Ontarioassuming unit
emissivity. Future effortswill incorporatecorrelationwith underflight
empiricalmeasurementsand correctionsfor the emissivityand reflectedsky
radianceof the water. The major data collectionthrust is scheduledfor the
spring of 1983 when the large temperaturegradientsin the Laurentionbreat
Lakeswill insure the availabilityof properlydisperseddata.
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THERMALBAND CHARACTERIZATIONOF LANDSAT-4 THEMATIC MAPPER
JACK C. LANSINb
SANTA BARBARARESEARCHCENTER
JOHN L. BARKER
NASA/GODDARDSPACE FLIGHT CENTER
OBSERVATIONSWITH TIME
A quick-look monitor in the spacecraft control center was used to
measure the Thematic Mapper (TM) Band 6 shutter background and the 34.7°C
internal blackbody signal on over 50 dates. Variability of the shutter
background temperature varied from 7°C to ll°C. The digital counts of the
calibration data were measured for ten specific images, and the average pulse
value of the blackbody peak, Qcb' decreased from 174 to 149 counts while the
shutter background counts, Qsh' varied as a function of shutter temperature,
from 77 to 85 [Qsh = 3.05 Tsh(°C) + 53.27]. The net calibrationTsh,
peak, Qcb - Qsh' decreased from 95 to 64 between August 22nd and December
20th. Relative internal gains between the four channels were calculated and
compared to prelaunch values; they showed changes over 9 months of up to 5%,
while 512 x 512 subsections of the original I0 daytime scenes showed scene
counts, Qsc' that ranged from 135 down to 62. This included a range of
standard deviations from as low as +0.5 for a pure water scene off Boston to
as high as +4.1 for an August 22nd scene over Arkansas.
IMAGE DESTRIPINb
Frequency histograms of numbers of pixels versus digital counts from
a night scene of the Buffalo area of 22 August 1982 were used to determine
channel gain relative to the mean and to discern a systematic along-scan
pattern in a difference between forward and reverse scan counts of up to 0.5.
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These resultswere used to producea correcteddigitalimagewhich, in turn,
exposedminor adjustmentsnecessaryto furthercorrectthe channelgains and
offsets. Individualgains and offsetswere calculatefor the four channels;
the final values may be used to producea destripedimage of Band 6.
AT-SATELLITE RADIANCE
An illustrativethermalband radiometriccalibrationgraph was
producedto relate known spectralradianceto digitalcounts. Calibration
lines were calculatedfor initialturn-onof the cold focal plane in August
throughthe 40% gain loss in Band 6 over 5 months until outgassingof the
cooler in early January,when the gain was restoredto its originalvalue.
The specifiedrangeof 260K to 320K correspondsto a range of
approximately50 to 195 counts,which is centeredin the 0 to 255 counts
available.
NOISE EQUIVALENTTEMPERATURE
An area of 600 120m pixels in Lake Erie was used to calculatenoise
equivalenttemperaturedifference,which was OolOK at 30OK, neglectingthe
forwardto reversescan difference.
TARGETTEMPERATUREAFTERATMOSPHERICORRECTION
The calibrationdata and tileBuffaloscene,with the corrections
mentionedand estimatesof tileatmospherictransmissionand radiance,were
used to make a temperatureestimatefor an area of Lake Erie of 21°C to
27°C. Local recordsof the temperatureshowed21°C.
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A PRELIMINARYASSESSMENTOF LANDSAT-4
THEMATICMAPPERDATA
D. G. GOODENOUGH,E. A. FLEMING, K. DICKINSON
DEPARTMENTOF ENERGY,MINESANDRESOURCES,CANADA
The results of a preliminary assessment of both raw and
NASA-processed Thematic Mapper (TM) data will be discussed.
Geometric correction of NASA-processed TM data has been carried out.
Correction was possible to within 3 pixels in the along track direction and 2
pixels in the across track direction.
A preliminary evaluation of TM imagery provided by the NASALANDSAT
Assessment System for geometric accuracy and map information content has been
carried out on samples of imagery. The initial indications were that bands 3,
5 and 7 contain the most useful cartographic information. The resolution of
rural and urban detail as well as the fit to plotted map detail was found to
be improved over LANDSATMSS, and such images may provide adequate revision
information for 1:250,000 maps in areas where it is not currently profitable
to use LANDSATMSS.
As part of a study of the radiometric correction of TM data, the
relative gains and offsets for each detector in each band of raw data were
calculated. This was done for different subscenes as well as a full scene and
the variation of the results with direction of scan and position of subscene
were studied.
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INTRODUCTION
A techniquefor the radiometriccorrectionof LANDSAT-4Thematic
_Bpper (TN) data was proposedby the Canada Centre for Remote Sensing (CCRS)
in 1982, and two reportsdefiningthe method and discussingpreliminary
resultswere presentedby CCRS at the LANDSAT-4ScientificCharacterization
Early ResultsSymposium. Subsequentdetailedobservationsof raw image data,
raw radiometriccalibrationdata and backgroundmeasurementsextractedfrom
the raw data streamon High DensityTape have highlightedin the proposed
method,major shortcomings,which if left uncorrected,can cause severe
radiometricstriping in the outputproduct. Resultspresentedhere correlate
measurementsof the DC backgroundwith variationsin both image data
backgroundand calibrationsamples. The effect on both raw data and on data
correctedusing the earlier proposedtechniqueis explained,and the
correctionrequired for these factorsas a functionof individualscan line
number for each detector is described. It is shown how the revised technique
can be incorporatedinto an operationalenvironment.
RADIOMETRICCORRECTIONOVERVIEW
The radiometriccorrectionmethod has three separatesteps.
i) For a referencedetectorin each spectralband, the corrections
requiredto place the data from this detectoron an absolute
scale are calculated,using in-flightcalibrationdata.
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ii) The relative differences between all other detectors in each
band and the reference detector are calculated, using the means
and standard deviations of the raw data values, which are
derived from the raw data histograms. In order to ensure that
the histograms correspond only to pixels with radiance values
for which the response of each detector is linear, all those
pixels which saturate any one detector within a band are removed
from the histogram of each detector within that band.
iii) Absolute and relative corrections are combined, to give absolute
gains and offsets for all detectors of all bands.
RAWDATAOBSERVATIONS
Calibration Data Extraction
The absolute calibration procedure using in-flight calibration data
relies on extracting and averaging calibration pulses from within the raw data
stream, for each detector, for each scan line in turn. The internal
calibration steps through eight unique calibration states, with approximately
40 consecutive scans at each level, as shown in Figure I. An average digital
number (DN) for each of the eight states (after ignoring overshoot, warm-up
time and cool-down time), is then combined with the corresponding prelaunch DN
and radiance level.
Calibration Data Variability
Detailed observations of averaged calibration pulse values within the
stable area of each calibration state have shown variations of magnitudes from
one to four DN from line to line for the same detector, which are uncorrelated
with scan direction. Moreover, it has been observed that for many detectors,
the averaged calibration pulse values are quantized into either the high or
low extremes of the rangeof variability, rather than being randomly
distributed throughout the range. This is exemplified in Figure 4 for
detector 4 of band I.
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Image Data Variability
Using a scene (Path48, Row 28, NovemberII, 1982) consistingof only
a large water body with nominallyvery small scene contentvariabilityfrom
scan line to scan line, an estimateof the variationof detectorresponseboth
within one spectralband and from swath to swath was obtained. This was
achievedby selectinga strip lO0 pixelswide by 320 swaths long, and by
plottingthe averageof each of these lO0 pixels as a functionof scan line
number.
Detailedobservationshave shown, in addition to the 16-1ine
periodicity,due to differencesin absolutecalibrationof each of the 16
detectors,variationsof magnitudesfrom one to four DN for those lines
correspondingto particulardetectors. As is the case with the calibration
data, the variationsare uncorrelatedwith scan direction,and show the same
quantizationeffects. This is exemplifiedin Figure3, Plot l, for detector 4
of band I.
(This detectorhas been chosen for illustrativepurposesonly. At
least seven other detectorsin the reflectivebands have shown similar
quantizationeffects,and many others have shown random variationsof
approximately2 DN).
BackgroundLevel Observations
In order to define the procedurefor extractingcalibrationpulse
averagesand for estimatingDC referencelevels,the raw data stream from tlle
end of one scan line to the start of the next scan line was investigatedin
detail. Sample plots were marked up with the nominallocationsof calibration
pulse centre,and with three nominalregionscharacterizingthe background
level, one before DC restore (BDC),one duringDC restore (DDC),and one after
DC restore (ADC).
Observationsof the BDC valuesrevealedvery close correlationwith
the observed image data backgroundlevel for the scan line immediately
precedingthe backgroundlevel measurement. This is exemplifiedfor detector
4, of band l in Figure 3, Plot 2.
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A similar high correlationwas observedbetween the appropriateDC
(ADC for forwardscans, and BDC for reversescans)measurementfor the
calibrationpulses. This is exemplifiedfor detector4 of band l in Figure 4.
However, there was no correlation between ADCof the previous line
and the observed image data background level at the start of the next scan
line. Plots of BDC, DDCand ADCas a function of line number show that there
is little change in DClevel during this entire region. The example shown in
Figure 2 for detector 4 of band 1 indicates the change in DC level, for each
scan line independently, by connecting with straight lines the BDC, DDCand
ADCmeasurements appropriate to that line. The discontinuity between the
background level measurement immediately prior to the start of scan line N
(ADC from scan line N-I) and the background level measurement immediately
after scan line N (BDC for scan line N) is clearly evident.
DEFICIENCIES IN THE EARLIER PROPOSEDTECHNIQUE
The effects on TMdata radiometrically corrected using the earlier
proposed technique will be three-fold. Firs_y, the variations in calibration
samples will decrease the accuracy of the absolute calibration of the
reference detector. Secondly, the random variations in background reference
level within a scene for some detectors means that the detector responses
cannot be characterized by a fixed, scene-dependent, gain and offset.
Relative gains and offsets calculated from raw data histograms will therefore
be inaccurate. Thirdly, the application of a fixed gain and offset over an
entire scene will not remove the observed backgroun variations of up to 4 DN
which occur randomly from line to line throughout tile scene.
REVlSEDOPERATIONALPROCEDURE
Revisions to the earlier proposed technique are therefore required.
i) The in-flightcalibrationdata will be accumulatedfor the
referencedetector,but the relevantline-by-linebackground
level measurement(correspondingto BDC or ADC) will be
subtractedbefore includingit in the calibrationstate average.
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ii) The sums and sums of squaresof the raw data will be accumulated
for a full scene, as follows. However,histogramswill be
accumulateda swath at a time, such thatany saturatedvalues
can be removed. A backgroundlevel, correspondingto BDC, will
be subtractedfrom the truncatedhistogrambefore the sums and
sums of squaresare accumulated.
iii) lhe absolute and relative correction parameters will be combined
to yield scene-dependent absolute gains and offsets for all
detectors.
iv) The data will be calibratedline by line, by applying offsets
and gains to each pixel in turn. However,the scene-dependent
offset must first be modifiedby the line-dependentoffset,
correspondingto BDC, before being subtractedfrom the raw data
value.
If pixel-dependentcorrectionsare required,these will be calculated
and appliedbefore modifyingeach pixel in the line by the scene-dependent
gain.
l these operationscan be convenientlyperformedin floating-point
notationbefore geometriccorrectionand conversionto the final 8-bit form.
CONCLUSION
Detailed observations of background reference levels have shown that
line-dependent variations in raw TM image data and in the associated
calibration data can be measured and corrected within an operational
environment, by applying simple offset corrections on a line-by-line basis.
The radiometric calibration procedure defined by CCRShas been revised
accordingly.
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FIGURE 3
Variationsin image data backgroundlevel as a functionof
scan line number for detector4 of band I.
Plot l shows changesin raw image data backgroundlevel
(RAW) representedas a deviationfrom the mean value
averagedover all 320 scans.
Plot 2 shows changesin DC referencelevel before DC
restore (BDC).
Plot 3 shows changesin RAW after BDC has been subtracted.
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FIbURE4
Variationsin averagedcalibrationpulse values as a
functionof scan line number for detector4 of band I.
Plot l shows changesin averagedcalibrationpulse values
(CALS_vI)representedas a deviationfrom the mean value for
the appropriatecalibrationstate average.
Plot 2 shows changesin DC referencelevel using ADC for
forwardscans and BDC for reversescans.
Plot 3 shows changes in CALSAM after BDC (or ADC) has been
subtracteed.
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A PRELIMINARYANALYSISOF LANDSAT-4THEMATIC
MAPPERRADIOMETRICPERFORMANCE
C. JUSTICEAND L. FUSCO
EUROPEANSPACE AGENCY/EARTHNETPROGRAMMEOFFICE
W. MEHL
COMMISSIONOF THE EUROPEANCOMMUNITIES/JOINTRESEARCHCENTRE
INTRODUCTION
Analysiswas performedto characterizethe radiometryof three
ThematicMapper (TM) digitalproductsof a scene acquiredon August 22, 1982
of Arkansas,USA (Track23, Frame 35). The three digitalproductsexamined
were the NASA raw (BT) product,the radiometricallycorrected(AT) productand
the radiometricallyand geometricallycorrected(PT) product. The scene was
one of the first seven band imagesmade availablefor analysisas part of the
Landsat Image Data QualityAssessment(LIDQA)program. The objectiveof the
analysiswas to examinethe frequencydistributionof the digitaldata; the
statisticalcorrelationbetweenthe bands;and the variabilitybetweenthe
detectorswithin a band. The analyseswere performedon a seriesof image
subsetsfrom the full scene. The resultspresentedin this paper are from one
I024x I024 pixel subsetof RealfootLake, Tennesseewhich displayeda
representativerange of ground conditionsand cover types occurringwithin the
full frame image. Bands l, 2 and 5 of the samplearea are presentedas Figure
l, 2, and 3 respectively. The subsetswere extractedfrom the three digital
data productsto cover the same geographicarea. The followinganalysiswas
undertakenwithin the first few weeks of obtainingthe TM data and provides
the first step towardsa full appraisalof the TM radiometrybeing performed
as part of the ESA/CECcontributionto the NASA/LIDQAprogram.
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